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Abstract
Nowadays, many organizations engage in Business Process Management (BPM) initiatives. Central
aspect in these initiatives are business process models, which describe how business processes within
the organization should be executed by process actors in practice. In order for these BPM initiatives to
be a success, it is necessary that employees understand the defined process models. Therefore,
organizations establish web portals to distribute these process models among process participants.
However, the process models are visualized in a rather static manner within these portals.
Consequently, the opportunity to guide process actors to relevant parts of the process model is missed,
and model users may not know where to focus their attention on. Thus, employees are not optimally
supported in their task to understand entire business processes by learning from process models, let
alone a landscape of process models in the form of inter-process linkages. In this research, various
visualization techniques were combined in a web portal for process actors to create a dynamic
visualisation of business process models. This web environment was, subsequently, evaluated by
process actors working for a large financial services group, in order to gather user’s perceptions and
opinions. Based on the results, a first motivation and interesting directions for the use of more
dynamic visual diagrams is provided.
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Management Summary
Nowadays, many organizations engage in Business Process Management initiatives. In order for these
initiatives to be a success, an essential critical success factor is the training and empowerment of
employees (Trkman, 2010), with associated critical practice that employees need to understand the
entire process as well as the inter-process linkages (Škrinjar & Trkman, 2013). Since a central
artefact, core aspect and integral part used in these initiatives are business process models (Born,
Dörr, & Weber, 2007; Schrepfer, Wolf, Mendling, & Reijers, 2009; Van der Aalst, 2013), it is no
surprise that these models are used for communication and the training of employees as well.
Therefore, large companies often establish internet portals which allow employees to access, among
other things, process models via their intranet (Hipp, Mutschler, & Reichert, 2012a; Rosemann,
2006). However, these process models are usually presented in a rather static manner within these
portals (Hipp et al., 2012a; Rosemann, 2006). Furthermore, very often, processes are displayed to
users in the same way as drawn by the process designer (Bobrik, Reichert, & Bauer, 2007). What
makes things worse, most casual staff members who are unexperienced in terms of modeling lack
confidence to interpret visual process diagrams (Leopold, Mendling, & Polyvyanyy, 2012). As a
result, staff members are not optimally supported in understanding business process models because
an opportunity to guide process actors to relevant parts of the business process model is missed and
users may be “overwhelmed with information” (Rinderle, Bobrik, Reichert, & Bauer, 2006).
Study
It is, therefore, worthwhile to examine whether a dynamic visualisation of process models created by
means of multiple visualisation techniques can aid the process of communicating business processes
and process information to process actors; various visualization techniques can be used to guide users
who inspect business process models. Dynamic, in contrast to static, implies that the representation or
visualisation of a process model is not constant when observed by model users.
Therefore, in order to address the problems described above, the main research question was defined
as follows:
Research Question
How to communicate information presented in business process models to process actors more
intuitively by means of visualisation techniques?
Approach
In order to answer this research question, two prototypes of a web portal which publish business
process models in a more dynamic manner were developed and evaluated in the context of a case
study company). In order to structure this study, the research approach as described below was
followed. As can be seen, the following sequence of steps was executed: A, B, C, D, E, C, D, and E.

Research approach
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Scope and Use cases addressed
The two prototypes developed in this study addressed only a selection of use cases; main system
actors were seen as process participants. That is, casual staff members who are required to learn how
business processes are executed within the organization. In terms of use-cases, the following were
supported were addressed;
Use-cases addressed
Inspect process flow
Inspect process flow
related to
responsibilities
Inspect dependencies
between processes

Process actors need to be able to inspect the process (control) flow depicted in a
business process model (control flow perspective), in order to learn how process
instances may be executed.
Process actors want to inspect the responsibilities of process roles linked to controlflow activities (commonly known as resource perspective), in order to learn what
process roles are assigned to the various activities. Note that this is a general use case
and is divided in two sub use cases.
The execution of a complete business process does not occur in isolation During
process execution, it is possible that other business processes are invoked or that
output of other business processes is received. Thus, the family of business processes
ensure a successful execution of business operations. Therefore, it is relevant to know
‘big-picture’.

Supporting process participants
For those staff members inspecting process models in order to learn how a business process execution
unfolds, it is required that feelings of ‘being overwhelmed’ and ‘map shock’ are prevented. Therefore,
organizations using web portals to distribute process models among the organizational population
should critically assess, in terms of intended audience and goals, the current web environment used
for process model distribution. If the web portal deployed aims to address all casual members of the
organization and aims to provide instructional material, it is necessary to evaluate the user-interaction
and process model visualisation functionalities included. The results in this study indicate that a
selection of visualisation techniques are perceived to be beneficial. For users who inspect a model
diagram to learn how process instances may be executed, it may be beneficial to constrain the user to
process the diagram in a node-by-node manner. This enforced, organized, and structured manner of
information processing was perceived to be related with processing a diagram more consciously or
more actively, which is an interesting finding to be further examined. Furthermore, in order to avoid
that model users are overwhelmed with visual information, a form of colour highlighting (see image
below) can be used to grey-out irrelevant model elements. In addition, in order to make inspection of
process model more entertaining and to guide the user’s attention, a moving icon may be added to the
web portal as well.

Colour-highlighting

Moving icon
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Role-based point of view
When process participants gained knowledge related how a business process execution unfolds in
practice (i.e. what types of process instances might exist), it becomes relevant to know what part is
relevant for the process roles executed by the model-user. A common visualisation approach used for
describing role responsibilities is a RACI table Brennan (2009), which is shown below (left-hand
side). However, based on the result that a combination of a process model diagram and color
highlighting was positively evaluated, it is recommended to offer both a process model diagram with
model-elements highlighted as well as an interactive tabular form solution (e.g. RACI table). This
way, the best of both worlds is combined: a tabular form provides a quick overview with limited
context for fast identification of relevant activities, while a diagram provides a quick overview with a
more extensive context for identification of resource interfaces. An example of a diagram highlighting
approach is shown below (right-hand side).

RACI Table

RACI Diagram

Visualisation of process interfaces
For the visualisation of process interfaces, it is necessary to evaluate whether current visual models
(as drawn by business analysts) and the corresponding publish environment incorporate functionalities
to manage the complexity of these models, for instance in terms of user-interface available. The
approach put forward in this study is based on a modularization of business process models (i.e. a
hierarchy of multiple levels) with complexity handled on each level. Since process interfaces are
central, two process models were displayed side-by-side with the interface explicitly modelled. The
hierarchy approach allowed each process model to be controlled individually in terms of level of
detail. In order to allow users to quickly inspect the large amount of information, a horizontal slider
interface was selected. This approach (see image below) was evaluated positively by a majority of the
participants, although follow-up research is required to incorporate multiple interfaces.

Display of four hierachy levels with one process model (right) displayed in more detail
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Facilitating functionalities
In terms of functionalities not related to process model diagrams per se, options to indirectly assist
process participants were evaluated as to be encouraged. In order to distribute domain knowledge
among process participants before an actual process model is shown, an e-learning functionality may
be used; both process actors and novices with regard to the business process found information
described in the e-learning useful. Secondly, during inspection of process models, an option to contact
a colleague for help was evaluated as seen as something to be encouraged, very good, or useful.
Third, in terms of user-interface, options to hide and show tabs and elements of the user-interface
were assessed to provide added value as well.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, many organizations engage in Business Process Management (BPM) initiatives. A core
aspect, integral part, and foundation in these BPM initiatives are (business) process models (Born et
al., 2007; Schrepfer et al., 2009; Van der Aalst, 2013), which provide the basis for activities
associated with the business process management lifecycle (Jan Mendling, 2013). In the lifecycle of
these BPM projects, communication processes are vital (Guo, Brown, & Rasmussen, 2013); various
communities with different knowledge and expertise (e.g. trained professionals, developers,
consultants, business analysts, domain experts, and process actors) have to communicate diverse
information regarding business processes.
In order to facilitate, among other things, communication between these stakeholders in process
design projects, process models play an important role (Reijers, Freytag, Mendling, & Eckleder, 2011;
Schrepfer et al., 2009). One of the purposes of a process model is to serve as a means of
communication (Reijers, Mans, & van der Toorn, 2009), communication vehicle (Melcher, Mendling,
Reijers, & Seese, 2010), or communication base (J. Becker, Rosemann, & Uthmann, 2000).
Since a business process model is a key artifact to represent how work is performed in
organizations (Smirnov, Reijers, Weske, & Nugteren, 2012), one setting in which a business process
model serves as a means of communication is when an organization strives to reach a higher process
orientation. In process oriented organizations, BPM is comprehensively applied (Kohlbacher, 2010).
In order to become more process oriented, one of the critical practices related to the BPM critical
success factor ‘Training and Empowerment of Employees’ (Trkman, 2010) is that 1) employees
understand the entire process and that 2) employees understand the inter-process linkages (Škrinjar &
Trkman, 2013).
Thus, it is of importance that each employee is informed about the organization’s processes as well
as their own responsibilities in these processes and the relationships between business process
(models).

1.1.

Problem identification

In order to inform employees regarding business processes, process models may, for instance, be used
in employee training (Gulla & Brasethvik, 2000; Melcher et al., 2010). In line with this thought, in
order to communicate processes more efficiently (e.g. for the training of employees), the purpose of
process modelling is to make processes more transparent (J. Becker, Kugeler, & Rosemann, 2003).
Furthermore, in order to communicate process models to process actors, large companies often
establish internet portals which allow employees to access, among other things, process models via
their intranet (Hipp et al., 2012a; Rosemann, 2006).
However, most casual staff members who are unexperienced in terms of modeling lack confidence
to interpret visual process diagrams (Leopold et al., 2012), and the business processes are usually
presented in a rather static manner within these portals, e.g. as simple drawings or textual descriptions
(Hipp et al., 2012a). Also, very often processes are displayed to users in the same way as drawn by the
process designer (Bobrik et al., 2007).
Consequently, when a process model is presented in a rather static matter, the opportunity to guide
process actors to relevant parts of the business process model is missed. Additionally, model users
have different needs and require personalized views (Bobrik et al., 2007), which means that a static
one-fit-for all visualisation solution is not sufficient. Furthermore, since no visual guidance is
facilitated, model users may not know where to focus their attention on, i.e. the users “are
overwhelmed with information” (Rinderle et al., 2006). The feeling of being overwhelmed by the
scale and complexity of a map is labelled ‘map shock’ and may cause a degradation of motivation and
incomplete processing of the map elements (Blankenship & Dansereau, 2000). Thus, for organizations
using web portals which present process models in a rather static manner, employees are not
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optimally supported in their task to understand the entire process by learning from process models, let
alone a landscape of inter-connected process models.
Therefore, process models should reveal their content in an intuitive (J. Becker et al., 2003;
Dehnert & Van Der Aalst, 2004; Rosemann, 2006; Schrepfer et al., 2009) and easy understandable
(Dehnert & Van Der Aalst, 2004; Schrepfer et al., 2009) manner. Furthermore, the visualization of
these process models should be liked and well-accepted by the model-users (Rosemann, 2006).
With regard to academic attention, there exists a considerable body of literature on process model
understandability (comprehensibility) and complexity, which can be categorized in two categories:
techniques which do adapt the formal structure or abstract syntax of a process model (cf. La Rosa,
Wohed, et al. (2011)), and those wo affect the concrete syntax of a process model (cf. La Rosa, ter
Hofstede, et al. (2011)). However, these techniques are often applied to process models before
publication in online web environments and intranets to ensure Understandability-by-Design
(Pragmatic Quality Ensuring) (Reijers, Mendling, & Recker, 2010), which, in the end, results in static
representations of business process models within these portals. In other words, most current
(research) efforts to realize intuitive, liked, well-accepted, and easy understandable process models
end at design time, before the stage that process models are communicated to process actors.

1.2.

Research question

It is, therefore, worthwhile to examine whether a dynamic visualisation of process models created by
means of multiple visualisation techniques can aid the process of communicating business processes
and process information to process actors. A dynamic visualisation, in contrast to static, implies that
given a process model diagram (image) at time 𝑥, either imposed by user or system (control) during a
diagram inspection session, the visual content of the visual diagram is altered in terms of concrete or
abstract syntax (La Rosa, ter Hofstede, et al., 2011) at time 𝑥 + 𝛼, where holds that 𝑎 >
0 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠. Next, in order to address the problems described in the previous section, the central
research question is defined as follows:
Research Question
How to communicate information presented in business process models to process actors more
intuitively by means of visualisation techniques?
In order to answer this research question, by following a design science approach, various
visualization and business process model presentation techniques as well as Human Computer
Interaction (HCI) principles were combined in a web portal for process actors to create a dynamic
visualisation of business process models, in order to ensure a form of ‘Understandability-byPresentation’. Subsequently, this web environment was evaluated by process participants (case study
company), in order to gather user perceptions and opinions about the dynamic functionalities offered.
The main contributions of this discovery-oriented research are threefold. In the first place, novel
combinations of visualization techniques are presented and evaluated in the context of a case study
company. Secondly, academics are supported to identify interesting directions for further research, for
instance research related to the relationship between the (combination of) techniques described in this
work and business process model understandability. Last, vendors offering BPM suites may identify
interesting (process model visualization) foundations which are worthwhile to investigate further in
more detail.

1.3.

Research approach

In order to deal with the research question described in the previous section, a prototype was designed
to create a dynamic visualisation of process models. This prototype was, subsequently, evaluated by
process actors working for a financial services group. In order to design this prototype, a designfocused business problem-solving approach (Section 1.3.1) detailed by means of design science
methodology (Section 1.3.2) was applied. This section, therefore, presents the research design
2

employed to develop this prototype, i.e. “a set of selected methods to obtain the research findings”
(Riley, 1996, p. 5) is described.
1.3.1. Design-focused business problem-solving
Design-focused business problem-solving employs a methodology that “aims at the design of specific
solutions for specific business problems” (van Aken, Berends, & Van der Bij, 2012, p. 17) and is
based on the regulative cycle as defined by van Strien (1997).
The regulative cycle consists of five steps: problem identification, analysis and diagnosis, plan of
action/design, intervention, and evaluation. The description of each step is based on van Aken et al.
(2012). In the first step, the (business) problem and the project plan and approach for analysis,
diagnosis and design is defined. Next, traditional quantitative or quality business research are used to
produce a specific understanding on the context and nature of the problem. Third, a solution is
designed including a change plan to address the defined problem. Then, in the next step, business
practice is changed on the basis of the solution design and the change plan, after which it is evaluated
in the last step.
Unfortunately, the methodology described above does not describe how to design the specific
solution. Indeed, van Aken et al. (2012, p. 24) present a general model for a design process which
“can be regarded as a detailing of the design part of the regulative cycle”. Thus, this is where design
science research comes into place, which is described in the next section.
1.3.2. Design science research
Design science research is research that “creates and evaluates IT artefacts intended to solve identified
organizational problems” (Hevner, March, Park, & Ram, 2004, p. 77). Given that the design science
methodology referred to by Hevner et al. (2004) is about the development of IT artefacts and that the
problem identification resulted in problems related to the technical realization of business process
(model) communication (cf. J. Becker et al. (2003)) in organizations, it is consistent to detail the
regulative cycle in this conduct by this form of design science research.
There exist several ‘process models for design research’ (Winter, 2008), proposed by authors such
as March and Smith (1995), Sein, Henfridsson, Purao, Rossi, and Lindgren (2011), and Hevner et al.
(2004). Basically, most of these approaches incorporate a set of common steps, which is described by
Johannesson and Perjons (2012). In their work, the following generic design science research method
is defined: Explicate Problem, Outline Artefact and Define Requirements, Design and Develop
Artefact, Demonstrate Artefact, and Evaluate Artefact. In the first step, a practical problem is
precisely formulated and motivated. Next, in the form of an artefact, a solution to address the problem
is outlined and requirements are defined. Third, the artefact is defined. Subsequently, in step four and
five, the artefact is demonstrated in an illustrative case and evaluated.
1.3.3. Phases
Figure 1 below presents the research approach. As can be seen, the regulative cycle (left-hand side)
defined by van Strien (1997) and described in van Aken et al. (2012) is specified in more detail in
terms of a design science (right-hand side) as described by Johannesson and Perjons (2012), resulting
in the research approach actually followed. Note that not all steps described by the regulative cycle
were part of this (research) study: only the first three steps are of interest. The decision whether to
execute the latter two steps, intervention and evaluation, is made by the case study company involved
in this project, without the researchers involved. Also, note that one iteration is included in this
research.
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Figure 1: Research approach

The remainder of this section describes the research approach followed in more detail in terms of
individual steps (A, B, C, D, and E).
A: Problem identification
In Section 1.1, the research and practical problem is identified and the relevance of this problem is
outlined. Pursuing the idea that visual guidance should be offered to model users inspecting business
process models and that a dynamic visualization of process models may be beneficial, a research
question was defined to investigate whether process models can be presented more intuitively in a
dynamic manner to process participants by means of visualization techniques.

B: Use cases and Requirements gathering
In order to address the identified problems and to answer the research question, in the next phase use
cases and requirements were defined. With regard to the elicitation of these use cases and
requirements for (dynamic) business process model visualization, interviews were conducted to gather
user’s opinions, ideas, and expectations. Interviews are widely used in practice for requirements
development (Kassab, Neill, & Laplante, 2014; Neill & Laplante, 2003) and are, therefore, suitable in
this phase of this research conduct. However, since only 12 employees from the case study company
participated in these interviews, the list of requirements was extended and justified based on scientific
literature about business process model visualization and understanding as well as Human Computer
Interaction principles.
C: Selection of visualisation techniques
In this phase, visualisation techniques were selected in order to address the requirements and use
cases defined in the previous phase. Since a multitude of visualization techniques exist, a selection
was required. The selection of visualisation techniques was set up to be two-fold: the selection was
both theory driven (i.e. based on scientific literature) and empirically driven (i.e. based on the elicited
requirements).
D: Design of prototype (web portal)
In this phase, a prototype in the form of a web portal which incorporates and displays the visualisation
techniques that address the use cases and requirements was developed by means of HTML5, CSS, and
Javascript. These languages offer flexibility with regard to the visualisation techniques selected to be
included in the prototype.
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E: User evaluation
The next phase, after design of the prototype, was to let process actors evaluate the visualisation
techniques used to address the various use cases and requirements. Based on a survey and a
combination of semi-structured interviews and think aloud sessions, the following was assessed:
acquiring of personal information and work experience (survey), opinions with regard to perceived
usefulness and perceived ease of use (survey), and opinions related to whether the visualisation
techniques used are experienced to be beneficial in acquiring the information that a process
participant needs (thinking out loud session and semi-structured interview).
A survey to gather data with regard to the perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use was used
because “we seldom learn much about opinions and attitudes except by surveying; this is also true of
intentions and expectations” (Blumberg, 2008, p. 278).
Furthermore, the primary goal of the user evaluation sessions was to identify how model users
perceived the visualisation techniques used to present process models. An effective technique used in
usability testing to collect user’s reports of the experience of interacting with a design is the think
aloud method (Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2005). The think aloud method has the following
characteristics: it does not interfere with this task’s performance, the talking is executed almost
automatically, the data is very direct since there is no delay, the subject does not give an interpretation
of his or her thoughts, and a predefined form to communicate thoughts is not required (Van Someren,
Barnard, & Sandberg, 1994). Another method to trigger feedback in the evaluation sessions were
questions in a semi-structured setting during and after the session. A semi-structured setting made it
possible to ask interesting follow-up questions when interesting issues were identified during the
session.

1.4.

Research setting

The case study company involved in this research project is Achmea financial services group.
Achmea, established in 1811, is one of the largest integrated financial services groups in the
Netherlands whose core business is insurance (life, non-life, and health) as well as services relating to
pensions and health. Key characteristics of this company are presented in Table 1 below.
€20 bn Domains Insurance, pension, health
Turnover (in billions)
12
Insurance brands
Presence 9 countries (Europe)
Customers (in millions) 13m
Employees 15,000 (Total), 2,000 (IM&IT)

Table 1: Key characteristics of
case study company (Achmea)
(IM=Information Management,
IT=Information Technology).

One ambition of Achmea is to become the ‘most trusted insurer’. Linked to this ambition is the
strategy to obtain, among other things, a process perspective and an employee/culture perspective.
The critical success factors linked to this strategy are respectively that work is being executed on the
basis of standards, and that employees excel in customer focus, expertise, and continuous
improvement. In other words, this company is making processes transparent (in order to standardise
them) and shaping an environment for improving operations through reengineering initiatives, which
can be linked to the concept of process orientation (Reijers, 2006).
1.4.1. IM&IT BPM effort(s)
All departments of this case study company have to adhere to this strategy, including the Information
Management and Information Technology (IM&IT) department (2,000 employees).
During the time of this research conduct, the IM&IT department was undertaking a department-wide
BPM effort, using the CMMi for Development (Chrissis, Konrad, & Shrum, 2011) and CMMi for
Services (Forrester, Buteau, & Shrum, 2011) maturity models to describe their overall process
maturity and to follow a staged approach to process improvement. At the highest maturity level,
organizations focus on continuous improvement of overall organizational performance. However,
before reaching this maturity level, the organization has to make sure that processes are quantitatively
managed and are well characterized, understood, planned and executed accordingly. The case study
company had not yet reached the highest maturity and was making sure that processes were executed
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adhering to the process descriptions. In other words, the organization was, among other things,
implementing the critical practise described by Škrinjar and Trkman (2013), namely to make sure that
employees understand the entire process as well as the inter-process linkages. For this reason, this
company was deemed ideal to serve as a case study.
1.4.2. Publication of business process models
Related to the technical realization (J. Becker et al., 2003) of communicating business process
models, the case study company purchased an off-the-shelve web portal offered by a major software
vendor. Goal of this web portal is, according to internal documentation, “a better presentation of
business processes to end-users by increasing the retrievability and readability of business processes”.
This web portal is able to publish the company’s process models as well as corresponding process
annotation. Model-users are able to inspect individual business process activities by clicking on the
corresponding graphical model elements, in order to retrieve annotation in the form of descriptions,
responsibilities, and documentation. Furthermore, role-based textual views in the form interactive lists
are offered to users. By using this functionality, process participants are able to see in a list-wise form
what roles are assigned to their local account, as well as what business processes and roles belong to
these process roles. However, when the user is inspecting visual process models diagrams, no visual
guidance is offered; the business process models are published as drawn by the process designer. The
only non-static elements of the business process models are that users are able to click on individual
model elements. Consequently, model users may not know where to focus their attention on, and an
opportunity to guide users to relevant parts of the process model diagram is missed.

1.5.

Report outline

In order to evaluate whether process models can be presented more intuitively to process actors by
means of a dynamic process model visualisation that displays various visualisation techniques, an
iterative research approach was followed that includes the design of two prototypes. Given the
iterative nature and the design of two prototypes, the remainder of this study is structured as follows.
First of all, Chapter 2 describes basic visualization techniques which exist for the visualisation of
business process models in general. A selection of these basic visualisation techniques were
incorporated in the web portal developed. Before discussing the prototypes in terms of design
decisions and results, Chapter 3 presents the basis of both prototypes: the use cases and requirements
gathered. Based on the selection of the use cases and requirements which are described in Chapter 3,
Prototype I was developed and evaluated by process actors working for the case study company.
Therefore, Chapter 4 describes both the development and evaluation of this prototype in terms of
primaries, design decisions, implementation, conduct and results of user evaluation, and a discussion
and outlook. Next, Chapter 5 describes the design of Prototype II in terms of preliminaries, design
decisions related to modifications, design decisions related to extensions, implementation, conduct
and results of user evaluation, and a discussion. In Chapter 6, the results are discussed. Last, a
conclusion is described in Chapter 7.

2. Background of visualisation techniques
As mentioned in the introduction, (business) process models are a common approach to analyse and
create new business processes (M. Becker & Laue, 2012), making business process modelling one of
the fundamental aspects of BPM (Van Nuffel & De Backer, 2012). Whereas simple visualisations
dominated business modelling tools in the beginning, the availability of high-performance computer
graphics hardware has given rise to new visualisation applications (Fill, 2009).
Before adding a dynamic aspect to (in the first place) a static process diagram, it is worthwhile to
describe what visualisation approaches with regard to business process models for web portals exist in
general. Therefore, Figure 2 below is defined based on elements described by Fill (2009), La Rosa, ter
Hofstede, et al. (2011), and Hipp et al. (2012a). This figure shows an overview of aspects relevant to
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the topic of visualising business process models. At the basis, a static process model consists of a base
layout in terms of dimensions, notation, and level of detail. Given this basis, various operations may
be applied in order to alter the basis (visual image), for instance by the use of highlighting, animation,
or zooming. Also, user-interaction may be added to the visual image as well. When interpreting this
diagram, flexibility should be taken into account; although this overview suggests that, for instance,
Level of detail is only applicable to the representation of the visual diagram, it is, however, also
applicable to for instance the Annotation used when icons are added to the visual diagram. Also, some
of the options per category are not mutually exclusive. For instance, in a process model diagram, both
Graphical and Enclosure Highlighting may be used. In other words, this overview merely serves as an
general indication of the various techniques available instead of a complete specific framework of the
all the combinations of techniques possible in the visualization technique space. Given this overview,
in the remainder of this section, an overview of visualisation approaches related to business process
models is discussed in more detail.
Basis: Layout

User-interaction

1

Dimensions
2D
2.5D
3D

Notation2
Explicit
Alternative

Representation1,2
Level of detail1
Photorealistic
Partly Abstract
Abstract

For alterations of basis: Operations
Highlighting2
Animation1
Annotation2
Pictorial
Graphical
Static
Textual
Enclosure
Animated
Reality-ident

2.1.

Zooming3
Geographic
Semantic
View

Level of interaction
No
Partly
Full

1

Figure
Overview
visualisation
techniques.

2:
of

1=Fill (2009), 2=La
Rosa et al. (2011),
3=Hipp
et
al.
(2012a).

Dimensionality

According to Fill (2009), the level of dimensionality of business process visualisations consists of
three levels: a two (2), two and a half (2.5), and three (3) dimensional (D) representation. In this
summation, 2.5D is defined as illustrations which contain objects which are perceived to be threedimensional, for instance through shadings and distortions.
The use of multiple dimensions has gained some academic attention. For instance, Betz et al.
(2008) and Schönhage, Ballegooij, and Elliëns (2000) mention that 3D visualizations of business
processes allow for a combination of more information into a single scene or view, which may hold
for the addition of extra dimensions to graphs in general (Herman, Melancon, & Marshall, 2000).
Taken to a more advanced level, 3D process models may be used in virtual worlds to assist validation
techniques used by business analysts (Guo et al., 2013).
Although adding an extra dimension introduces more information to be showed in one scene, the
evaluation carried out by Schönhage et al. (2000) showed that acceptance levels of the 2D
visualisation were higher than those of the 3D visualisation because of multiple explanations, one
being that users who are unfamiliar with 3D business visualisations have to be acquainted with 3D
first.

2.2.

Representation

A large number of graphical process modeling languages exist in order to design process models,
which are sets of graphical constructs and rules how to combine these constructs (Recker, 2010)
visualized by photorealistic, partly abstract, or abstract (Fill, 2009) visual elements. These sets of
graphical constructs, or dedicated graphical notations, form the explicit representation (La Rosa, ter
Hofstede, et al., 2011). For instance, one may choose from UML Activity diagrams, the Business
Process Modeling Notation (BPMN), Event-Driven Process Chains (EPCs), Workflow nets, or the
Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) to model business processes (Dijkman, Dumas, van
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Dongen, Käärik, & Mendling, 2011). On the other hand, when process modeling concepts are
captured without the use of the primary graphical notation, an alternative representation is used.
Recent research in this field often refers to the Physics of Notations as described by Moody (2009) for
the evaluation of various modeling grammars. For a brief overview of literature in this field, consult
La Rosa, ter Hofstede, et al. (2011).

2.3.

Highlighting

Another operation which affects the layout of a process model is highlighting. According to La Rosa,
ter Hofstede, et al. (2011), three options to highlight model elements exist: enclosure highlighting,
graphical highlighting, and annotation in the form of text or pictorial elements. The first form of
highlighting refers to visually enclosing a set of model elements, and graphical highlighting refers to
changing visual appearance of model elements, such as shape, line thickness and type, background
color, font type, and color (La Rosa, ter Hofstede, et al., 2011). The latter category refers to the
availability of either textual or pictorial elements.
Since it is not feasible to present all studies which have used a form of highlighting in a business
process model context, this section describes what highlighting options may be considered in a
process model context. Although the first category (enclosure) and third category (annotation) are
straightforward, more depth is provided for the second category (graphical highlighting). Related to
changing the visual appearance of process models, La Rosa, ter Hofstede, et al. (2011) mentioned
shape, line thickness and type, background color, and font type and color. Other options to consider
for highlighting are the (additional) variables described by Bertin (1983), being size, position,
orientation, and texture. Although it is trivial that these properties are present in business process
models diagrams due to the visual notation used, for highlighting purposes, color has gained
significant attention in business process model research. Examples of studies which have used some
form of color highlighting (including variations in brightness levels) in business process graphs are
Kabicher, Kriglstein, and Rinderle-Ma (2011), Nawrocki, Nedza, Ochodek, and Olek (2006), Günther
(2009), Reijers, Freytag, et al. (2011), and Hornung, Koschmider, and Lausen (2008).

2.4.

Animation

Another mean to visualize business process models is animation. According to Fill (2009), the degree
of animation consist of the following three values: there is either no animation, animation, or realityident animation. The latter category relates to animations that are close to movements in reality.
Caution should be exercised with regard to what an animation consists of since a dynamic
visualization can, in the first place, be realized by means of various visual effects (Mayer, 2014). For
instance, a token flowing along edges of a diagram creates a continuous movement effect. Example
studies which used continuous movement as form of animation are the studies by Philippi and Hill
(2007), Günther (2009), and Allweyer and Schweitzer (2012). Besides continuous movement, a
dynamic visualisation can be created by showing successive static diagrams. In fact, the static
visualization techniques discussed in this chapter can be used to create a dynamic visualization of a
process model. As demonstrated by Nawrocki et al. (2006), one option to create an animation effect is
to show successive frames of model diagrams in which each diagram contains a new node which is
highlighted.
Secondly, animation may be closely related to simulation; when simulation refers to an intuitive
way to present formal behavior of the model to users (Reijers et al., 2010), it is closely related to
animation as a visualization of dynamics (Philippi & Hill, 2007).
About the benefits and drawbacks of using animations to present business process models, the
academic literature is contradicting. On the one hand, for instance, user evaluation carried out in the
study by Philippi and Hill (2007) gave positive responses. Furthermore, the concept of token flow
animation proved to be very useful for teaching and learning Business Process Model Notation
(BPMN) as several BPMN books use the flow of tokens for explaining the meaning of process models
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(Allweyer & Schweitzer, 2012, p. 98). On the other hand, however, “it is not obvious that techniques
such as animation and narration would improve the effectiveness of communication domain
information to stakeholders for validation (Gemino, 2004, p. 153)” In addition, Beck, Burch, and
Diehl (2009, p. 594) mention that “for animations the cognitive load is a major problem, because at
each moment, we see only a single image and have to rely on our working memory to remember what
happened before”.

2.5.

Level of interaction

According to Fill (2009), three levels of user-interaction with graphical representations exist: no
interaction, partly interaction, and full interaction. For instance, a graphical representation of a process
model within a dynamic web environment that allows you to click on each element is fullyinteractive, whereas a process model viewed in an image browser is static. When a form of interactive
images is taken to the next step by the addition of simulation capabilities, a visual interactive
simulation is created. Indeed, simulation models used for simulation may be interacted with by model
users (de Vreede & Verbraeck, 1996).
As mentioned in the section about animation, simulation is closely related to animation. With
regard to visual interactive simulations, some scholars have linked the term animation to screens
which are updated when the model is executed (i.e. a simulation run). For instance, in the work by
Mans et al. (2009), an animation layer is used on top of a CPN Tools model to show the last executed
activity in the CPN model, as well as which decisions, enabled activities, resources, data, and systems
are involved in executing the activities. Furthermore, de Crom and Reijers (2001) describe a
validation approach in the form of a prototype which makes use of a to-be process model which is
extended (and animated) with user-interaction facilities to show to end-users the process execution of
a process model.
In the study by Mans et al. (2009), the authors note that “the EUC approach [CPN tools model
plus animation layer] was really helpful in validating the model and we believe that better results have
been obtained than when we would have shown the plain CPN models or process schemas of a
workflow management system to the people involved...” Furthermore, the use of this prototype in the
study by de Crom and Reijers (2001) was experienced to be beneficial.

2.6.

Zooming

One metaphor used with regard to (business) process models is that of a navigation system and map
(Bider, 2005; Hipp, Mutschler, & Reichert, 2012b; Van der Aalst, 2009); a process model and a road
map are both depicted as a diagram that consists of nodes and edges. According to Van der Aalst
(2009), controls are needed which allow users to zoom in or zoom out seamlessly like a navigation
system. For business process models this functionality implies that (insignificant) elements are either
left out, or clustered into aggregated shapes. Note that various forms of zooming can be meant here
(Hipp et al., 2012b): a form of zooming which adjusts the level of model elements visible (i.e. a
magnifier) without changing the level of information detail (geographic navigation), a form of
zooming which adjusts the level of displayed process information (i.e. on a higher level only task
names are visible, while on a lower level responsible roles are also shown; semantic navigation), and
the use of views (i.e. different types of process information is shown or left out, while the detail level
of information remains on a constant level). Showing and hiding of information can be realized by
means of multiple model operations. For instance, one technique which is extensively examined by
multiple scholars, is business process model abstraction (cf. Smirnov et al. (2012)), which also covers
the use of aggregation and sub processes (cf. Reijers, Mendling, and Dijkman (2011)), i.e.
modularization. With regard to zooming, the scientific findings related to the effects of model size on
understanding and error probability may also hold for this technique because only a selection of the
total process model is visible; research has shown that a decrease in model size increases the
understandability of the corresponding model (Jan Mendling, Reijers, & Cardoso, 2007).
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3. Use cases and requirements
The first step to develop a prototype in the form of a dynamic visualisation of process models was to
gather use-cases and requirements. Therefore, interviews were conducted and scientific literature was
consulted. More specifically, the use-cases and requirements are based on interviews, and the
requirements defined are based on scientific literature related to business process model visualization
and Human Computer Interaction as well. The structure of this chapter is as follows. Because
interviews were the source for use-cases and requirements, Section 3.1 describes the setup of these
interviews. Next, Section 3.2 presents the set of use cases addressed in this study, and section 3.3
describes the requirements defined.

3.1.

Interviews setup

The primary goal of conducting interviews was to collect process participant’s opinions, ideas, and
expectations with regard to business process model visualization. That is, goal was to identify what
process actors expect of a visualised process model. Therefore, a total of seven process actors related
to Change Management business process were interviewed face to face; these participants are a
sample of employees who will retrieve the company’s business process models upon publication in
the organization’s intranet. In addition, one process manager related to the Change Management
process was interviewed.
In order to explore process actor’s opinions and needs, audio recorded semi-structured interviews
were used. The interview protocols are included in Appendix I. For the process actors group, insights
were obtained with regard to prior experiences with process models (including Change Management
process model) in terms of goals, first impressions, difficulties, and required support. Furthermore, the
participant was asked to inspect the Change Management process model presented by an off-theshelve web portal to elicit aforementioned insights. For the process manager, questions were asked
related to work experience in terms of the use and publication of process models. More specifically,
during the professional career of the process manager, it may have been possible that the process
manager has given process workshops (for presentation or training purposes) or has used process
models for communication purposes. Therefore, insights may be shared about how to present process
models to process participants.
If permission was granted, all interviews were recorded (audio) and, subsequently, transcribed.
Next, the transcriptions were presented to the interview participant for verification; the response rate
was 63%. Next, based on the interviews, six use-cases as described in Section 3.2 were defined.
Furthermore, in Section 3.3 a selection of requirements is based on the interviews as well.

3.2.

Use cases

A use case is a description of the interactions and responsibilities of a system with actors (Adolph,
Cockburn, & Bramble, 2002, p. 16). In light of this research, the system is a web portal which enables
users to inspect business process models, and the actor that interacts with the system is the user group
of process participants. Note that although different user groups (e.g. managers, process owners,
process administrators, process designers, process participants, system designers, or extern
collaborators) access a system like this with varying motivations (Bobrik, Reichert, & Bauer, 2005),
the scope in this research is limited to process participants who are assigned to process roles
executing the visualized business processes. Figure 3 below presents an overview of the gathered use
cases. Given that these use-cases are the result of conducted interviews, the relationship with the case
study business process (change management) is depicted as well.
Some of these use cases may be related to perspectives of business processes models, being
control-flow, data, and resource perspective (c.f. Jablonski and Bussler (1996)). The control-flow
describes the activities and events which are connected by arcs and connectors, whereas the
corresponding data and resource elements are oftentimes modelled by graphical symbols which are
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connected to the corresponding activities (La Rosa, Dumas, ter Hofstede, Mendling, & Gottschalk,
2008). When a perspective is applicable
Some of these use cases may be
related to perspectives of business
processes models, being controlflow,
data,
and
resource
perspective (c.f. Jablonski and
Bussler (1996)). The control-flow
describes the activities and events
which are connected by arcs and
connectors,
whereas
the
corresponding data and resource
elements are oftentimes modelled
by graphical symbols which are
connected to the corresponding
activities (La Rosa et al., 2008).

Business Process Model Visualisation
Process Actor

Inspect process
flow

Case-study:
Change Management

Inspect process flow
related to responsibilities

Use case
number
UC1

UC2
UC2.1

Inspect activities
assigned to own role
Change Owner

Inspect activities
assigned to non-owned roles

UC2.2

Inspect context* of
activities assigned to own
role

UC2.3

Change Manager

Specialist
Change Coordinator

*
those
activities
directly precedent and
subsequent to activities
assigned to own role

Inspect dependencies
between processes

UC3

General Employee

Figure 3: Overview of use cases addressed in this study.
When a perspective is applicable
to a use case, this is explicitly mentioned. As can be seen, a distinction is made between three main
use cases and three sub use cases regarding business process model visualisation. In the remainder of
this section, each use case is described in more detail, including the application to the context of the
case study company involved (i.e. the change management business process).

Inspect process flow
1
Name:
UC number:
Although explicitly mentioned by only one process participant, this main use-case state that process
actors need to be able to inspect the process (control) flow depicted in a business process model
(control flow perspective), in order to learn how process instances may be executed. Though, it is not
necessary to know how each individual step is executed in detail.
Inspect process flow related to responsibilities
2
Name:
UC number:
Six out of seven process participants referred to a use case related to the resource perspective, which
states that process actors want to inspect the responsibilities of process roles linked to control-flow
activities, in order to learn what process roles are assigned to the various activities. Note that this is a
general use case on an instance task level and that a distinction can be made in the responsibilities
relevant to process actors who execute certain process roles and responsibilities of other process roles.
Inspect activities assigned to own role
2.1
Name:
UC number:
One division of responsibilities is the RACI model (Brennan, 2009), which states that process role are
responsible (R), accountable (A), consulted (C), and/or informed (I) for process activities. Given that
a vast majority of process participants was interested in responsibilities and that responsibilities can
be divided in terms of RACI, the sub-case mentioned above was defined.
Inspect activities assigned to non-owned roles
2.2
Name:
UC number:
During process execution, several process actors are responsible for a successful change
implementation. It is, therefore, not only relevant to know what activities belong to your own role, but
also what may be expected from colleagues in general.
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Inspect context of activities assigned to own role
2.3
Name:
UC number:
Four out of seven process actors mentioned it is relevant to know those activities directly precedent
and subsequent to activities assigned to owned role (‘context’). The execution of individual process
activities does not occur in isolation. Before an activity is executed, the object that flows through the
business process may be interacted with by other process roles in the precedent activity, and after
execution, will be interacted with in the subsequent activity. As a result, the quality delivered in
precedent executed activities may influence the execution of subsequent activities.
Inspect dependencies between processes
3
Name:
UC number:
Last, thee out of seven process actors referred to inter-process linkages between business processes.
Indeed, during process execution, it is possible that other business processes are invoked or that
output of other business processes is received. Thus, the family of business processes ensure a
successful execution of business operations. Therefore, it is relevant to know ‘big-picture’.

3.3.

Requirements

The previous section presented use cases which describe what the process actors should be able to
inspect when interacting with the visualisation of a process model. However, in order to develop an
artefact which supports these use cases, use cases alone are not sufficient. Therefore, in this section,
requirements in line with the scope of this study (i.e. the visual publication of process models
diagrams) are described. Three sources were used in order to define requirements, namely the use
cases described in the previous section, interviews, and scientific literature. Besides contextdependent interviews, to be context-independent as well, literature was consulted in order to make
sure that recent knowledge is transformed to requirements, thereby increasing the generalizability of
this work. To avoid random use of scientific literature, three central research areas were identified:
multimedia instruction and design, cognitive psychology, and usability. A rationale for these three
topic is as follows; on a general level, consulting visual model diagrams involves reading a diagram
described by a visual notation, which in turn implies learning from words and pictures. The scientific
area addressing this topic is labelled multimedia learning (Mayer, 2014). Since central topic in this
study is the visualisation of visual diagrams to foster learning and understanding (i.e. providing
multimedia instruction), the area of multimedia instruction and design is relevant. Since a major
theory relevant for instructional design is cognitive load theory (Mayer, 2014), literature related to
cognitive psychology is consulted as well. Third, since usability is the most important aspect of
interactive software systems (e.g. an artefact to visualise process models) from a user’s point of view
(Ardito et al., 2006) and usability cannot be looked at independently of utility (Galitz, 2007).usability
literature is consulted as well.
An overview of the requirements is presented in Table 2 below. When a requirement source is
marked by parentheses, the requirement is primarily based on another source that offers a more
compelling argument for inclusion. As can be seen, 19 requirements were defined.
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#

Requirement name
Source:
The visualization should realize that the business process model is presented in an
1
understandable manner
The user’s limited memory should be supported by reducing cognitive load during
1.1
inspection of a process model diagram visualisation
The business process model visualisation should realize that a limited number of
1.1.1
diagram elements have to be processed at a time
The business process model visualisation should realize that a visual referent is
1.1.2
included which shows the temporal structure or state of the model
The business process model visualisation should realize that shifts in the temporal
1.1.3
structure of the process model are shown explicitly
The user should be offered a form of control during inspection of a visual process
2
model which is based on the user’s prior knowledge
User control should explicitly take into account the limited prior knowledge of a
2.1
selection of process participants
User control should explicitly take into account the more extensive prior knowledge
2.2
of a selection of process participants
The user’s limited memory should be supported by reducing cognitive load
3
resulting from the user-interface
Options should be included in order to hide and show visual information not directly
3.1
visible in the process model diagram itself
The layout used to structure visual information should eliminate the need for mental
3.2
integration
Process model users must be able to get a quick overview of the control flow
responsibilities activities assigned to process roles (4): - assigned to a single process
4 role (4.1), - the process roles and activities directly precedent and subsequent to the
activities assigned to a single process role (4.2), and - the activities assigned to the
remaining individual roles (4.3)
5 The visualization of the business process model must be interesting
6 The visualization of the business process model must be stimulating
Process models should be accompanied by a corresponding training related to the
7
process model’s business domain
8 User support should be available while the user is viewing a process model diagram

UC INT LIT
:

1,2,3
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1,2,3
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1,2,3
: 1
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Table 2: Overview of requirements and corresponding sources. (UC=Use Case, INT=Interviews, LIT=Literature)

The remainder of this section describes each requirement in more detail. To structure the set
requirements, categories were defined as follows: understandability and visualisation, learning and
interaction, interface, perspectives, aesthetics, and additional requirements.
3.3.1. Understandability and visualisation
All three use-cases imply model users inspect model diagrams to either learn how process instances
may unfold and what process roles and other business processes are involved during process
execution. In order to fulfill these use cases, process participants need to understand the visual
process model diagram(s). Since the diagram displays key information which need to be understood,
the visualization of the model diagram should make sure that its content is presented in an
understandable manner. In line with this line of thought, when turning to the scientific literature,
Rinderle et al. (2006, p. 204) make a claim that “users shall be able to quickly understand the logic
behind a process”, and Hipp, Strauss, Michelberger, Mutschler, and Reichert (2014, p. 3) mention that
“the sequence flow of a process model must be comprehensible”. Indeed, process models should
reveal its content in an understandable manner (Dehnert & Van Der Aalst, 2004), which results in Req
#1 below.
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Name: The visualization should realize that the business process model is presented in an understandable
# 1
manner

Given Req #1, the question arises what requirements should be met in order to visualize a process
model (i.e. instructional material) ‘in an understandable way’. One major theory relevant for
instructional design is cognitive load theory (Mayer, 2014), which assumes that that working memory
is limited and long-term memory is unlimited (Sweller & Chandler, 1994). Furthermore, when dealing
with novel information (e.g. a process model), human working memory is not able to process many
elements, and it knows its limitations when there is no information organized in long-term memory
yet because it becomes increasingly difficult to organize the novel, unorganized amount of
information (van Merriënboer & Sweller, 2005). When the limited working memory is overloaded
(e.g. during diagram inspection), learning may be impeded (Sweller & Chandler, 1994). Thus, it is of
importance that cognitive load is reduced while users are inspecting a visual model diagram, which
results in the following requirement for all use cases:
Name: The user’s limited memory should be supported by reducing cognitive load during inspection of a
# 1.1
process model diagram visualisation

In order to make this requirement more explicit, three sub requirements are defined.
Sub-requirement 1.1.1
First of all, given that “the number of diagram elements that can be comprehended at a time is limited
by working-memory capacity” (Moody, 2009, p. 765), a sub requirement related to model diagram
understandability is defined as described below, which holds for all use cases.
Name: The business process model visualisation should realize that a limited number of diagram
# 1.1.1
elements have to be processed at a time

Although the abovementioned requirement is applicable to all use cases, for use case #1, another set
of sub requirements was defined. Use case #1 states that model users need to be able to learn the
control flow depicted in a business process model. The question arises how model users executing this
use case can be supported in terms of reducing cognitive load, besides realizing that a limited number
of diagram elements have to be processed at a time. Zugal, Pinggera, and Weber (2011) describe three
(theoretical) strategies for dealing with the limitations of working memory in a process model context,
being chunking and schema acquisition, external memory, and computational offloading. In order to
scope this study, the first option is not considered since chunking is “highly dependent on the internal
representation of information, i.e., how the reader organizes information in his mind” (Zugal et al.,
2011, p. 197).
Sub-requirement 1.1.2
The second strategy described by Zugal et al. (2011) is the use of an external memory. An external
memory or cognitive trace (Scaife & Rogers, 1996) is one way to reduce the load on working memory
(Johnson, 1992). The mechanism behind the use of an external memory is that information is stored
external to the working memory, thereby sparing memory slots in working memory. When looking at
model users who inspect a process model to learn how the process unfolds when executed (i.e.
process instances), these persons are constantly storing the position in the process model of the
activity which is currently being inspected (i.e. the current state). In line with this thought, Zugal et al.
(2011, p. 181) put forward two options for the use of an external memory to store the ‘mental token’,
being “simply putting a finger on the respective part of the process model or by marking the location
of the token”. In this study, the latter option is defined as a requirement to free up working memory.
Furthermore, the use of a visual referent may guide the user’s attention to a relevant part of the
diagram.
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Name: The business process model visualisation should realize that a visual referent is included which
# 1.1.2
shows the temporal structure or state of the model

Sub-requirement 1.1.3
The third strategy, computational offloading, states that the burden of processing a diagram should be
shifted from cognitive processing (i.e. understanding) to perceptual processing (i.e. seeing) because,
in contradiction to cognitive processing, perceptual processing is automatic, fast, and mostly executed
in parallel (Moody, 2009). In terms of process model diagrams, the external representation influences
how quickly information may be extracted (i.e. ‘read-off’) from the diagram, and the more
information made visually explicit, the less cognitive resources are required. In terms of diagram
inspection, one aspect to be learned is the order of activities and events (i.e. how the process unfolds
when executed). Consequently, learning how a process unfolds implies learning causal dependencies
or the shifts from one element or state (e.g. model element 𝑋) in the order to the other (possible)
elements or states in the order (e.g. model element 𝑌). In order to help model users who inspect a
process model to learn how the process unfolds when executed, the corresponding shifts in temporal
structure should be made explicit in order to eliminate the cognitive need of (internal and implicit)
mental simulation. To put this into context, an example of an explicit visualisation of shifts in
temporal structure is a token that moves along an arc of a process model diagram from one node to the
other. In terms of requirements, sub requirement #1.1.3 is defined as below. Note that Req #1.1.2
refers to a visual referent to the state of the process model (i.e. a temporal structure), while Req #1.1.3
refers to the transition between states of the process model (i.e. a shift in temporal structure).
Name: The business process model visualisation should realize that shifts in the temporal structure of the
# 1.1.3
process model are shown explicitly

Basis for additional requirements
In addition to the requirements defined so far, Koschmider, Kriglstein, and Ullrich (2013, p. 73) state
that “a process model, which is viewed, e.g. for the first time ever, should be visualized in an easy and
understandable way”. Although the part related to model diagram inspection and understandability
has been covered, this statement imposes a new requirement in the form of visualisation and ease. In
order to make this requirement more explicit, another set of requirements was defined from a usability
point of view, since “usability means that the people who use the product can do so quickly and easily
to accomplish their own tasks” (Dumas & Redish, 1999, p. 4). When looking at usability, a relevant
area for prior research and knowledge is Human Computer Interaction (HCI) (Dumas & Redish,
1999). Based on several works related to HCI, Dumas and Redish (1999, p. 56) conclude that the user
should be given user control, the user’s limited memory should be supported, consistency should be
strived for, and HCI should be smoothed by means of feedback. For the artefact developed in this
study, only the first two guidelines were included because the latter two are more applicable for
complete and full-fledged systems, while the scope in this research is a prototype which combines
various process model related visualisation techniques. Thus, the first two guidelines in terms of
requirements are discussed in more detail in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.
3.3.2. Learning and interaction
The first HCI guideline states that the user should be given user control (Dumas & Redish, 1999),
which holds for systems in general. Given that the artefact developed in this study primarily publishes
instructional material (i.e. words and pictures in the form of a process model) in order to allow system
actors (i.e. learners) to learn from this content (i.e. multimedia learning), it is inevitable to consider
whether and what degree of user-controllability and interactivity with the instructional material
should be incorporated. In multimedia learning and instruction, learner control refers to an
“instructional mode where learners can select and sequence content, decide upon the pace at which
they process, as well as choose among different ways of displaying to-be-learned information”
(Mayer, 2014). As elaborated in Section 3.2 about use-cases, the to-be-learned information in this
study consists of the control flow and the resource flow depicted by a visual model diagram.
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Therefore, in terms of this to-be-learned information, the question arises to what extent the artefact
under development should control what content is visible (e.g. what part of the process model or
which elements) or may be inspected (e.g. what activity), in what order (e.g. which process instance),
and at what pace (e.g. whether the user decides how much time is invested per model element).
Although “it has been well documented that individuals offered choice show more enjoyment,
better performance, and greater persistence at a variety of activities due to increased interactivity or
controllability” (Kim, Yoon, Whang, Tversky, & Morrison, 2007, p. 261), the extent of learner
control to be included in learning environments should be in line with the user’s level of prior
knowledge (Clark & Mayer, 2011). Thus, a form of control should be offered to model-users who are
inspecting visualized process models which is in line with the model-user’s prior knowledge.
Name:

The user should be offered a form of control during inspection of a visual process model which is
# 2
based on the user’s prior knowledge

Sub-requirements 2.1 and 2.2
Given Req #2, an important distinction has to be made in terms of model user population. Oftentimes,
a distinction is made between experts and novices (e.g. by Moody (2009)), although ‘expertise’
consists of multiple aspects (Schrepfer et al., 2009). In this study, novices are considered to be
employees with minor experience in terms of using process models, prior knowledge regarding
process modelling, and prior domain knowledge regarding business process execution. Participants
with more prior knowledge regarding the business process are seen as ‘experts’ and employees with
more extensive prior knowledge; prior research has shown that knowledge of the application domain
is linked to conceptual model understanding (J. Mendling, Reijers, & Recker, 2010). To address the
needs of these model users regarding user control, the following sub requirements are defined:
Name: User control should explicitly take into account the limited prior knowledge of a selection of
# 2.1
process participants
Name: User control should explicitly take into account the more extensive prior knowledge of a selection
# 2.2
of process participants

3.3.3. Interface
Perhaps one of the most important guidelines is the second HCI guideline described by Dumas and
Redish (1999), which states that the user’s limited memory should be supported. Given the
requirements defined so far, cognitive load has been addressed in terms of the visualisation of a
process model diagram (i.e. Req #1) as well as the interaction with this visual diagram (i.e. Req #2).
Although these requirements cover the presentation layer and behavioural layer of to the visual
diagram, the fact that these aspects are published within an user-interface is not discussed yet.
Acknowledging the user-interface is a necessity because it is one major topic in the field of usability
and HCI (Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2005). Therefore, Req #3 below is defined.
Name:

The user’s limited memory should be supported by reducing cognitive load resulting from the
# 3
user-interface

The requirement presented above, however, only mentions the ‘user-interface’ and does not specify
what aspects of the user-interface should be taken into account. Therefore, two sub requirements are
defined.
Sub-requirement 3.1
Oftentimes, the interface that displays a process model diagram also includes other visual information,
for instance related to the business process model depicted. Examples include a description of the
business processes, relevant key stakeholders, or hyperlinks for process documentation. Since large
amounts of information can be overwhelming (Galitz, 2007), Req #3.1 below is defined;
Name:

Options should be included in order to hide and show visual information not directly visible in
# 3.1
the process model diagram itself
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Sub-requirement 3.2
Req #3.1, however, refers to an option to hide and show visual information only and does not refer to
the position of visual information (i.e. the structure of the layout) within the user-interface. Related to
instructional design in general, Mayer (2014), for instance, states that instructional materials should
be set up so that disparate sources of information are integrated physically (e.g. when attention needs
to be split between elements at the left-hand side and right-hand side of the interface, integrate both
elements instead) and temporally (e.g. information displayed in sequence by individual multiple
screens should be shown simultaneously). Furthermore, as highlighted by Figl, Koschmider, and
Kriglstein (2013) and Koschmider et al. (2013), addressing the layout with regard to business process
model visualisation is of importance. Therefore, Req #3.2 below is defined:
Name: The layout used to structure visual information should eliminate the need for mental integration

# 3.2

3.3.4. Perspectives
Use case #2 states that process participants need to be able to consult relevant model elements from a
certain (control-flow responsibilities related) perspective. However, fulfilling this use case is not as
simple as publishing a visual diagram that describes the control flow and resource flow; the
visualization of a process model in terms of both the control flow and resource flow introduces a
challenge (Koschmider et al., 2013) and may become complex. Given that job demands are high and
time is limited, model users should be supported in acquiring role related control flow knowledge in
the form of a quick role-based overview, instead of letting the user inspect the diagram without any
(visual) support. Indeed, Rinderle et al. (2006, p. 204) mention that, besides (quickly) understanding
the logic behind a process, “users shall be able to get a quick overview of their tasks”. Note that the
corresponding use case consists of three sub use cases. Therefore, the following requirements are
defined:
Name:

Process model users must be able to get a quick overview of the control flow Req #:
responsibilities activities assigned to process roles (4): - assigned to a single process
role (4.1), - the process roles and activities directly precedent and subsequent to the
activities assigned to a single process role (4.2), and - the activities assigned to the
remaining individual roles (4.3)

4,
4.1,
4.2,
4.3

3.3.5. Aesthetics
During the interview, the process manager mentioned three times that a process model is ‘dryasdust’
and one time that a process model is ‘cold’. In other words, the attractiveness of a visual process
model is relevant, which relates to the topic of aesthetics. If users perceive a design as aesthetic, they
rate it as more usable (Tractinsky, Katz, & Ikar, 2000). In order to include requirements related to
aesthetics, two requirements based on two case studies and one literature study as defined by Hipp et
al. (2014) were included. These requirements state that the visualisation of a process model must be
both stimulating and interesting.
Name: The visualization of the business process model must be interesting
Name: The visualization of the business process model must be stimulating

# 5
# 6

3.3.6. Additional requirements
The process manager who mentioned that a process model per se is ‘dryasdust’ and ‘cold’ also
mentioned that a process model should be accompanied by some sort of training that provides a
general introduction to, context of and a motivation for the business process in general. In addition,
two process participants mentioned that a general tutorial or training eliminates ambiguity. Therefore,
published process models should be accompanied by a corresponding training related to the process
model’s business domain.
Name: Process models should be accompanied by a corresponding training related to the process model’s
# 7
business domain
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Related to the requirement stated above, one participant mentioned that “there are always situations
which require that help should be around the corner”. The process participant was referring to
personal help in the form of digital contact. Given that one of the use cases embodies that process
participants access the web portal developed in this study in order to learn how process instances may
be executed, it is beneficial to offer user support in case model users encounter major problems or
require clarifications which cannot be resolved by the published training or tutorial.
Name: User support should be available while the user is viewing a process model diagram

3.4.

# 8

Outlook

The requirements defined in the previous section are general and may be fulfilled by multiple
visualisation techniques (see Chapter 2). Since this study aims to explore how process models can be
presented more intuitively to support model-users, a dynamic visualisation approach is investigated.
More specifically, the requirements defined in the previous section are fulfilled (and evaluated) by the
application of visualisation techniques in a dynamic manner, which is described in the following two
chapters. When matching requirements with visualisation techniques, the use-cases defined are
automatically met because use cases were translated to requirements as well.

4. Prototype I
The main (research) artefact or system is a prototype in the form of a web portal that enables process
actors to acquire relevant information displayed in process models. The previous chapter outlined
those use cases and requirements the artefact should adhere to. In order to develop the system, various
visualisation techniques were selected and combined to create a dynamic visualisation of process
models. Since an iterative approach was followed this chapter presents the implementation and
evaluation of the first prototype. The scope of this first prototype is discussed in Section 4.1. Next, the
design decisions related to the visualization techniques included are provided in Section 4.2. More
specifically, in Section 4.2, the selection of visualisation techniques (Chapter 2) in order to fulfil the
defined use cases and requirements (Chapter 3) is described. Next, section 4.3 presents the actual
implementation. Furthermore, the succeeding two sections describe the user evaluation carried out in
terms of setup (Section 4.4) and a results, discussion, and outlook (Section 4.5). The lessons learned
based on the user-evaluation are briefly summarized in Section 4.6.

4.1.

Scope

During the development of the first prototype, eight major design decisions were taken. These
decisions are based on five starting points, which are described in more detail below and summarized
in Table 3. For the design of Prototype I, the use cases and users to be addressed were most crucial
aspects to be taken into account. First of all, for the design of prototype I, employees who have minor
experience with regard to the use, inspection and theoretical knowledge of process models and
process modelling as well as prior business process domain knowledge An example would be an
employee who has never used process models before and who has been instructed to acquire
knowledge from the company’s published process models. This group of system actors was selected
because this group of participants was strongly represented within the case study company and
should, therefore, explicitly be taken into account. Secondly, prototype I was designed to fulfil usecases and requirements related to use cases #1 and #2. Use case #3 was not taken into account because
this would be one step too optimistic; when shedding light on process interfaces, one pre-condition is
that model-users have prior knowledge with regard to the underlying business process models.
However, when we would apply visualisation techniques to visualize inter-process linkages in the first
prototype, we would neglect or skip the most basic question related to how to publish and visualise a
single business process model in the first place.
Other critical aspects were the user-interface and modelling language. Since an off-the-shelve web
portal for comparison was used, to create a basis for comparison which only deviates in terms of static
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or dynamic visual presentation, the following aspects of the benchmark portal were adopted: an
interface that is split in two sections (left and right) and a 2D process model depicted in the explicit
representation of the EPCs language (Keller, Nüttgens, & Scheer, 1992). The interface assumed on
the left-hand side, a process model diagram, and on the right-hand side, information of the
corresponding process model state (description, input, responsibilities, input and output, and
documentation).
Actors
Novices

4.2.

Use-cases and Requirements
1, 2
All except 3.2 & 2.2

Layout
2D, Split (left, right)

Modelling language
EPC

Table 3:
Starting
points of Prototype I.

Requirements and Design decisions

As elaborated in Section 3.4, visualisation techniques with a dynamic aspect are selected in order to
fulfil the general set of requirements. The selection of these techniques as well as other functionalities
are labelled design decisions, which are described in this section as follows: first, the outcome of the
design decision is briefly mentioned. Next, a rationale for the decision is provided, and when the
design decision included a selection of visualisation techniques, the various alternatives are discussed
as well. In addition, per decision, an overview is included which describes when and how a design
decision relates to the set of requirements defined. To this end, the followings scale is used in terms of
support: very positive (+++), fairly positive (++), somewhat positive (+), somewhat negative (-), fairly
negative (--), and very negative (----). When a main requirement is divided in sub requirements,
design decisions are matched with sub requirements only in order to fulfil the main requirement.
4.2.1. Understandability and visualisation
State visualisation
When a moving icon is used and is combined with user-interaction as elaborated in the previous
section, model users are able to inspect one activity, one state, at the time. In the remainder of this
document, this activity is referred to as the ‘active activity’. Two forms of colour highlighting and one
form of pictorial annotation highlighting were included to visualize the state which is viewed, being
colour highlighting of the activity that is currently viewed by the model-user, colour highlighting of
the process segment which contains this activity, and pictorial annotation of the icon that moves
smoothly within the diagram (see Section 4.2.2).
Req #:

1

1.1 1.1.1 1.1.2 1.1.3 2
++ +++
3.1 3.2
4
4.1 4.2 4.3

2.1

2.2

3

5

6

7

8

Figure 4: State
visualisation: active
activity and process
segment
highlighting.

Rationale for state visualisation (active activity): Highlighting (colour and annotation)
First of all, the use of colour highlighting may create a visual referent. A visual referent may function
as an external memory or cognitive trace (Scaife & Rogers, 1996), which is one way to reduce the
load on working memory (Johnson, 1992). By storing the location of the active activity in an external
memory, users can look at other parts of the diagram and return easily to the active activity, without
the constraint to store the location in working memory.
Furthermore, the rationale for highlighting the active activity is that it serves as reduction of the
user’s memory load when the user is linking the process model diagram on the left-hand side of the
screen to process information (e.g. the description of what is executed within a single activity)
visualized on the right-hand side of the screen. When the text presented on the right-hand side of the
screen describes information that has to be mentally integrated with the diagram in order to be
intelligible, in terms of the split-attention effect, it is beneficial to reduce unnecessary search for
referents (Mayer, 2014). Although the diagram may be intelligible on its own, most likely, novices
will use both sources of information (diagram on the left-hand side and information on the right-hand
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side) to inspect and process the visual diagram. In that case, a visual referent in the form of
highlighting is beneficial. In conclusion, given the rationale above, support for Req #1.1.2 is very
positive (+++).
Alternatives for state visualisation (active activity)
Given that Req #1.1.2 refers to the inclusion of a visual referent to create an external memory and that
it is beneficial to reduce the unnecessary search for this visual referent, the technique selected should
accentuate the active activity. Given the selection of visualisation techniques (Figure 2), highlighting
is the obvious choice because “the goal of highlighting is to make some small subset of a display
clearly distinct form the rest” (Ware, 2013, p. 125). The abovementioned rationale, however, only
speaks of highlighting, but does not provide an indication of what form of highlighting should be used
in order to create a visual referent.
Given that multiple forms of highlighting exist, being graphical highlighting (e.g. the active
activity is highlighted by means of size), highlighting by enclosure (e.g. a rectangle around the active
activity), and highlighting by annotation (e.g. an graphical arrow pointing to the active activity), a
selection has to be made. Therefore, highlighting by enclosure was dropped because it is already used
to direct the user’s attention to those model elements which can be used for interaction, leaving
graphical highlighting and highlighting by annotation. Both of these options were selected based on
two motivations. First of all, the icon that moves along the edges of the diagram was selected because
of its directing function during the shift form one node to the other. The user’s attention is already
directed to this moving icon until it reaches its destiny, which means that it would be consistent to use
the icon as a visual referent for the active activity state as well. Furthermore, graphical highlighting
was included. The motivation for graphically highlighting the task that is currently viewed in addition
to the token that is hovering above this activity is the following; given all the activities belonging to a
process segment which is currently viewed as well as the graphical notation used to model these
activities, the icon may not be perceptual discriminable (Moody, 2009) enough from the other
symbols used in the notation (e.g. gateways) to be instantly detected (which would result in
unnecessary search). The rationale described above only mentioned that graphical highlighting is
included. As discussed in Section 2.3, graphical highlighting may be realised by tweaking, for
instance, shape, line thickness and type, background colour, and font type and colour (La Rosa, ter
Hofstede, et al., 2011). Therefore, a selection has to be made related to what visual variable to tweak
such that a pop out effect is realised. Given that “colour is one of the most cognitively effective of all
visual variables” (Moody, 2009, p. 768) and that discrepancies between colours are detected three
times faster than shape (Lohse, 1993), colour is selected to highlight the active activity.
Rationale for state visualisation (process segments): Highlighting (colour)
In addition to showing the current activity that is active by means of colour highlighting and pictorial
annotation in the form of an icon, colour highlighting was applied to process segments by visualising
the process segment (that contains the active activity) in its original colours, while the remaining
process segments were greyed out. A process segment can be seen as a set of model elements which
can be aggregated in one single node. For instance, on a high level of aggregation, the change
management business process of the case study company consists of several process segments: for
instance, registering a request for change, processing a three types of changes, and closing a change.
By applying highlighting to process segments, a pop-out effect (Moody, 2009; Ware, 2013) of the
‘active’ process segment is created, which is processed pre-attentively. As a result, the time it takes to
find the target (i.e. the process segment which is currently being viewed) does not depend on the
number of distractors (i.e. the remaining, other segments) (Ware, 2013). In other words, for process
models containing hundreds of visual elements, user’s attention is (pre-attentively) directed to a
relevant part of the diagram, and a feeling of overwhelming is avoided. Instead of removing the
irrelevant process segments completely, these segments are left grey to allow model-users to inspect
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those irrelevant segments as well, if a need would arise. However, since these elements are not
removed completely, support for Req #1.1.1 is fairly positive (++).
Alternatives for state visualisation (process segments)
In order to show the process segment containing the active activity, highlighting is not necessarily the
only option. Another option is to make use of business process model zooming. When using zooming,
elements not belonging to a process segment may be removed completely from the diagram or may be
aggregated in single nodes. For instance, related to the Change Management business process model,
only the aggregated node containing the active activity may be expanded, while the other nodes are
compressed. Another option is to gradually expand the model diagram (in terms of visual elements)
while users are making progress in terms of node-by-node inspection. In terms of Req #1.1.1, these
examples sound as viable approaches because the number of elements to be attended to dramatically
decreases. However, given that for modularization no consistent guidelines exist as to for what size it
may be beneficial (Zugal et al., 2013), that abstraction may be particularly suitable for very large
process models, and that highlighting provides a context to the user (Smirnov et al., 2012), it is
worthwhile to explore whether a colour highlighting alternative is perceived as beneficial.
Overview map
As mentioned before, a state visualisation by means of process segment highlighting is included in
Prototype I. In order to inform the user what process segments exist and what process segment is
being inspected (that is, the process segment containing the active activity), an overview map
generated by zooming was included which showed single nodes representing the process segments
and arcs representing the relationships between them. In addition, the node representing the process
segment containing the active activity was highlighted.
Req #:

1

1.1 1.1.1 1.1.2 1.1.3 2
+
+
3.1 3.2
4
4.1 4.2 4.3

2.1

2.2

3

5
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7

8
Figure 5: Overview map

Rationale
Arguably, by showing an overview of the process model on a higher level of abstraction, a form of
top-down-understanding (Moody, 2009) is supported because the process model is shown on a higher
level of aggregation with less visual elements visible. Also, it gives the user a mental image of how
process execution may unfold at the detail level, which may help in interpreting the activities and
events on the lowest level. However, the estimated benefits generated by this overview map are
minimal because the hierarchy generated consists of two levels only: one detailed process model and
one overview map. Therefore, Req #1.1.1 and 1.1.2 are somewhat positively supported (+).
Alternatives
In the field of information visualization, one frequently cited guideline is the “Visual InformationSeeking Mantra” (Craft & Cairns, 2005); this mantra is proposed by Shneiderman (1996) and states
“overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand”. Overview, the first element in this mantra,
refers to a magnifier. An alternative, indeed, to the overview map implemented is to use geographical
zooming instead of zooming by abstraction. An overview map by means of geographical zooming
“provides a general context for understanding the dataset” (Craft & Cairns, 2005) and may speed up
the acquisition of mental map of a data space (Ware, 2013). Also, “simply the overall shape of the
data itself can provide assistance in understanding the information that is encoded” (Craft & Cairns,
2005). Also, side-by-side placement of this overview next to the process model “allows users to see
the big picture and the details at the same time” (Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2005, p. 506). To this end,
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a geographical zooming approach (i.e. magnifier) may sound as the optimal approach. However,
showing the process model diagram as a whole (i.e. zoomed-out), individual model elements are not
readable. Consequently, a zooming functionality has to be included. Given that this functionality
becomes rather complex to implement (given the resources available), a simplified version was
included.
4.2.2. Aesthetics
Moving icon
Central element within the user-interface is a process model diagram, which depicts the order of tasks
and events. In order to support model-users who read the model diagram, highlighting annotation in
the form of a token and animation in the form of continuous movement is added to the diagram.
Req #:

1

1.1 1.1.1 1.1.2 1.1.3 2
+++
3.1 3.2
4
4.1 4.2 4.3
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Figure 6: Moving icon.

Rationale
A rationale for inclusion of a moving token effect is the following; by introducing a moving object,
the corresponding animation has two basic functions: a representing function and a directing function
(Mayer, 2014). Related to model users inspecting the process model in order to learn the shifts in
states (or temporal structure) when the process is executed, Req #1.1.3 was included which states that
these shifts should be made explicit. Looking at the representing function of animations, by
representing this shift by a moving token, the dynamic process behaviour depicted in the static
process model is made explicit and does not have to be processed implicitly within the model-user’s
memory. Indeed, in the context of system development, “cognitive models of system behaviour
amongst team members can be made explicit with animations” (Philippi & Hill, 2007, p. 1306). Also,
visual explicitness may result in increased availability of information about dynamics, which in terms
of computational offloading should reduce cognitive processing (Jones & Scaife, 2000). Additionally,
the moving token directs the learner’s attention to relevant parts of the information displayed, namely
the activity which was selected to be viewed. Furthermore, motion is one of the categories which is
processed pre-attentively; when elements are processed pre-attentively, the time it takes to find the
target (the icon) does not depend on the number of distractors (all visual elements) (Ware, 2013).
In terms of requirements, it may be possible that user’s experience less cognitive load because
information of dynamics is made explicit and because the user’s attention is directed to relevant parts
of the diagram. However, people do not necessarily learn better from animation than from static
diagrams (Mayer, 2014). Therefore, Req #1.1.3 is fully supported since the user is able to ‘read-off’
the shift in temporal structure.
Alternatives
Given the selection of visualisation techniques, continuous movement animation of an icon (pictorial
annotation) is not the only option to represent the shift in temporal structure and to direct the user’s
attention accordingly. This shift may be shown by a combination of animation and highlighting, or
animation and zooming. Note that animation is combined with all options because a transition in
temporal structure is (inherently) dynamic, which can only be made explicit (Req #1.1.3) by means of
an animation effect. Related to highlighting, one option is to graphically highlight (e.g. shape, size,
color, line-thickness) or highlight by means of enclosure (e.g. a rectangle without inner fill) in a
sequence all elements belong to the temporal shift: the source node, possibly the arc, and the target
node. For a demonstration of this effect, see for instance Nawrocki et al. (2006). An example of using
zooming is to magnify the three elements belonging to the shift. Another option is abstraction to show
only a part of the process model and gradually show the remaining hidden model elements (see e.g.
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Blankenship and Dansereau (2000)), which allows users “to see how a particular process evolution
unfolds step-by-step” (Smirnov et al., 2012, p. 79).
However, a continuous moving object was selected based on three motivations. First, because the
object is moving smoothly, model-user’s eyes may lock onto it and track it (Ware, 2013). Second,
related to zooming, a magnifier effect may be visually too intense, and abstraction implies that model
elements need to be hidden in order to make them visible again (which might result in a loss of
attention). Third, related to the various form of highlighting, Ware (2013, p. 158) notes that “when
color and shape channels are fully utilized, consider using motion or blink highlighting”. Since this
prototype contained other visualisation techniques which employ the colour channel, that channel was
fully utilized already. Although the shape channel was not fully utilized, smooth movement was
selected because it has both a highlighting (directing) and a representing effect. Also, to be language
independent, “the usage of the visual properties shapes … is restricted because shapes … often
strongly depend on the used business process modelling notations” (Kabicher et al., 2011, p. 506).
Furthermore, a process model containing a moving icon animation may be more attractive and
motivating; promoters of animation argue that, although animations could not be beneficial to
learning, animations can be included because they are attractive and motivating (Tversky, Morrison,
& Betrancourt, 2002). Recent research among fourth and sixth graders showed, however, that only
fourth graders rates animated graphics as more enjoyable and motivating (Kim et al., 2007). Given
this limited support and a contradiction in the literature, Req #5 and #6 are somewhat positively
supported (+).
4.2.3. Learning and interaction
User-interaction
As elaborated in the previous section, a continuous, smooth animation effect was added to the process
model diagram in the form of a moving token to represent dynamic behaviour. Given this animation
effect, user-interaction was added to the diagram as well. User-interaction was included in the form of
a limited freedom of choice. More specially, the token that moved along the arcs between process
activities paused at each activity. Next, it was up to the user to decide whether the either one of the
directly connected precedent or subsequent activities should be inspected. This option constrained the
user to inspect the diagram on a node-by-node manner. For the elaboration of this design decision,
alternatives are discussed first and a rationale is provided second.
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Alternatives
User-interaction related to the visualisation of dynamics may be classified as a range between two
extremes. On the one extreme, no user-control, user’s may view a process model in the form of a
movie, without any user-controls. As an illustration, Figure 8 presents a process model as a diagram
of nodes and edges. The textual annotation on the edges represent the possible animation segments.
For instance, animation segment α1 represents a moving token from the 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 node to µ1.
α2

µ2

start α1 µ1
α3

α6 µ8

α11

α5

µ5 α8

µ7 α10 end

α4

µ4 α7

µ6

µ3

∝= 𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝜇 = 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒

Figure 8: Example process
model

α9

An animation without user-interaction would represent a sequence of animation segments (e.g. α1,
α3, α4, α7, α9) without allowing users to pause and play the animation sequence. On the other
extreme, system actors have full control over the information and corresponding animation sequences
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displayed. Given this setup, full control would imply that users could randomly select nodes to
inspect, and that the newly selected node determines which animation segments are included. For
instance, a user currently inspecting node µ1 could randomly click on node 𝜇7, which would an
animation sequence of segments as follows: first segment α3, then α5, and last α8.
Rationale for user-interaction: limited freedom of choice
Req #2 states that user-control should be offered in correspondence with the learner’s prior
knowledge. Regarding the novice process actors, it would be naïve to assume that all model-users
have extensive prior knowledge with regard to the business process and process models visualized
and it would be naïve to, subsequently, decide that free and full exploration (i.e. all elements of the
diagram clickable) is sufficient. Therefore, in order to reduce the amount of working memory used for
those model users with less prior knowledge, a limited freedom of choice was introduced; when
viewing an activity (e.g. µ3) in the diagram, model-users were only able to inspect an activity that
directly precedes (µ1) or succeeds (µ4 or µ5) the activity that is currently viewed. By constraining
model-users this way, only a limited number of elements have to be processed in working memory.
Furthermore, by processing the process model in stepwise manner, a stepwise organization of the
large amount of novel information is enforced, which unorganized random processing by the user. As
mentioned at Req #1.1, working memory is limited because it is increasingly difficult to organize
large amount of novel information in appropriate forms. Related to this line of thought, Blankenship
and Dansereau (2000, p. 296) state that “by animating discrete portions of the overall node-link map
in a node-by-node manner, one direct the viewer’s attentional focus, thereby eliminating map shock”.
Also, by introducing this form of limited freedom of choice, the animation is broken intro short
meaningful segments that can be processed on a pace set by the user; this is a guideline for animated
images as defined by Ware (2013, p. 342) and based on the segmenting principle as described by
Clark and Mayer (2011, p. 207).
Furthermore, controllability and interactivity is an important aspect of learner’s motivation and
interest (Kim et al., 2007). The degree of user-control and interactivity described above does offer
user-control, although model users have to inspect the model diagram in a node-by-node manner.
Given the system actors group for Prototype I, which are novices, this form of control is deemed
optimal. Therefore, support for Req #2.1 is very positive (+++). Furthermore, to support users who
inspect process model diagrams from a role-based point of view, only those activities should be
enabled to be visited which belong to the RACI set of activities (corresponding to that role) or the
direct attached activities (the context). Therefore, support for Req #4.1 and #4.2 is very positive
(+++). To show the user which selection of activities may be clicked upon, those activities or events
which may be clicked upon were highlighted in the diagram by means of enclosure in the form of blue
rectangles without inner fill (see Figure 5). Using these rectangles, users were not required to inspect
additional menus, which would keep their attention to the diagram and the decision (to inspect another
activity) at hand. Also, no colour highlighting of model elements was used because this form of
colour highlighting belongs to another design decision (next section).
4.2.4. Perspectives
Role-based highlighting
Req #4 states that process model users must be able to get a quick overview of the control flow
responsibilities assigned to process roles. In order to fully adhere to this requirement, role-based
highlighting was introduced as follows. By means of colour highlighting, all activities which, in terms
of RACI (i.e. for which a role either is responsible, accountable, consulted, or informed), were
assigned to a certain role were visualized using an unique colour category. In addition, all activities
which directly preceded or succeeded these activities (the ‘context’) held their original colour. Last,
all remaining activities were highlighted by means of a grey colour.
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Figure 9: Role-based highlighting.

Rationale
Role-based highlighting as described above offers a quick overview of relevant aspects for one single
process role in one single diagram. Furthermore, this overview generates a benefit which is equal to a
benefit generated by 3D process models as described by Betz et al. (2008, p. 77), being that “users can
easily catch the position of a specific role, e.g. always at the beginning/in the middle/at the end of a
process or if the role appears in several parts of the process”. Furthermore, since this approach
considers highlighting of one process role in terms of RACI activities, its context, and the remaining
elements, only a limited number of colours is required: maximal four unique colours for the four
RACI categories, the original colours of the EPCs modelling language elements, and grey for the
remaining model elements. As mentioned by Ware (2013, p. 157), “if there are many colours the
highlighting will be less effective”.
Alternatives
Given the selection of visualisation techniques discussed in Chapter 2, Req #4 may be fulfilled by
multiple visualisation techniques. For instance, given a process model diagram, tasks relevant for an
employee (with a specific role) may be graphically highlighted, highlighted by means of enclosure, or
highlighted by means of pictorial or textual annotation. Another option is to make use of business
process model zooming or abstraction (cf. Smirnov et al. (2012)).
Although zooming or abstraction introduces the benefit of hiding information (which is related to
understanding), it also introduces one pre-condition or potential drawback. The introduced precondition is that users must have sufficient process flow knowledge in order to know which elements
were left out of the diagram. In other words, model-users at least should have surface or deep
understanding (Mayer, 2001) of the business process (model) before zooming should be applied,
which may not be the case for the novice system actors. Arguably, another option is to provide
aggregated nodes of process segments (or smaller parts) which can be expanded. However, when
these nodes are compressed, model users are not able to see the full process model, which would
violate Req #4.3. Of course, one option is to allow users to either expand or compress the aggregated
node. However, the fact that Req #4 describes a quick overview, this is sub-optimal.
On the contrary, one benefit of highlighting is that the complete process model is still visible,
while irrelevant information may be dealt with without (visual) removal and corresponding
information loss. Looking at highlighting alone, a drawback of annotation and enclosure highlighting
is that additional graphical constructs need to be added to the diagram (Müller & Rogge-Solti, 2011).
As a result, ‘diagrammatic complexity’ (Moody, 2009), which is measured by the number of elements
on a diagram, increases as well. As related to Req #1.1, due to limited working-memory capacity,
comprehension is affected negatively when the number of elements to be processed increases (Sweller
& Chandler, 1994). Also, in terms of discrimination ability and influence of complexity, novices have
more difficulties or are affected more negatively compared to experts (Moody, 2009).
Therefore, graphical highlighting is the only approach which maintains the overall diagram and
does not require additional visual elements. Again, multiple options exist with regard to graphical
highlighting, for instance tweaking shape, line thickness and type, background colour, and font type
and colour (La Rosa, ter Hofstede, et al., 2011). Given the discussion related to the selection of colour
for state visualisation as described in Section 4.2.1, colour highlighting is selected as well in order to
support Req #4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 very positively (+++). Therefore, highlighting was applied as described
above. Req #1.1.1 is somewhat positively supported (+) because it might be the case that grey style
for the remaining model elements may not be powerful enough.Interface and additional requirements
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Prototype I assumed a layout consisting of process model on the left-hand side and additional state
(active activity) related information like description and documentation on the right-hand side.
Therefore, the structure of the layout cannot be altered. Since the design decisions described in this
topic are not primarily related to the central topic of this thesis (dynamic visualisation), for two design
decisions, alternatives are described in Appendix II.
Option to hide or show information
These information categories were published by means of information tabs that could be shown and or
hidden upon user’s request. For this design decision, no alternatives were considered.
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Figure 10: Visible and hidden information tabs.

Rationale
Req #3.1 states that “options should be included in order to hide and show visual information not
directly visible in the process model diagram itself”. Some of the design decisions described in the
previous sections focused on the process model on the left hand side (Req #1.1), leaving the right
hand side containing process information of the interface unattended. Since large amounts of
information can be overwhelming (Galitz, 2007), the information related to the active activity was
stored in information tabs that could he hidden or shown. In order to reduce the amount of
information visible, the first two tabs (description and responsibilities) were set to be open by default.
Because information can be hidden, this functionality very positively (+++) supports Req #3.1.
Process (model) annotation: e-learning
Regarding the additional requirements, an e-learning was incorporated in the prototype to adhere to
Req #7. In this study, e-learning is seen as “training delivered on a digital device ... that is designed to
support individual learning or organizational performance goals” (Clark & Mayer, 2011, p. 7).
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Rationale
By using an asynchronous self-study e-learning, an excellent opportunity to distribute domain
knowledge among process participants is introduced. When taken to the next step, this e-learning can
be shown before the dynamic visualisation of process model is introduced or referred to. As a result, it
creates an opportunity to follow the pre-training principle which states that, in the context of learning,
one should “provide pre-training in the names and characteristics of the key concepts in the lesson”
which “is relevant in situations when trying to process the essential material in the lesson would
overwhelm the learner’s cognitive system. In these situations involving complex material, it is helpful
if some of the processing can be done in advance” (Clark & Mayer, 2011, pp. 212-214). However, the
materials in the studies supporting the principle described by Clark and Mayer (2011) are about a
braking system, electronics troubleshooting problems, and safety tests for electrical appliances;
materials not related to business process models. Nevertheless, hypothetically, for novice learners a
short e-learning that introduces general process annotation (e.g. a general description of the business
process and the key roles) may aid in reading the process model diagram, although this effect is
indirect. Furthermore, Req #7 is only fairly positively supported (++) because the ‘page turners’
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approach does not “provide ... learners with overt opportunities to process the content through practice
exercises” (Clark & Mayer, 2011, p. 19), which means that it is impossible to estimate whether actual
domain knowledge is stored in long-term memory.
Alternatives
Since central topic in this study the dynamic visualisation of process models and not necessarily the
use of e-learning formats or an optimal selection thereof, for alternatives, consult Appendix II.
Option to ask for clarification
To adhere to Req #8, a button was included in the interface which allowed the prototype users to send
an e-mail to a predefined e-mail address by means of an external Microsoft Outlook window.
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Rationale
To very positively adhere to Req #8 (+++), an option to open an Microsoft Outlook e-mail screen with
a pre-defined destination e-mail was included. Whenever questions would arise, model users got the
option to contact somebody who possessed the knowledge to give adequate feedback. Arguably, Req
#1.1 is indirectly supported (+) because when clarification has been given by e-mail, the user
possesses prior knowledge which may be stored in long-term memory, which aids in interpreting the
diagram. However, since this hypothetical support is indirect, it is not explicitly mentioned.
Alternatives
Since this option is only a minor functionality, alternatives are described in Appendix II.

4.3.

Implementation

Based on the design decisions proposed in the previous section, a first prototype of the web portal was
developed in order to be evaluated by process participants. The first version of the prototype only
fulfilled main use cases #1 and #2; for each use case, one process section was developed: a general
process section (#1) and a specific process section (#2). In the first section, process actors are
encouraged to learn on a general basis what the business process (model) is about, primarily in terms
of control flow by means of the design decisions described in sections 4.2.1 – 4.2.3 and 4.2.5. The
second process section is role-based and can be viewed per individual role, thereby including design
decisions of section 4.2.4 as well. As described in Chapter 3, by fulfilling the requirements fulfilled
by means of the design decisions, the use cases are supported as well. Since in section 4.2 design
decisions are met with requirements, for precision’s sake, Appendix II describes how individual use
cases are supported as well as a more extensive description of the use cases. implementation. TheThe
remainder of this section presents each process section in more detail. For each process section, the
design decisions incorporated are discussed. For a series of screen captures, see Appendix II.

4.4.

User evaluation setup

For a detailed setup of the user evaluation session and an overview of response variables, consult
Appendix III. In order to evaluate the web-environment described in the previous section in terms of
interaction and process model visualisation, a form of competitive testing was used with 11
participants (6 process actors, 5 novices with regard to the process model used and process models
general). To identify relevant participants (i.e. novices), a survey was used (post-evaluation session
for process actors, pre-evaluation session for novices) related to their personal characteristics and
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business process model related work experience (see Appendix IV). The participants were asked to
interact with a business process model depicted by EPCs (Keller et al., 1992) in two systems: the
prototype and an off-the-shelve (OTS) web portal. The OTS system (see Appendix V) publishes
process models by showing the process model diagram without any highlighting, pictorial annotation,
visual (animation) effects, overview screen, e-learning, and option to ask for clarification. Related to
user-interaction, each activity in the process diagram (depicted left-hand side) may be clicked upon
(i.e. no limited freedom of choice) to see additional activity related information at the right-hand-side
of the screen. The process model used depicted the Change management process model and consisted
of activities, events, and connected arcs only.
Although only with one evaluator. a simple single-room setup commonly used in usability-testing
environments as described by Rubin (1994, p. 51) was used.
Procedure and data collection
Before the actual session started, informed consent (based on Shneiderman and Plaisant (2005, p.
147)) and permission for audio and video recording was obtained. Video recording was selected as
well because “videotaping participants performing tasks is often valuable for later review”
(Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2005, p. 147). After permission, the participant was requested to fill in the
first part of the survey related to personal characteristics (see Appendix VI). Next, the actual
evaluation session commenced, which is described in more detail in Appendix VII. Without any
tutorial or training, participants were asked to execute a similar set of tasks (related to use cases as
defined in Section 3.3) in both systems and to think aloud or to give feedback when requested. In each
system, the evaluator made sure that new aspects of the model diagram were inspected. Also, as
suggested by Shneiderman and Plaisant (2005), in order to counterbalance the order of system was
reversed for half of the participants. Furthermore, from the evaluator’s point of view, areas of
attention for think-aloud testing (Nørgaard & Hornbæk, 2006) were taken into account.
After working in either system, a questionnaire regarding Perceived Usefulness (PU) and
Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) was used. Also, the participant was asked to share opinions
qualitatively regarding the best, worst, useful, and missing functionalities and to give general
comments. The PU and PEOU items are based om the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis,
1989), which states that actual use and adoption of information technology is influenced by user’s
perceptions regarding PU and PEOU. TAM is one of the most influential and widely used models in
information science, and despite various extensions (e.g. TAM2, TAM3, or UTAUT), the original
model proves to be a valid and robust model (King & He, 2006).
In the last part, in a semi-structured interview participants were asked to share their opinion
regarding the eight design decisions as discussed in Section 5.2.

4.5.

Results, discussion, and outlook

This section discusses the evaluation results of the first prototype. First, a profile of the two groups of
participants is provided. Secondly, the perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease of Use variables are
discussed. Third, the results related to the set of design decisions are discussed in order to evaluate
whether the design rationales were correct. When necessary, directions for further examination (to be
addressed in Prototype II) are described.
4.5.1. Sample
The process participants group consisted of five males (age 27, 29, 31[2x], and 46) and one female
(age 39), with all process roles of the Change Management business process (see Figure 3)
represented. Only one process actor had major experience (>100 process models encountered, daily
use of modelling) with regard to process modelling, and 4 process actors encounter process models
more than once a month. Furthermore, the novices group of participants consisted of three males (age
28 [2x] and 59) and two females (age 31 and 34). All novices lacked experience regarding process
modelling (4 novices never used process modelling while 1 novice occasionally used Microsoft Visio)
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and the use of (complex) process models in practice (4 out of 5 encounter process models less than
once a month). Also, all novices were not familiar with how a request for change is processed and
when (distinct) process roles commence activity execution. Note that these characteristics are both
based on a survey (described in Appendix IV) as well as on a pre-session interview for clarification
(recorded for four novices).
4.5.2. Perceived usefulness and ease of use
Figure 13 shows the results of the first evaluation session in terms of PU and PEOU for both groups
of participants (process actors and novices) individually as well as combined. In order to create
boxplots, an average score per participant per construct was computed by taking the mean of the
corresponding measurement items. A detailed overview per item is provided in Appendix VIII.
Although lower values in the response scale defined by Davis (1989) and used during the session,
resemble a positive state of mind regarding the measurement item (and higher values resemble he
opposite), for the data analysis, all measurement item scores were reversed such that a higher value
resembles a positive state of mind.
When taking the joint group of participants into account (PA+N), both systems were perceived to
be equally useful (Figure 13) in terms of median (5.00 for both systems). This comes as no surprise,
since the majority of information published was shared by both systems, and only a limited amount of
additional process annotation in the form of an e-learning (description of business process, scope,
relevance to strategic goals, and responsibilities) was published by the prototype alone. Furthermore,
when both groups of participants were inspected individually, the results show, in terms of medians,
two remarkable results.
First of all, the novices group seemed to perceive both
systems (medians 5.33 for OTS and 5.0 for the prototype) as
more useful in comparison to the process participants group
(medians 4.42 and 4.75 respectively for OTS and Prototype).
Perhaps, the novice group of participants which was introduced
to novel instructional material experienced that both systems
imposed great benefits because one central storage for process
documentation was shown, while current organizational practice
would require participants to retrieve the same information from
multiple, scattered sources. Secondly, novices evaluated the
OTS system as more useful (difference in median of 0.33),
whereas the opposite holds for the process actors group
(difference in median of 0.33). This is surprising, since the
prototype provides slightly more domain information (elearning) and was designed to reduce the user’s memory load.
As discussed in Section 3.3, subjects learning novel material
experience more cognitive load than model users who are
already familiar with the instructional material. Although the
sample size is limited and no significance is tested, it may be
possible that the material included did not impose a major
cognitive load or that (a selection of) the novice participants had
more prior knowledge than assessed during participant
selection, e.g. regarding the business domain in general instead
Figure 13: Perceived Usefulness and
of the business process execution domain. Also, since the
Perceived Ease of Use
prototype included multiple functionalities to aid novices, it may be possible that a (selection of) these
functionalities was not perceived as useful. The result that process actors appear to perceive the OTS
system as more useful may be based on thoughts that, for colleagues working in the business process
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(e.g. with less prior knowledge), it would be beneficial to work with the prototype instead. Also, 5
process actors had minor experience with modelling and using business process models, which yields
the possibility that functionalities included for novices are perceived beneficial.
In terms of Perceived Ease of Use, the results show that both groups taken together (PA+N)
perceived, in terms of median, the OTS product as easier to use (median: 5.83) compared to the
prototype (median: 5.17).
When looking at individual groups, it is remarkable that the novice group of participants evaluated,
in terms of medians, the OTS system as more easy to use (medians 5.83 for OTS and 5 for the
prototype), while the opposite holds for process actors (medians respectively 5.56 and 5.92). Since
Ease of Use in Prototype II is primarily affected by the user-interaction constraints in both process
sections, one explanation could be that all novices assessed (a selection of) functionalities as suboptimal, while a selection of the process actors evaluated these functionalities as optimal. Therefore,
this possible explanation should be verified in light of the qualitative user feedback related to userinteraction, which is discussed in the next section.
Looking at both response variables above, there are there are signs to believe that (at least a
majority of the) novices evaluated some functionalities as sub-optimal, which may be identified in the
next section. One important note, however, is that caution should be exercised in supporting the
results described because, in the first place, the sample size is rather limited and, secondly, no tests for
significance were conducted.
4.5.3. Qualitative user feedback
Participants were given two opportunities to give qualitative feedback during the evaluation session:
while executing tasks and thinking aloud or when triggered by the evaluator during task execution as
well as in the semi-structured interviews afterwards.
The first step in the data analysis was to transform the content of all audio and video-recordings to
written transcripts. These transcripts described all feedback given in the form of spoken words and
pointing gestures. Furthermore, when required to avoid ambiguity, elements visible on screen were
described in order to clarify the situation at hand.
The next step was to gather relevant remarks and evaluator’s observations related to how
participants perceived both web portals in terms of user-interaction and visualization techniques used.
In order to structure the remarks of participants and observations by the evaluator, categories and
identifiers as presented in Table 4 were defined; each remark related to a certain category could then
be assigned to an identifier. The feedback categories are based on the design decisions included in the
prototype (see Section 4.2). Related to these categories, two subcategories of user-interaction,
‘Freedom of choice’ and ‘Activities which can be viewed’, were assigned to three identifiers: one in
general (FC and AV) and one for each process section (GPS and SPC). The identifiers for general
remarks were introduced because for some statements it was ambiguous whether the participant
referred to either one or both of the process sections. The next step was to link all remarks present in
the transcripts to a category and to, subsequently, assign the corresponding identifier to these
individual remarks.
Identifiers:
Main
Category (based on design
decisions)
Process section:
Moving icon, Overview map, Option to ask for clarification AN,OV,AH
Freedom of choice
FC
User interaction
{
Activities which can be viewed
AV
Active activity + icon
HL AA
Highlighting: State visualisation{
Process segments
Highlighting: role-based
Role-based
Option to hide or show information, E-learning
HS, PI
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Sub
General Specific
FC
GPS
AV
GPS
HL
OSP

FC SPS
AV SPS

HL RB

Table
4:
Coding
categories and
corresponding
identifiers for
qualitative
remarks
–
Prototype I.

Given the set of remarks and corresponding identifiers, all remarks belonging to a category (and
corresponding identifier) were summarized by means of statements. A statement is a description that
summarizes multiple remarks in terms of common elements. For instance, two remarks linked to the
moving icon category and corresponding AN identifier could be “I find the icon that moves amusing”
and “a moving icon is funny”. In the data analysis, these remarks would be classified as the statement
“it is fun/funny”.
Since it is infeasible to describe each individual statement per category (Table 4), each statement
per category was ranked in terms of number of participants who posed the corresponding statement.
Given this order, the most occurring positive and negative statements within a single category were
selected to be discussed in this section. In this discussion, a distinction is made between process actors
(PA), novices (N), and total number of participants who posed the corresponding statement. For a
complete overview of statements, including the less occurring ones, consult Appendix IX. Note that,
due to the time available for an evaluation session, not all functionalities (i.e. design decisions) were
evaluated by all employees; one process actor did not evaluate the overview screen, no remarks were
shared regarding the option to e-mail a process owner and the option to hide and show information by
another process actor, and one novice did not evaluate the option to hide and show information tabs.
Understandability and visualisation
Active activity
Type
It serves as a visual referent; it introduces ease; it saves time
+
It is beneficial/a big plus/good/value added/useful
+
It is funny
+
In combination with the logo, confusion arised
Highlighting of process segments
It provides clarification about relevant areas; it keeps focus; pleasant because irrelevant parts +
are grey
It is correct/is useful/provides added value/is to be encouraged
+
Confusion may arise about meaning of a grey colour
Overview map
It is not clickable in terms of selecting a process segment to be viewed / an interactive overview map may be beneficial
It provides added value; presence of this overview map is advocated
+
It does not provide added value; no additional information is shown
No attention was paid to the overview map
The interaction with highlighting is beneficial
+
It should not be clickable
+/-

#PA #N ∑#
3 2 5
3 5 8
2
2
2 2
5

4

9

4
3

3

7
3

4

3

7

3
2
2
2
1

2
2
2

5
4
4
2
2

1

State visualisation: active activity
Main motivation for highlighting the active activity was that it creates a visual referent. 5 participants
supported this claim by stating remarks in the form of that it saves time when locating the active
activity, that it is more easy to locate the active activity, or that it show what activity is being
inspected. Also, a vast majority of participants (8) thought it was beneficial, a big plus, good, to be
encouraged, or something that adds value. On the other hand, only 1 process actor mentioned that it is
superfluous when the model diagram is inspected consciously.
One limitation of the data collection, however, is that no response variable was included related to
whether process annotation highlighting (the icon) or colour highlighting (blue highlighting of active
activity) is sufficient in isolation, and that the evaluation session material failed to include both forms
of highlighting in isolation. Although the combination of background colour highlighting and the icon
was not explicitly assessed, 2 novices were confused about the combination of both; one novice
associated the icon with the subsequent activity, and one participant experienced an overkill of visual
effect. Although this limitation could have been addressed in Prototype II, the result that 5 participants
mentioned that the moving icon serves as a trigger and that research by Jamet (2014) has shown that
the use of a similar (background) colour highlighting approach for a static image during audio
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narration directs the learner’s attention, there are indications that either approach is sufficient.
Therefore, no direction for further examination was identified for the design of Prototype II.
In any case, the results suggest that the use of an node element which is highlighted functions as a
visual referent.
State visualisation: process segments
One of the design decisions with major impact on the visual presentation of the process model
diagram is the use of highlighting to create a pop out effect of the active process segment. It was
hypothesized that, by means of colour highlighting, a feeling of overwhelmed could be avoided and
user’s attention could be direct to a relevant part of the diagram, the segment containing the active
activity. In line with this rationale, a convincing user-evaluation result is that 9 participants (5 process
actors, 4 novices) assessed process segment highlighting as an mean to provide clarification of
relevant (model diagram) areas, to create focus, or to create a pleasant view. In addition, 7 participants
indicated that highlighting of process segments is correct, is useful, it provides added value, and is to
be encouraged. In other words, there are promising signs that a feeling of being overwhelmed can be
avoided by means of graphical colour highlighting.
In terms of improvement opportunities, 3 participants mentioned that confusion may arise about
meaning of a grey colour when process segments are greyed. Therefore, a legend should be provided.
Overview map
According to 5 participants, the overview map provided added value. For 4 other participants, the
addition of an overview map was did not generate additional benefits. In terms of user-attention
gained, either indicated by the participant or observed by the evaluator, 4 participants did not pay any
attention to the overview map. Interestingly, a total of 7 participants (4 process actors, 3 novices)
mentioned that a clickable overview map may provide additional benefits, although 2 participants (1
process actor, 1 novice) explicitly mentioned the opposite. Interestingly, a majority of both process
actors (66%) and novices (60%) indicated that additional user-interaction with regard to the overview
map may be beneficial. Given this as well as the feedback received related to user-interaction,
Prototype II included an interactive overview map.
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Aesthetics
Moving icon
It raises awareness of the process flow
It serves as a trigger; it draws attention
It is fun/funny
It captures the imagination
When processing the diagram with full attention, it is not necessary
It does not provide major added value

Type #PA #N ∑#
+
5 2 7
+
4 2 6
+
2 3 5
+
2
2
1 1 2
+/3 3

Overall, most model users were positive about the combination of process annotation in the form of
an icon and continues movement. Regarding the moving icon, a rationale for inclusion was that it has
both a directing and a representing function. In line with the first function, 6 participants mentioned
that it serves as a trigger and that is draws attention. Corresponding to the second function, the
representation function was mentioned in the form of that the moving icon raises awareness of the
process flow (7 participants) or that it captures the imagination (2 participants: process actors). On the
other hand, for only 2 participants the moving icon was superfluous, and 3 other participants (novices)
did not experienced major added value resulting from the moving icon.
Furthermore, the use of a moving icon was hypothesized to somewhat positively support (+) Req
#5 and #6, which state that the visualisation of a process model should be stimulating and interesting.
Given that 5 participants evaluated the moving icon as funny, this assessment was correct.
Given the aforementioned results, there are no indications to alter the moving icon in Prototype II.
Learning and interaction
Freedom of choice (FC): general process section (GPS)
The process model is processed more consciously
It slows you down due to limited freedom of choice because random clicking disabled
The process model is processed more actively per activity
Observation: participant struggled with user-interaction
More suitable for people who are learning the process model
Improvement: more FC within process section [1x] or recently visited activities [2x]
Improvement: more FC for new parts of the diagram [1x]
Freedom of choice (FC) and activities which can be viewed (AV): specific process section
FC: Participant missed option to click on all (non-grey) activities directly
FC: Observation: participant struggled with user-interaction
FC: Having a limited freedom of choice is a plus
AV: Option to visit all activities should be included
Freedom of choice (FOC):
Improvement: more freedom of choice
Improvement more freedom of choice for recently visited parts of the diagram
Improvement: more freedom of choice for new parts of the diagram
It prevents random inspection of the diagram
Also because of limited freedom of choice general understanding of process is improved
Limited FOC: for participants with less prior knowledge about process and model

Type #PA #N ∑#
+
3 2 5
+
3 3 6
+
3 1 4
3 1 4
+/1 3 4
+/3 3
+/1 1
+
-

3
3
2
2

4

+/+/+
+
+/-

4
4
3
2
3
2

1
2

3

1

7
3
2
5
5
6
3
3
3
2

An important aspect of the visualisation approach is the user-interaction included in both process
sections. Although node-by-node inspection (i.e. no freedom of choice) in the general process section
slows processing of the diagram down (6 participants) because random clicking is disabled, the
diagram is processed more consciously (5 participants) and more actively per activity (4 participants).
Forcing the user to process the diagram more consciously, thus, may be realised by limited
freedom of choice. However, a node-by-node inspection constraint may not be suitable for all system
actors. According to 1 process actor and 3 novices, the constraint is more suitable for people who are
learning the process model (stated while working in or referring to the general section), which is also
stated without referring to a specific section (FOC: 2 process actors). Given that process actors
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possess more prior knowledge and thereby require more freedom of control, it is not remarkable that
these participants expressed related remarks; Clark and Mayer (2011, p. 319) explicitly state for an
asynchronous e-learning solution: “give experienced learners control”. The current form of userinteraction offers minimal learners control. What is remarkable, however, is that the participants
group with no prior process model knowledge prefer a node-by-node processing combined with more
freedom of choice for recently visited parts of the diagram (2 novices about freedom of choice in
general, 3 novices referring to the general process section, and 4 novices referring the specific process
section). Perhaps, this option offers optimal support for novice participants, while more experienced
users are aided as well. Therefore, this option was included in both process sections in Prototype II.
As briefly mentioned above, for the specific process section, there is somewhat less support for a
limited freedom of choice compared to the general process section; only 2 participants evaluated a
limited freedom of choice as a plus, and 7 participants missed the possibility to click on all (non-grey)
activities. Therefore, Prototype II also included an option to click on all non-grey activities in the
specific process section. Related to the Perceived Ease of Use variable discussed in the previous
section, it can be noted that our hypothesis that all novices probably assessed the node-by-node
inspection constraint as sub-optimal is supported for the specific process section: 4 out of 5 novices
missed the option to click on all (non-grey) activities directly, while 0 novices saw the limited
freedom of choice as beneficial.
Perspectives
Role-based highlighting
Type #PA
A legend is preferable; at first sight, it was not clear what the colour highlighting stood for
5
It is good that role-related RACI activities were highlighted
+
3
Activities not assigned to a selected process role should still be visible
+
3
Combination of highlighted RACI activities, all activities directly connected to these +
2
activities visible in original colours, and the remaining activities greyed out is
correct/good/to be encouraged

#N ∑#
5 10
5 8
3
3 5

The improvement opportunity that a legend should be included is also supported by the result that for
10 participants it was not clear what meaning should be assigned to various colours employed
(modelling notation used) when a role-based highlighting approach is inspected.
Furthermore, related to role-based highlighting, the use of highlighting to show what activities are
relevant for a process role was encouraged by 8 participants (3 process actors, 5 novices). To answer
the question whether this form of role-based highlighting should be accompanied by model elements
which are greyed out, the results are less convincing. Furthermore, 5 participants mentioned that the
combination of highlighted RACI activities, all activities directly connected to these activities visible
in original colours, and the remaining activities greyed out is correct, good or to be encouraged. One
option is to omit those visual elements not related to any RACI activities. However, according to three
process actors, these activities should remain visible.
Thus, the use of a legend combined with colour-highlighting of activities to which a process role is
assigned in terms of RACI appears to be promising, although the use of highlighting for other model
elements of the process model (e.g. the need to make use of grey style) is less convincing. When
taking into account that the use of process segment highlighting in the general process section was
promising, there are signs that when model users are inspecting a process model with as goal to
identify role-relevant model elements (i.e. another use case), preferences shift. Perhaps, in line with
the observation related to user-interaction, when model-users gain more knowledge about the model
diagram, visual support to avoid a feeling of overwhelming is less required.
Furthermore, given the specific process section, one limitation (not based on user-feedback) exists
with regard to the fulfilment of sub use case #2. Basically, Prototype I addressed both sub use cases
2.1 and 2.2 by creating a role-based view on a process model. However, if a model user has the need
to inspect areas of interest of multiple process roles, this functionality required that each process role
had to be inspected individually, which may be inefficient in the case a business process requires
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more than five process roles. In order to address this limitation, three additional options exist to show
what roles are assigned to the control flow: 1) transforming the process model to a diagram with swim
lanes, 2) visualize the assignment of roles to activities in the model diagram, or 3) visualize
responsibility assignment in a RACI table (Brennan, 2009). Regarding the first option, Müller and
Rogge-Solti (2011) mention an important drawback, which is “wasted space, particularly if each role
has only one or proportionally few tasks in the process”. For this reason, option one was omitted.
Related to the remaining options, both solutions provide benefits and drawbacks. Therefore, both
options were incorporated in
Prototype II: Interface and additional requirements
Process (model) annotation: e-learning
Type #PA #N ∑#
It is useful/beneficial/important/a functionality that has added value
+
4
4
8
Opinion related to parts of the e-learning (because no explicit opinion was shared): it +
2
2
contained useful elements / elements good to know
Option to ask for clarification
The option to ask for clarification is very good/to be encouraged/useful
+
4
5
9
It should be possible to send an e-mail by means of the web portal only
2
2
It goes two ways: model viewers can ask clarification, and process owners receive +
1
1
2
feedback on unclear process parts
Option to hide or show information
At first sight, it was not directly clear that this option existed / leave all tabs open by 4
2 4|2
default
The option to hide and show information provides added value/is useful
+
3
2
5
Usefulness depends on the amount of information
+/1
2
3

Related to the e-learning in the general process section, 8 participants explicitly mentioned that the elearning component is useful, beneficial, important, or that it provides added value. Although not
mentioned explicitly, during inspecting of the various slides of the e-learning, 2 additional process
actors participants indicated that some elements were useful. In other words, an e-learning may be
beneficial for both novices and learners with more prior knowledge. Therefore, no modifications for
Prototype II were suggested regarding the e-learning functionality.
The option to ask for clarification was assessed by 9 participants as very good, to be encouraged,
or useful. Related to the necessity to switch to an Microsoft Outlook message screen, 4 participants
mentioned that it should be possible to send an e-mail by means of the web portal only. Therefore,
Prototype II should address these observations by the functionality to compose and send a message
within the application. Furthermore, 2 other participants mentioned that an e-mail form of help
generates benefits for both the requestor of clarification as well as the human actor providing
clarification.
With regard to the options to hide or show information tabs, according to 8 participants it provides
added value, although according to 3 participant its usefulness depends on the amount of information
displayed. However, based on 6 individual remarks it becomes clear that either at first sight the option
was not directly noticed, or that a need exists to leave all tabs open by default. Perhaps, participant did
not notice the icons, or in terms of semantic transparency (Moody, 2009), participants were not able to
derive the meaning of the symbol from its appearance. Therefore, a legend should support this
limitation as well. Also, all information tabs should be visible by default.

4.6.

Lessons learned

This section provides a brief overview of the major lessons learned, based on the user-evaluation
results presented in the previous section. Since an incremental design approach was followed, a more
extensive discussion is provided in Chapter 6. All points for improvements are marked by (PTII).
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● In terms of quantitative results, there are signs that novices experienced the OTS system as more

●
●

●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

useful and more easy to use. Based on the feedback received regarding user-interaction, this
deviation may be explained by the result that 80% of the novices evaluated constrained freedom of
choice in the specific process section as sub-optimal.
For a selection of participants, as a result from limited freedom of choice, the model diagram is
processed more consciously (46%) and more actively per activity (37%).
In the general and specific process section, user-interaction should be added to allow that recently
visited activities are always clickable (PTII), and in the specific process section, all role-relevant
activities including context should be clickable as well (PTII).
The representing (64%) and directing (55%) function of a moving icon is identified by a slight
majority of the participants . Also, a slight minority (46%) experienced the moving icon as funny.
The use of active activity and process segment highlighting is promising; the results show support in
terms of that it is beneficial (active activity: 73%) and that it provides clarification, keeps focus or is
pleasant (process segment highlighting: 82%).
Prototype II should be extended with two role-based visualisation approaches to visualise
responsibilities of multiple roles in a single visualisation: a table form and a diagram form (PTII).
There is promising support for colour highlighting of RACI activities which are assigned to
individual process roles (73%).
A legend should be included describing the meaning of various colours and model elements (PTII).
In order to make the overview map more useful, user-interaction should be added (PTII).
An e-mail option to ask for clarification is much appreciated (82%), although this should be possible
within the system (PTII).
An option to hide and show information tab seems useful, although this depends on the amount of
information to be displayed. All information tabs should be visible by default (PTII).
An e-learning seems beneficial for both novices and participants with more prior knowledge.

5. Prototype II
This chapter presents the design and evaluation of Prototype II. Compared to first version of the
prototype, Prototype II can be seen as both a modification and an extension; modifications were made
in order to incorporate the feedback received from 11 participants, and additional functionalities in the
form of extensions added to support additional system actors and fulfil all use cases and requirements.
Details regarding the systems actors, use cases, and requirements supported as well as assumptions
regarding the layout and modelling language are described in Section 5.1. Next, the section regarding
design decisions is split up in two separate section: one related to modifications (Section 5.2) and one
related to extensions (Section 5.3). The actual implementation of these design decisions is presented
in Section 5.4. Next, sections 5.5 and 5.6 respectively describe the user-evaluation carried out as well
as the corresponding results and a discussion.

5.1.

Scope

The first prototype was modified and extended in several ways in order to support additional system
actors and fulfil all use cases and requirements as defined in Chapter 3. Table 5 summarizes the
starting points of Prototype II, which are described in more detail below.
With regard to system actors, design decisions were made in order to support additional process
actors, being those process actors who possess extensive knowledge regarding the business process
domain visualized; the system actors primarily supported by Prototype I were novices. However, the
population of potential system actors to be supported consists of system actors with more prior
knowledge as well.
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In terms of use cases and requirements, Prototype I was extended in order to adhere to use case #3
and (corresponding) requirement #3 as well, which state that process actors need to be able to see the
inter-process linkages between process models, and that these corresponding process models should
be visualized in an understandable manner.
As far as layout and modelling language are concerned, no changes were made compared to
Prototype I. All design decisions assume a layout split in two, except the design decision regarding
the visualisation of inter-process linkages.
System actors
Novices, Experienced

Use cases and Requirements
1, 2, 3
all

Layout
2D, Split (left, right)

Modelling language
EPCs

Table 5: Starting points of Prototype II.

5.2.

Requirements and Design decisions: modifications

This section describes those design decisions related to Prototype I which were modified for
Prototype II.
5.2.1. Learning and interaction
User-interaction
As discussed in section 4.5.3, in the Req #: 1 1.1 1.1.1 1.1.2 1.1.3 2 2.1 2.2 3
+++ +++
general process section, the constraint
3.1 3.2
4
4.1 4.2 4.3 5
6
7
8
to only be able to browse the diagram
in a stepwise manner
was experienced to be suboptimal for a selection of the participants. The previous version of the
prototype included user-interaction as follows: in both process sections, participants were limited in
their freedom of choice and were required to process the diagrams node by node. Additionally, in the
specific process section only a selection of nodes could be viewed, being all activities assigned to a
process role in terms of RACI, as well as the model elements (activities) directly connected to these
activities. User-interaction in Prototype II was altered as follows: in the general and specific process
section, an option was included to relax the node-by-node constraint by allowing that all nodes who
have been inspected once (during a session), could be clicked upon directly. Secondly, another option
was included in the specific process section, which allowed model users to click on all elements
belonging to a process role in terms of RACI as well as the activities directly connected to these
elements. Given that this modifications are based on feedback received from process actors and
novices, support for Req #2.1 and #2.2 is very positive (+++).
Overview map
In order to introduce more user- Req #: 1 1.1 1.1.1 1.1.2 1.1.3 2 2.1 2.2 3
+
+
++ ++
control and to create more added
3.1 3.2
4
4.1 4.2 4.3 5
6
7
8
value of the overview map,
interactivity was added to the
overview map. More precisely, when the user clicked on a process segment in the overview map, the
corresponding process model was updated as follows: the token moved to the first activity of the
selected process segment, the background colour of that activity adjusted accordingly, and the
corresponding process segment became visible while the other process segments were greyed out.
Thus, a minor element of user-interactivity was included in the overview map, although it allows to
take major steps in the diagram visualisation; making it adhere to Req #2.1 and #2.2 as well in terms
of fairly positive support (++).
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5.2.2. Interface and additional requirements
Req #: 1 1.1 1.1.1 1.1.2 1.1.3 2 2.1 2.2 3
Option to ask for clarification
In the first version of the prototype, a
3.1 3.2
4
4.1 4.2 4.3 5
6
7
8
Microsoft Outlook e-mail window
+++
was required to allow users to contact
a relevant person for help
Since the corresponding shift in application (web portal to Microsoft Outlook) was rated suboptimal, a
digital form was added to the second version of the prototype instead. Since this is no major
modification, the initial set of requirements is not affected differently.
Option to hide or show information tabs
One limitation was identified with Req #: 1 1.1 1.1.1 1.1.2 1.1.3 2 2.1 2.2 3
regard to the option to hide or show
3.1 3.2
4
4.1 4.2 4.3 5
6
7
8
information tabs, being that key
++
information was missed because
participants did not notice the corresponding icon. Therefore, in the second version, all information
tabs were set to be standard visible, allowing the user to decide whether to hide information tabs.
Controversially, this adjustment has a negative effect on the user’s memory load because more
information is shown on screen at once (Req #3.1: fairly positive support ++ ). Furthermore, the
hide/show icon should be included in a legend that can be consulted during model inspection;
however, a legend was not included in either prototype.

5.3.

Requirements and Design decisions: extensions

This section describes those design decisions which add extra functionality to Prototype I. More
specifically, the design decisions described in this section introduce new functionalities, being rolebased highlighting in the form of a diagram and table as well as an approach to visualize process
inter-process linkages.
5.3.1. Perspectives
Diagram approach
As discussed in Section 4.5.3, a Req #: 1 1.1 1.1.1 1.1.2 1.1.3 2 2.1 2.2
+
direction for further examination was
3.1
3.2
4
4.1 4.2 4.3 5
6
defined
with regard to
the
+++
+++
+++
Visualisation of responsibilities of
process roles in one diagram or a tabular form. This section describes the first option.

3
7

8

Rationale
Given the positive support related to role-based colour highlighting approach in Prototype I, this form
of highlighting was also selected to realise this functionality. In terms of academic attention, Müller
and Rogge-Solti (2011) introduced colour highlighting to show the assignment of organizational roles
to process model activities. More precisely, an approach for the visualisation of the allocation of
multiple roles to single process activities was included, which is presented in Figure 14 below. As can
be seen in Figure 14, a form of blended colour highlighting was used to show the
Figure
14:
allocation of multiple organizational roles to
Visualisation
of
one single activity named ‘perform
resource allocation
indication’. Although the authors mentioned
for single tasks.
Taken from Müller
both benefits and drawbacks, unfortunately, no
and
Rogge-Solti
user evaluation was carried out. Therefore,
(2011).
in in this study, an extension of their original idea was implemented and evaluated in practice.
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The extension allowed process participants to customize the process model diagram by means of
colour highlighting as follows: first, the possibility to grey all model elements was introduced to lay
the foundation for a pop-out effect (Req #1.11: +). In addition, users were able to select whether
colour highlighting should be applied to activities belonging to a process role in terms of the RACI
model (Brennan, 2009). For instance, given a process role 𝑋, users were able to select whether the
subset of activities for which role 𝑋 is responsible should be highlighted (See Figure 15a). If the user
selected, for instance, accountable for role 𝑋 as well, the model diagram would be updated
accordingly by the addition of colour highlighting (unique colour) to the subset of those activities for
which role 𝑋 is accountable (see Figure 15c). When the total set of activities to be highlighted
contained an activity that was shared among process roles, the same highlighting approach as
demonstrated in Figure 14 was applied.
µ1
µ2

a

µ3
µ4

Role R A C I
𝑿 
𝒀

Role R A C I
𝑿  
𝒀

µ1
µ2

b

µ3
µ4

µ1
µ2

c

µ3
µ4

Role R A C I
𝑿  
𝒀 

Figure 15: Illustration of role-based highlighting of multiple roles in terms of RACI.

As can be seen in Figure 15, colour highlighting was also applied to the options dialog to show what
colour belonged to what node in the diagram. By using colour highlighting in the options dialog as
well, a legend is created. In order to make each subset of activities visualized as distinctive as possible
in terms of colours, a recommendation by Galitz (2007) was followed by choosing colours widely
spaced on the colour spectrum. Also, a zoom functionality was included which may speed up the
acquisition of mental map of a data space (Ware, 2013).
The abovementioned approach introduces a benefit also realized by means of a third dimension
(Betz et al., 2008, p. 77), “users can easily catch the position of a specific role, e.g. always at the
beginning/in the middle/at the end of a process or if the role appears in several parts of the process”.
Furthermore, by means of colour highlighting, users are able to see quickly what tasks are relevant for
a certain role and what the (corresponding) interfaces and sharing of responsibilities with other
organizational roles are. Therefore, Req #4.1, #4.2, and #4.3 are fully supported (+++).
Tabular form approach
In Section 4.5.3, a direction for Req #: 1 1.1 1.1.1 1.1.2 1.1.3 2 2.1 2.2
further examination was defined with
3.1 3.2
4
4.1 4.2 4.3 5
6
regard to the visualisation of
+++ --- +++
responsibilities of process roles
in one diagram or a tabular form. This section describes the second option.

3
7

8

Rationale
The basis for a tabular form of role-based visualisation is the RACI table itself. Oftentimes, a RACI
table (Brennan, 2009) is visualised as depicted by Figure 16.
One option would be to publish a complete
Figure
16:
Role 𝑋 𝑌 𝑍
µ1
RACI table of a business process. Activity µ1
Example of RACI
R
A
table
and
µ2
I
R I
However, the following drawbacks would Activity µ2
corresponding
µ3
µ4
be introduced: first of all, the table Activity …
process model.
R
C
Activity µ𝑛
becomes rather complex to interpret for
to interpret for dozens of activities and process roles (#1). Secondly, an activity name may be too
abstract in terms of understanding (#2). Third, a list of activities does not imply causal dependencies
from top to bottom (#3). In order to tackle these drawbacks and to make sure that the same questions
could be answered in a diagram view, the table was extended as follows. In the first place, to tackle
drawback #1, user-interaction was added to the table; users were able to select on a process role and
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RACI basis whether to include or exclude rows belonging to activities. An example of this userinteraction is shown in Figure 17; only those table rows describing activities which are assigned to
role X in terms of Responsible or role Z in terms of Informed are shown. A last extension with regard
to drawback #1 was the extension of column highlighting; the columns of those roles selected in the
options box in terms of RACI were highlighted in a certain colour (see Figure 17 for an example). In
order to deal with drawback #2, a column was added describing the causal dependencies between the
corresponding activity and its successors. In addition, one descriptive column was added, which gives
a short description per activity to address drawback #3.
Description 𝑋 𝑌 𝑍
Successors
Activity µ1
(text)
R A
activity µ2
Activity µ2
(text)
I I R activity µ3, activity µ4

Options
Role R A C I

𝑋
𝑌

𝑍

Figure
17:
Extended
version of RACI table
including options window.

By presenting role related information in this extended version of a RACI table, users are able to
quickly identify what tasks are assigned to the various roles because a minimal amount of information
is available in order to answer those questions a model user might have regarding the RACI
responsibilities of single process roles. Therefore, Req #4.1 and #4.3 are fully supported (+++). In
order to retrieve those activities directly precedent and subsequent to the activities assigned to a single
process role, all combinations of roles and RACI categories have to be considered. Therefore, support
for Req #4.2 is very negative (---).
5.3.2. Multiple process models: Understandability, visualisation, and interface
The first prototype did not include a Req #: 1 1.1 1.1.1 1.1.2 1.1.3 2 2.1 2.2 3
+++
visualisation approach for the
3.1 3.2
4
4.1 4.2 4.3 5
6
7
8
visualisation of inter-process linkages.
++
In this study,
a process inter-linkage is a relationship between multiple business processes in terms of control flow
execution, resulting from a dependency between a source task and a target task. Since business
process models are extensively used, a relationship between process models is modelled as well.
Before rushing into the design of an approach to visualize these inter-linkages, it is worthwhile to
discuss the current state of the literature.
Rationale: Understandability and visualisation: hierarchy
Before describing an visualization approach, it is relevant to note that “it is impossible to manage the
huge amount of business processes and the bigger amount of business process models at the finegrained process level” Van Nuffel and De Backer (2012, p. 132). In terms of process interdependencies, when multiple process models depicted at a fine-grained process level including all
inter-process linkages would be shown in one diagram, diagrammatic complexity which is measured
in the number of elements (Moody, 2009) would definitively result in cognitive overload. Therefore, a
hierarchical visualisation approach incorporating a selection of elements described by Van Nuffel and
De Backer (2012) was selected. More specifically, the visualisation approach contained the same
process map level and process dependences view as described by the aforementioned authors. Given
this basis, users were able to click on a single business process to see all the corresponding interprocess linkages with other processes. When the user clicked selected a dependency, both main
business processes of the inter-linkage in terms of individual sub processes (comparable to the process
variant level as defined by aforementioned authors) were shown, including a graphical element (an
arrow) for the visualisation of inter-linkages between these individual sub processes. In this new level,
users again were able to click on an visualized inter-linkage to see the elementary business process
level comparable to level 2 as defined by Van Nuffel and De Backer (2012) for both processes. In
order to deal with the increased complexity in terms of model elements, business process model
abstraction in the form of aggregation was selected to aggregate all model elements which were not
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connected to the model elements belonging to the inter-process linkage (Req #1.1: +++). If users were
interested in the elements inside the aggregation object, after clicking the aggregated objected, it was
expanded and the contents were shown. Given level two, model users were able to either inspect one
or both process models related to the interface in more detail (e.g. three, four, etc.), in which the same
procedure could be followed. In other words, given a dependency between two processes on a high
level, users were able, in a top down matter, to either inspect one of process models in more detail in
higher levels, or both models in more detail. Additionally, the dependency relation was always shown
by means of an arrow, regardless of the zoom levels of either single process. By visualising the interdependency this way while on each level aggregation is used, complexity is managed and the user’s
limited working memory is supported.
Rationale: Interface
Having established an approach to deal with the complexity, an interface strategy was selected. Given
the positive expert responses related to the overview+detail interface received in the study by Figl et
al. (2013), an overview+detail screen was included in the context of this study as well. Visualising
inter-process linkages on multiple levels of detail, while each level remains visible in order to create
an overview+detail interface, results in a screen which is too small to display all information at once.
In order to support the overview+detail strategy and to take into account that “users should not be
required to remember information from one screen for use on another screen” (Shneiderman &
Plaisant, 2005, p. 63), (horizontal) scrolling (Galitz, 2007) was selected. This way, users can quickly
explore the path from overview to detail, resulting in fairly positive support for Req #3.2 (++). Also,
the slider approach allows users to minimize the window to individual screens when a need would
arise to limit the amount of visual information. In order to support participants during scrolling, all
graphical elements clicked upon in order to navigate one level deeper in the hierarchy were
highlighted. This form of highlighting contributes to Req #1.1.1.

5.4.

Implementation

For a detailed overview of the modifications and extensions, consult Appendix X for an overview of
the use cases supported and a series of screen captures. In terms of sections, Prototype I was extended
with three sections: two sections for the role-based visualisation approaches (Figures 15 and 17) and
one section for the visualisation of inter-process linkages (Figure 18). As can be seen, the interprocess linkages visualisation consisted of four levels of detail. Starting from level three, only the
right process model is shown in more detail in level four. Also, a full process model of the right-hand
side business process is shown because the aggregation object was expanded.
Figure 18: Extension
in Prototype II: Interprocess
linkages
visualisation.
(top left is level one,
down left is level two,
middle is level three,
and right is level four)

5.5.

User-evaluation setup

For a detailed description of the user-evaluation setup related to Prototype II, see Appendix XI. In
order to evaluate Prototype II, five out of six process actors who also participated in the evaluation of
the first prototype were requested to assess the second version of the prototype because this group
possesses some domain knowledge necessary to understand the inter-process linkages. In the
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evaluation session, besides Prototype II, the OTS web portal of evaluation session one was used for
the second time. Regarding the visualisation of inter-process linkages, the OTS system presents
business process models on different levels of aggregation, and users are able to inspect these levels
individually. On the lowest level of the hierarchy, process interfaces were shown by means of one
single graphical construct. When the user clicked on this model element, they were referred to the
lowest level of the target (or source) process model.
In order to evaluate the modifications made in Prototype I, in both systems (i.e. Prototype II and
OTS) the same process model materials as used in the competitive evaluation of Prototype I and OTS
was used. Furthermore, this process model was also used to compare the diagrammatic and tabular
role-based visualisation approaches incorporated in Prototype II with a base zoom-level of 35%. With
regard to the visualisation of inter-process linkages, an updated version of the change management
process model was used in both systems; see Appendix XII for an overview.
Procedure and data collection
A questionnaire was used for the measurement of quantitative data. Again, a simple single-room setup
was used in combination with audio and video recording. For a complete overview of the protocol
used, consult Appendix XIV. First, participants were asked to fill in a pre-session questionnaire (see
Table 6). Next, participants were requested execute a selection of tasks in both systems in order to
familiarize themselves again with both systems. After this short introduction, each design decision
belonging to the set of modifications of Prototype I was introduced by the evaluation session leader,
and the participant was requested to interact with the corresponding functionality as well as to share
qualitative feedback. Next, the session commenced in terms of extensions. After an explanation of the
a role-based visualisation approach (i.e. diagram or tabular form) and the concept of RACI,
participants were requested to answer a set of questions, while the time required to give an answer
was recorded. Next, after working in either visualisation, the participant was asked to assess the
corresponding visualisation in terms of Perceived Usefulness (PU) and Perceived Ease of
Understanding (PEOUS). In contradiction to the items by Davis (1989) used for Prototype I, the
validated measures as described by Maes and Poels (2007) were used because these measures
primarily focus on conceptual modelling. Recurrently, the same procedure was followed for the other
visualisation approach, although details from the questions asked were altered. After working with
both role-based visualisation approaches, the participant was asked to qualitatively share opinions
related to both approaches. In the last part of the session, participants were asked to share their
opinion regarding the visualisation of an interface icon on the lowest level of the hierarchy in the OTS
product and the visualisation on all levels in the Prototype. Furthermore, feedback was requested
regarding the slider interface approach, the option to expand objects representing aggregation, and the
use of highlighting to show what model elements were clicked upon.
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Phase
Before task
execution

Method
○ Survey:

During and
○ Interview:
after task
execution in
General and
Specific
section (PTII)
After task
○ Survey:
execution in
○ Interview:
PTII: tabular
and diagram
visualisation
After task
execution in
OTS and PT
II: process
interfaces

○ Interview:

Response variables and items
Name, age, gender, colour-blindness, time investment since first session related
to inspecting, studying, and modelling of process models, familiarity with
published new version of the change management business process
Modifications
Opinion about/related to:
● Interactive overview map ● Option to ask for clarification inside portal
● Setting that all information tabs visible by default
● Legend
● User interaction: Freedom of choice related to view history (both sections)
● User interaction: Freedom of choice: no node-by-node (specific process
section)
Perceive Usefulness (3), Perceived Ease of Understanding (4)
Extensions
Opinion about/related to:
● Preference for either visualisation ● Usefulness of both visualisations
● RACI table visualisation in general
● RACI diagram visualisation: in general, use of colour, relationship with
complexity, necessity legend, zoom functionality
Extension
Opinion about/related to:
● Interface visualisation on lowest level (OTS)
● Interface visualisation on all levels (Prototype)
● Visualisation that goes from overview to detail visualized in one single
screen with slider approach (Prototype) ● Highlighting of click history
● Use of aggregation on hierarchy levels with option to expand

Table 6: Overview of response variables (evaluation of Prototype II [PTII]).

5.6.

Results and discussion

This section discusses the evaluation results of prototype II. First, the Perceived Usefulness and
Perceived Ease of Understanding variables are discussed. Secondly, qualitative feedback is discussed.
5.6.1. Perceived usefulness and ease of understanding
For the evaluation of the role-based visualisation approaches (diagram and tabular form), participants
evaluated both approaches in terms of Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease of Understanding.
Figure 19 below and Appendix XV present the results. In order to derive these results, for each
participant, an average score per approach per construct was calculated by taking the mean of all
corresponding measurement items. Note that the measurement items range from 1 (strongly disagree)
to 7 (strongly agree).
Figure 19: Perceived Ease of
Understanding and Perceived
Usefulness.

As can be seen, in terms of medians, the diagram visualisation is perceived to be more easy to
interpret (medians 6.5 for diagram and 4.5 for table) and perceived as more useful (medians 5.67 for
diagram and 4.0 for table). With regard to the latter finding, both visualisation approaches publish the
same information, although the diagram includes a complete process model; to see a complete process
model in the tabular form, all responsibilities have to be shown. Thus, the use of a diagram for the
visualisation of role-related information like RACI responsibilities looks promising. Qualitative
feedback described in the next section provides more insights with regard to the abovementioned
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findings. One important note, however, is that caution should be exercised in supporting the results
described because, in the first place, the sample size is rather limited and, secondly, no tests for
significance were conducted.
5.6.2. Qualitative user feedback
In order to analyse the qualitative feedback obtained (as described in the previous section), the same
procedure as described in section 4.5.3 was used. That is, first all recorded material was translated to
transcripts. Next, categories, sub-categories, and corresponding identifiers were defined in order to
classify all remarks. In the next step, all remarks were assigned an identifier, and remarks sharing an
opinion or common element were linked to one single statement.
Table 7 below presents the categories and corresponding identifiers used to classify all remarks.
As can be seen, the categories are based on both the modifications and extensions of Prototype I.
Identifiers:
Main
Sub
Category
(based on design decisions)
Process section:
General
Specific
Freedom
of
choice:
view
history
FC
GPS2
FC
SPS2
User
FC2:
interaction{
Freedom of choice: no node-by-node
FC SPSN2
(Interactive) overview map
OV2:
OV GPS2 OV SPS2
Option to hide or show information, legend
HS2, LE
Role-based visualisation: diagram/tabular form
RB: RBD, RBT
Inter-process linkages visualisation
IV
Option to ask for clarification inside portal
AH2

Table 7:
Coding
categories and
corresponding
identifiers for
qualitative
remarks –
Prototype II.

In total, video material of five participants was translated to five written transcripts and classified
according to the categories and identifiers defined in Table 7. Next, 75 individual statements were
identified based on the remarks gathered (see Appendix XVI for an overview). In line with the
discussion of qualitative user feedback regarding Prototype I, the remainder of this section describes
the most occurring positive (+) and negative (-) remarks per single category.
Learning and interaction
Freedom of choice: view history (general (G) and specific process section (S))
Type #PA
G: It would be ok / added value
+
5
G: It is more quick
+
2
G: Going node-by-node forward is fine when combined with option to go directly back to history
+
4
G: There is one assumption: that I processed all the nodes in history consciously
+/2
G: It is more easy
G: Having it as an option is fine.
G: Set it on by default
+
2|2|2
S: It is easy / handy
S: It is more quick
+
4|2
Freedom of choice: no node-by-node (specific process section)
For first time it is handy to go node-by-node[3], for more experienced users: the opposite[2]
+/3|2
It is handy and it is more quick
It is good / to be encouraged
+
2|3
Interactive overview map
G: It is a nice addition
+
5
S: It looks good (it is a good functionality)
+
3
G: You can move more quickly
S: One is able to navigate faster
+
2|2
G: Persons should not skip activities / it may be a trap to not process the diagram fully in terms of +
2
all activities
G: It generates more added value of the overview map
+
2

For the general process section, the functionality to directly go back to activities which already have
been seen is ‘ok’ or provides added value (5 participants), is more quick (3 participants), or is more
easy (2 participants). Although this is a promising finding, 2 participants made an important
assumption that all the nodes included in history were processed consciously by the participant.
Furthermore, in line with the feedback given for the general process section, the functionality to
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directly go back to activities which already have been seen was evaluated as being easy or handy for
the specific process section by 5 participants.
Related to another functionality to offer more freedom of choice in the specific process section
(i.e. all role-relevant nodes may be clicked upon), participants evaluated the option to be able to
inspect all relevant nodes (i.e. RACI and context) as handy and more quick (2 participants), or good
and to be encouraged (3 participants). On the other hand, 3 participants also mentioned that for
persons viewing the diagram for the first time, no optimal freedom of choice should be included.
With regard to the interactive overview map (i.e. inter-segment freedom of choice), 5 participants
agreed that it is a nice addition for the general process section, and 2 participants assessed that this
functionality provides more added value of the overview map. For the specific process section, 3
participants agreed on this as well. Also, for both process sections, 2 participants mentioned that the
functionality allows you to move quicker or faster. Remarkably, 2 participants mentioned that having
an inter-segment freedom of choice might be a trap to not process the diagram fully in terms of all
activities, although that is preferable.
Based on the results described above, the modification to add more user-interactivity to the
diagram (both process sections) as well as the overview map is perceived as beneficial. With regard to
the other two options, the results are less convincing because participants either make a distinction in
whether the diagram is viewed for the first time, or that the functionality may be a trap to not process
the diagram fully in terms of all activities. In other words, caution should be exercised in adding these
functionalities to a model diagram.
Interface and additional requirements
Option to ask for clarification inside portal
It is nice (it is a good functionality) / it is beneficial / positive change
It is more easy / it saves you an extra step
Option to hide or show information : Setting that all information tabs visible by default
It is nicer because I missed some of contents of the information tabs the first time
It does not matter
Legend
It would be wonderful / a nice addition / provide added value

Type #PA
+
4
+
2
+
+/-

2
3

+

4

In terms of results, option to ask for clarification inside the web portal was assessed as a good
functionality, beneficial, or positive by 4 participants, or that it is more easy or saves an extra step by
2 participants. Thus, there is above average support to omit the need to switch to other software
applications. User’s opinions with regard to the setting that all information tabs are visible by default
are less convincing. According to 2 participants, it is nicer because the first time when the tabs were
closed, they missed the underlying contents. However, it does not matter according to 3 other
participants. Although this functionality contradicts the requirement that the user’s limited memory
should be supported by reducing cognitive load during interaction with and inspection of other
process model related visual material, there is limited support (two in favour, three undecided) to
show the contents of the information tabs and to offer the functionality to hide the contents.
With regard to the use of a legend, 4 participants were positive and mentioned that it would be
wonderful, a nice addition, or provided added value. Important to note, however, is that a legend was
not implemented or demonstrated; participants were given a verbal explanation about how a legend
would be incorporated.
Perspectives
Role-based visualisation: in general
In general, I would use it
In general, I would use it as evidence / explanation
In general, for me it has no added value / I can imagine it does for other process roles
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Type #PA
+
4
+
2
1

Role-based visualisation: diagram
Preference for diagram over table
Use of colour in diagram is easy even if it becomes more complex
More easy to see interfaces between roles in diagram Benefit: it gives the whole process model
Legend: I do not miss a legend
Legend is provided in options table
Zoom functionality: it is a necessity in order to read the diagram when completely zoomed out
Zoom functionality: one zoom level so that all model elements contents are visible is sufficient
Role-based visualisation: tabular form
The tabular form was less clear / required more processing
Benefit of table: quick overview
Finding answers in the tabular form visualisation took longer
Looking for my own role I would prefer the table because it generates a role-specific overview faster

+
5
+
3
+ 3|3
+ 3|3
+/- 3
2
+
+

4
3
3
2

After participants had worked in both visualisation approaches, a question was phrased by the
evaluator whether a role-based visualisation approach (i.e. a role-related point of view on a business
process) would be used in practice by the participant. The results show that, on the one hand, a role
based approach would be used in practice (4 participants) for either evidence or explanation (two
participants) purposes. On the other hand, 1 participant mentioned it has no added value for the roles
he executed in practice, although he could imagine that it does for other process roles. Thus, a
majority of the participants would welcome a role-based visualisation approach, which highlights its
practical value and application.
With regard to whether participants prefer a diagram or tabular form, the results convincingly
show a majority preference for the diagram (5 out of 5 participants). Although a table provides a
quick overview (3 participants), the benefits of diagram are that it is more easy to see interfaces
between roles in a diagram (3 participants), it gives the whole process model (3 participants), it
required less processing (4 participants about tabular form), and that solutions to questions were found
faster (4 participants about tabular form). Furthermore, even if the diagram in terms of colours shown
become more complex, it is still easy. On the other hand, looking for activities relevant to one’s
process roles, 2 participants preferred the table over the diagram.
Contrary to the expectation that users would welcome a zoom-function because it may speed up
the acquisition of mental map of a data space when zoomed-out (Ware, 2013), 3 participants assessed
it as a necessity because the layout of the process model was shown at a zoom level of 35%, and 2
participants mentioned that a single zoom level would be sufficient. With regard to the colour
highlighting functionality included in the options dialog box, the results show that a separate legend
may be inessential (3 participants).
In line with the findings related to the specific process section of Prototype I, graphical colour
highlighting in combination with a legend appears to be a valuable approach to visualise role-relevant
process model related information inside a diagram.
Multiple process models: Understandability, visualisation, and interface
Visualisation of inter-process linkages
Preference for prototype visualisation Interface with scrolling provides added value/looks useful
Visualisation approach connection visible on each level is more clear or more easy
Visualisation approach connection visible is more clear
Option to see rest of process model is good/useful/could be useful
Highlighting of click history: improvement
Highlighting of click history: no added value, arrow of interface is sufficient

Type #PA
+ 5|5
+
3
+
4
+
4
+
3
2

Regarding the visualisation of inter-process linkages, all participants preferred the prototype
visualisation as described in Section 5.3.2 over a (OTS system) hierarchy visualisation that is shown
in separate screens with on the lowest level a model element which represents a connection. First of
all, all participants mentioned that the interface with (horizontal) scrolling provides added value or
looks useful. Secondly, the availability of a connection on each level of the process model hierarchy
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was evaluated as more clear or easy (3 participants), and the visualisation of connections between
processes in general is perceived as more clear (4 participants). Furthermore, the option to see a full
process model instead of the section which contains the inter-linkage was evaluated as good or useful
by 4 participants. The use of highlighting of the inter-process linkages clicked upon during interaction
in the hierarchy, however, is perceived as an improvement by 3 participants.

6. Discussion
This study aims to explore how information presented in visual (process) models may be
communicated more intuitively. Therefore, central topic was the development and evaluation of a
dynamic visualisation of the process models to support model users who inspect and interact with
process models. More specially, in part based on use cases which are applicable to a broad range of
model users, general requirements regarding the visualisation of process model diagrams were
defined. Subsequently, visualisation techniques as described by Chapter 2 were selected and evaluated
in order to adhere to the requirements (and, thereby, use cases) defined. In contrast to a traditional
application of visualisation techniques applied at design time which result in static diagrams during
end-user inspection, the visualisation techniques imposed that in distinct moments in time, the visual
content of the process model diagram was altered during end-user inspection. In this chapter, a
discussion is provided about the application of various visualisation techniques in a dynamic manner
to the general set of requirements. As a result, a first motivation and interesting directions for the use
of more dynamic visual diagrams is provided. In this discussion, most emphasize is placed on those
aspects evaluated by 11 participants (i.e. during evaluation of Prototype I) or which were included in
both evaluation sessions (i.e. during evaluation of Prototype II as well).

6.1.

Understandability and visualisation

As mentioned by La Rosa, ter Hofstede, et al. (2011), there is a substantial body of literature on
(mechanisms to deal with) process model complexity and understandability. To complement this body
of literature, three visualisation techniques related to secondary notation were introduced to support
model users in inspecting the control flow; in the form of colour highlighting and pictorial annotation
to represent the current state of the process model and colour highlighting to reduce the number of
visual elements to be attended. Looking at the user evaluation results of Prototype I, the
aforementioned techniques were positively evaluated by respectively 73% and 82% of 11 participants,
thereby highlighting the importance of secondary notation. Although the importance has been
established already for static diagrams, for instance related to the modelling notation (e.g. Moody
(2009)) or model layout (e.g. Gschwind, Pinggera, Zugal, Reijers, and Weber (2014)), the approach in
this study is dynamic: in order to support model-users in reading the diagram, secondary notation is
applied to distinct (combinations of) model elements, depending on the user’s progress. In other
words, benefits may be generated by publication environments which align the (diagrammatic)
information visible with the current state of user inspection, which is not possible when static
diagrams are used. With regard to different user groups (i.e. novices with no and employees with more
knowledge regarding business process domain), the results show no clear distinction with regard to
preferences. Future research, therefore, should address for what types of process model end-user
groups in terms of prior knowledge (e.g. domain knowledge, theoretical process model(ing)
knowledge) a static or dynamic visualisation is beneficial. The discussion above is limited to single
process model inspection. In terms of multiple models. the visualisation of process interfaces in this
study included a stepwise (thereby dynamic) hierarchy level visualisation approach, which was
positively evaluated in terms of overview+detail visualisation (in line with Figl et al. (2013)) and
interface used. Although the subsequent visualisation of hierarchy levels inherently implies a dynamic
visualisation given the definition in Section 1.2 and although the corresponding use of modularization
has gained academic attention (Zugal et al., 2013) already, to manage complexity per level, the
contents per level may be visualized dynamically. For instance, in Prototype II, the option to expand
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aggregated model elements at a level of the hierarchy was perceived as good and useful (80% of 5
participants).

6.2.

Learning and interaction

Besides addressing the visual model diagram and the (dynamic) visual presentation thereof, based on
a general HCI guideline, user-interaction or learner control (i.e. controlling visual content inspection)
was addressed in this study as well. As indicated by Blankenship and Dansereau (2000), when model
users experience a feeling of ‘map shock’ upon first inspection, random processing of the diagram
may be an undesirable result. Therefore, a form of user-interaction which imposed a constraint on
what visual content (i.e. nodes) may be inspected in what order (i.e. process instance) at what time
(i.e. depending on the user’s progress). The results (based on 11 participants) of Prototype I suggest
that, due to node-by-node inspection, the model diagram may be processed more consciously (46%)
and more actively per activity (37%), although modifications to allow that all activities which were
inspected already are directly reachable again and that the overview map facilitates inter-segment
freedom of choice were positively evaluated by all 5 participants (100%) in Prototype II. Note that for
static diagrams no constraints may be enforced because it is up to the user how to inspect and interact
with the static visualisation. What can be observed from these results is that constraining users who
inspect a visual diagram in terms of visual content inspection may be beneficial. Of course, the
question arises for what types of users a more extensive form of system control may be beneficial.
According to 4 participants (1 process actor, 3 novices), a limited freedom of choice is more suitable
for people who are learning the process model. This is in line with a statement by Clark and Mayer
(2011, p. 319) which states that “give experienced learners control”. Interestingly, 2 process actors
during the evaluation of more learner control (Prototype II) mentioned that there is one assumption
relevant: that all the nodes in history were processed consciously (2 process actors). Also, more
freedom of choice it may be a trap to not process the diagram fully in terms of all activities. Although
not explicitly considered, these statements highlight an important question: when and should
participants be allowed to adjust the amount of user-control? According to Clark and Mayer (2011),
learners often do not make good judgements about their instructional needs. The authors therefore
describe “adaptive control”, which relates to a form of machine-learning (e.g. comprehension test) to
adjust the level of user control based on learner responses. If Koschmider, Reijers, and Dijman (2012)
refer to machine-learning techniques to detect the preference of model-users with regard to usage of
icons instead of other graphical elements, using machine-learning to detect user’s needs with regard to
user-control in a business process model context may be an interesting approach.

6.3.

Perspectives

Section 6.1 discussed the application of secondary notation to support model users during diagram
inspection; the approaches addressed so far only referred to an overall processing of the diagram
(control flow; full diagram level). However, model-users also engage in diagram inspection to identify
model elements relevant from a certain perspective, for instance the model elements relevant for
process roles (resource flow; single model element level) addressed in this study. In order to support
process participants to identify role-relevant model-elements, earlier work of Müller and Rogge-Solti
(2011) is extended by the use of EPCs (Keller et al., 1992), by a division in terms of RACI (Brennan,
2009), and by an empirical evaluation. According to 73% of 11 participants, the use of colour to
highlight role-relevant diagram elements was good, although a legend should be provided as well
(91%). Also, 80% of 5 participants (Prototype II) mentioned that, in general, a multiple role-based
highlighting approach would be used in practice. Recurrently, added value provided by the dynamic
use of secondary notation is highlighted, since the approach allowed one single diagram to be
customized by model users (i.e. no static one-fit-for all visualisation) in order to serve user specific
purposes. Note that the dynamic use of secondary notation in this section relates to guiding the user’s
attention to single model elements, thereby extending its applicability. Since the highlighting approach
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was appreciated by both novices and process actors with more prior knowledge, a more interesting
topic to discuss is whether a dynamic visualisation without secondary notation would serve the same
goal. Looking at the results, it most likely depends on whether a context of the overall process model
is required. If that is the case, visualisation techniques which imply a removal of model elements, for
instance model abstraction, may not be an optimal choice. However, there may exist a situation in
which these techniques have to be included, since as correctly noted, “the value of business process
model abstraction in comparison with other techniques can be explicitly found in use cases that
involve very large process models” (Smirnov et al., 2012, p. 80). Also, related to the use of colour,
there are colours which can be distinguished by colour blind people (Ware, 2013), although colour per
se imposes problems for colour blind people (Moody, 2009; Müller & Rogge-Solti, 2011).

6.4.

Aesthetics

In order to visualise a visual diagram which is stimulating and interesting, a dynamic visualisation in
the form of process annotation was incorporated. When referring back to the words of the process
manager that a process model is ‘cold’ and ‘dryasdust’, the finding that a slight minority of 11
participants (46%) experienced the moving icon as funny provides some support to include a more
dynamic aspect for entertainment purposes, although it may also be used to direct the learner’s
attention (55%) or represent (64%) shifts in temporal structure. Unfortunately not addressed in this
study, as indicated by the latter findings, token flow animation may provide more added value for
other purposes than aesthetics, for instance related to teaching process models when e.g. parallelism is
included (Allweyer & Schweitzer, 2012) or to display the time-wise execution of multiple process
instances (Günther, 2009).

6.5.

Interface and additional requirements

Although not primarily related to the central topic in this study, from a learning environment point of
view, it is relevant to consider the user-interface (in general) and additional (facilitating)
functionalities as well. Unfortunately, the development of Prototype I and II was partly constrained
regarding the user-interface to be used. However, based on the results regarding the visualisation of
multiple process models (included in Prototype II), the relevance of considering the user-interface
structure is highlighted by the result that all 5 participants rated that an interface with scrolling
provides added value or looks useful. When a process model is shown dynamically, two subsequent
(but in contents different) frames may be shown sequentially. The positive evaluation of the userinterface that allowed both subsequent frames to be visible in parallel provides little signs that future
research should address process model dynamics and the user-interface employed as well. In terms of
functionalities not directly related to the process model diagram, the results show that an e-learning,
option to ask for clarification within the system, and option to hide and show information tabs may be
beneficial. With regard to the first option, an e-learning, a vast majority of 11 the participants (73%)
positively evaluated the inclusion of an e-learning. An interesting question, therefore, would be
whether that “people learn more deeply when lessons present key concepts prior to representing the
processes or procedures related to those concept” (Clark & Mayer, 2011, p. 467) also holds in a
business process model visualisation context in terms of comprehensibility.

7. Conclusions
Based on the observation that web portals used to distribute process models among the organizational
population display process models in a static manner, this study set out to visualise process models
more intuitively by means of a dynamic visualisation of process models. To this end, two prototypes
were developed and evaluated in the context of a case study company, which yields the following
conclusions.
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7.1.

Supporting process participants

First of all, organizations should critically assess, in terms of intended audience and goals, the current
web environment used for process model distribution. If the web portal deployed aims to address all
casual members of the organization or aims to provide instructional material, it is necessary to
evaluate the aspects included regarding the visual presentation of process models (overall diagram
inspection, inspection based from a perspective, aesthetics), user-interaction facilities for diagram
inspection, the user-interface, and facilitating functionalities.
In terms of process model visualisation, benefits may be generated by publication environments
which align the (diagrammatic) information visible with the current state of user inspection, which is,
not possible when static diagrams are used. For instance, to prevent a feeling of ‘map shock’ and
‘being overwhelmed’, the use of secondary notation may be applied to guide the user’s attention to
relevant parts of the diagram. Also, in contrast to a static model diagram, a process model which can
be customized from a certain (end-user’s) perspective is perceived to be useful. For instance, to
inform model users about control-flow responsibilities, the use of colour highlighting put forward in
this study may aid process participants in identifying role-relevant model elements by placing the
role-related model-elements in the context of the whole business process, inspecting shared
responsibilities, and extracting role-based interfaces
With regard to overall diagram inspection, constraining the user to inspect visual model elements
in an organized, structured manner may result in users processing the diagram more consciously or
more actively, although it may depend on the prior knowledge of the model user involved.
Third, the user-interface used to visualise process models may aid process participants in reading
diagrams. For instance, instead of showing individual screens (sequentially) depicting (e.g.) different
levels of a process model hierarchy, the contents of both screens may be integrated in one screen.
Last, in terms of facilitating functionalities, the results point out that additional functionalities, not
directly related to the visualisation of the model diagram per se, may aid process participants. In order
to distribute domain knowledge among process participants before an actual process model is shown,
an e-learning functionality may be used. Also, during inspection of process models, an option to
contact a colleague for help was evaluated as seen as something to be encouraged, very good, or
useful. Also, options to hide or show control process annotation published together with a process
models were assessed to provide added value.

7.2.

Directions for further research

7.2.1. Based on results
In the first place, in order to verify whether (different types of) model users are supported in
understanding a diagram when process segment highlighting, limited freedom of choice in terms of
user-interaction, or a moving icon is applied, an experiment setup is useful. These design decisions
are selected because the results show that a majority of the participants evaluated the use of process
segment highlighting as something that provides clarification, keeps focus, or is pleasant.
Furthermore, related to a limited freedom of choice, participants mentioned that the diagram is
processed more consciously, and that individual activities are processed more actively. Related to the
moving icon, user evaluation implied both a representing and directing function of the moving icon to
represent control-flow behaviour or to draw learners attention.
Secondly, follow up research should address the problem of supporting colour-blind people in
identifying specific information from process model diagrams. One option is to set up a study
comparable to Kabicher et al. (2011) to gather user’s preferences with regard to other (combinations
of) visual variables (other than colour e.g. size).
Third, the user-interaction facilities related to control-flow inspection (general process section)
relied on the user to engage in a form of user-controlled process instance simulation (i.e. the user
decides what nodes to inspect). However, from an instructor (or company) point of view, it may be
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beneficial to allow users to engage in a more system-controlled process instance simulation. For
instance, for some process instances (e.g. pricey ones), “it is useful to see how a particular process
evolution unfolds step-by-step” (Smirnov et al., 2012, p. 79).
7.2.2. Reliability and Validity
Another source of directions for further research can be related to the quality of research designs,
oftentimes labelled as reliability and validity. Since this research involved a case study company in
order to gather user’s perceptions, ideas and responses, threats to validity should be discussed in light
of case study research quality as discussed by Yin (2009).
Reliability
Reliability concerns whether the operations of a study can be repeated (Yin, 2009). In order to come
to reliable results, all interviews and evaluation sessions were conducted by means of a protocol, and
pre-defined validated questionnaires were used. Also, although the interviews during evaluation
sessions had a semi-structured form, all interviews were audio and video recorded as well as
translated to written transcripts, allowing replication of follow up questions as well. Furthermore, all
statements defined are traceable in terms of corresponding remarks present in the raw data.
Construct validity
Construct validity concerns whether correct operational measures for the concepts being studied were
used (Yin, 2009). Although primary interest was user’s opinions with regard to the visualisation
techniques used to support various business process model visualisation use cases, semi-structured
interviews were not the only source of evidence. Also, participants interacted with the prototypes
while thinking aloud (primarily the case for Prototype I), a limited number of observations by the
evaluator were reported, and validated questionnaires were used.
Internal validity
Internal validity relates to establishing causal relationships (Yin, 2009). In this study, participants
were asked to compare multiple systems: Prototype I versus an OTS system, Prototype II versus an
OTS system, and (modifications of Prototype I implemented in) Prototype II versus Prototype I.
Related to the first two categories, priority was that the underlying process model was equal in both
systems, while only the visualisation of and interaction with the process model deviated.
Nevertheless, since a full-fledged OTS system was used, it is possible that participants noted some
functionalities not relevant in this study. For instance, the OTS system contained a search bar in the
interface. When filling in the questionnaire, it is possible that participants included this functionality
in the assessment as well. With regard to the third category, no additional modifications were made to
Prototype I which were not covered during the evaluation session. Furthermore, all visualisation
approaches and functionalities were introduced in the same way, although three participants made use
of the option to receive extra clarification of the questions asked during task execution in the rolebased visualisation approaches of Prototype II (diagram and tabular form)
With regard to the participants, due to the simple single-room setup used, it is possible that bias
was introduced due to the presence of the evaluator (Rubin, 1994). Related to the maturity of prior
knowledge of the participants who participated in the evaluation of Prototype II, the pre-session
questionnaire explicitly incorporated questions about the participant’s investment of time related to
process models in general and the newest version of the recently published change management
process model.
External validity
External validity concerns to what extent a (case) study’s findings can be generalized (Yin, 2009). In
order to structure our discussion of external validity, the subjects and objects used in the study are
discussed respectively.
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Regarding the objects used, simplified process models described by the EPCs language (Keller et
al., 1992) were used. Given that the EPCs language is available in process modelling and Enterprise
Resource Planning market leader information systems as ARIS and SAP (Reijers et al., 2009;
Tscheschner, 2006), and that EPCs are representative of other process modeling notations because
they include the most common constructs found in other notations (Dijkman et al., 2011), there are no
reasons to assume that the modelling language per se forms a threat to external validity.
What may impose a threat, however, is that simplified process models were used for the evaluation
of Prototype I and of a selection of functionalities offered by Prototype II; the process model
consisted of activities, events, and connecting arcs only. Also, process model size, which is related to
understandability (Jan Mendling et al., 2007), may be a threat to external validity as well. Follow-up
research should, therefore, assess whether the findings in this study remain consistent when more
complex process models are used. This research could, for instance, use process models with subprocesses or modularization included; the current prototype could be extended with multiple
(expandable) windows (cf. (Allweyer and Schweitzer (2012))) or one window using an
overview+detail interface strategy (cf. (Holzmüller-Laue, Schubert, Göde, and Thurow (2013))).
Also, since the process models used in this study did not include parallelism, an interesting direction
for further examination is how to visualize and allow interaction regarding parallelism.
Related to the subjects used, a distinction can be made in sample size and sample characteristics.
Related to sample size, a serious limitation exists, since only 11 participants evaluated Prototype I and
five participants evaluated Prototype II. Thus, the results should, therefore, be seen as tentative and as
base for further research. Furthermore, in terms of sample characteristics, all participants followed or
were following a lightweight case study company e-learning course related to topic of ‘processthinking’ and the company’s recent process modeling effort. Also, primarily related to the evaluation
of Prototype I, five participants (four novices, one process actor) followed a training related to the use
of IT services and corresponding business processes. However, due to the use of a short pre-session
interview for novice participants n it became clear that the training was followed several years ago.
Also, novice participants were seen as employees with minor prior knowledge regarding the use of
process models in general, process modelling and domain knowledge regarding business process
execution. However, the latter selection criterion may be too narrow, since knowledge of the business
domain may exist. Therefore, follow up research should include process models which employ are not
related at all to the business domain of the participants. Also, the process actor group included
employees with limited knowledge related to process modelling and the use of process models.
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Appendix I: Interview protocol use-cases and requirements
For the gathering of requirements and use-cases, semi-structured interviews were used. This appendix
contains:
 Interview protocol (process actors: 7 participants)
 Interview protocol (process manager: one participant)
Type: process actor
Interviewer

:

Romain Emens, interviewer

Interviewee

(Name, Position, Role) :
(Department)
:

………………………………………….
………………………………………….

Date, Time

:

………………………………………….

Preliminaries
Notified/granted


Permission for audio recording (alternative: written notes).



The (spoken words in the) interview will be translated to written




transcripts


The transcripts will be presented to interviewee; interview is offered



possibility to give comments and remarks


Comments and remarks will be processed



Audio recordings will not be distributed without explicit permission of




interviewee
Introduction
 Mutual introduction


Introduction of purpose and research project

Main part
General information
(1) Do you know what a process model is?
(2) Do you have work experience with process models or flow diagrams?
(3) In the past, did you attend a training with regard to modelling basics?
If yes, How many hours of training?
Case study company (Achmea) specific
(4) Can you describe your role or involvement with the Change Management business process?
(5) Have you completed the “Process model IM & IT” e-learning course?
If Yes, Could you evaluate this training?
(6) Do you know the process model of the Change Management business process?
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If yes, section about Change Management process model, otherwise section about Experience
other process models

Experience Change Management process model
(7) Have you inspected the process model of Change Management business process until now?
If yes, Question 8, Otherwise section about Experience other process models
(8) When did you inspect this process model?
(9) With what goal were you inspecting the process model?
Possible options: learn control flow/learn responsibilities, learn input and output documents, learn
relevant systems, learn inter-process linkages, otherwise?
(10) What was your first impression of this process model?
(11) Did you experience any difficulties in reading and inspecting this process model?
If yes, Question 12, Otherwise Question 13
(12) What types of support could help you to address these difficulties?
(13) During inspection of the process model, did you miss any information or contents?
Experience with other process models
(14) In the past, did you inspect any process model diagrams or flow digrams?
(15) With what goal were you inspecting these diagrams?
(16) Did you experience any difficulties in reading and inspecting these models?
(17) What types of support could help you to address these difficulties?
(18) During inspection of the process model, did you miss any information or contents?
Interaction with Off-the-shelve web portal
For this stage, the participant is requested to interact with an off-the-shelve web portal. Imagine that
your manager refers you to this web portal.
(19) Can you inspect the Change Management process model and describe what you see?
(20) What kind of information do you expect to see?
(21) Imagine that somebody presents you a process model diagram. What kind of explanation
would you like to receive?
Demographic information
(22) What is your age?
(23) What is your highest completed education?
Conclusion
(24) Do you have any comments?


Invitation for follow up participation



Word of thanks/acknowledgments
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Type: process manager
Interviewer

:

Romain Emens, interviewer

Interviewee

(Name, Position, Role) :
(Department)
:

………………………………………….
………………………………………….

Date, Time

:

………………………………………….

Preliminaries
Notified/granted


Permission for audio recording (alternative: written notes).



The (spoken words in the) interview will be translated to written




transcripts


The transcripts will be presented to interviewee; interview is offered



possibility to give comments and remarks


Comments and remarks will be processed



Audio recordings will not be distributed without explicit permission of




interviewee
Introduction
 Mutual introduction


Introduction of purpose and research project

Main part
Based on experience
(1) What is your work experience with regard to the use of process models and process
modelling?
(2) In the past, did you use process models or flow diagrams during the communication with
other stakeholders?
If yes, Question 3, otherwise 14
(3) How often did you use a process model during the communication with other stakeholders?
(4) What was the goal of the process model?
Examples of possible goals: to provide a control flow, to provide detailed information (durations,
costs, frequencies, criticality, systems, documents, responsibilities), object for discussion, object for
enactment, object for documentation
(5) What was the prior knowledge of the audience retrieving the business process models or flow
diagrams? Options: no training, work experience with process models, process model related
training, training related to modelling by means of visual diagrams
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Based on the previous question, ask questions 6 until 13 for all audiences
(6) Did the audience have any prior knowledge regarding the business process depicted in the
model?
(7) Did you adjust the layout of the process model according to the type of audience?
If yes, Question 8, otherwise 9
(8) Can you elaborate?
(9) Did you provide any clarification or did you offer any assistance to the audience inspecting
the process model diagram?
Examples: spoken narration, visual aids, use of software (e.g. PowerPoint)
If yes, Question 10, otherwise 14 (or return to 6)
(10) Can you describe this approach?
(11) How was this approach received?
(12) Did you encounter any problems during your assistance?
(13) Retrospectively, are there any lessons learned regarding the publication?
If participant describes another experience regarding the use of process models in communication,
return to 6
Based on expectations and expertise
(14) How would you introduce a process model or flow diagram to an audience who is new to
the concept of process models and who are to acquire knowledge from the process models
(for instance process participants)?
(15) Would you adjust the presentation according to the type of audience?
If yes, Question 16, otherwise 17
(16) How would you do that?
(17) Would you depend the publication of a process model on the goal of the process model?
Examples of possible goals: to provide a control flow, to provide detailed information (durations,
costs, frequencies, criticality, systems, documents, responsibilities), object for discussion, object for
enactment, object for documentation
Conclusion
(18) Do you have any comments?


Word of thanks/acknowledgments
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Appendix II: Implementation and screen captures of Prototype I
In this study, two prototypes regarding the dynamic visualisation of process models were created.
This appendix describes the implementation (in terms of use cases and alternatives for a selection of
design decisions) and screen captures showing the functionalities of Prototype I.
Selection of design decisions (alternatives)
Process (model) annotation: e-learning
Basically, in terms of e-learning opportunities, a distinction can be made between instructor-led,
synchronous e-learning and self-study, asynchronous e-learning (Clark & Mayer, 2011). Instead of
instructor-led e-learning (cf. Clark and Mayer (2011)), self-study e-learning was selected because the
web portal developed would be accessed randomly at any point in time. Furthermore, a basic elearning called ‘page turners’ was included which omits interactivity other than forward an back
buttons (Clark & Mayer, 2011) in order to present relevant process related information. As already
mentioned above, the ‘page turners’ approach does not “provide ... learners with overt opportunities to
process the content through practice exercises” (Clark & Mayer, 2011, p. 19). Also, an instructor-led
e-learning approach allows the instructor to address learner related problems individually. However,
since central topic in this study the dynamic visualisation of process models and not necessarily the
use of e-learning formats or an optimal selection thereof, an asynchronous option was selected which
because this options allows model users to access the web portal whenever there exists a need and
because this option is most realistic in terms of resources available.
Option to ask for clarification
Multiple options to provide guidance to users who are interacting with an interface exist, for instance
online manuals, online help, context-sensitive help, online tutorials, and animated demonstrations
(Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2005). However, Shneiderman and Plaisant (2005) refer to materials
suitable for helping model-users in terms of user-interaction with the system per se, while Req #8
primarily refers to aid in terms of domain knowledge. Although the aforementioned materials could
be used to give user support, it is impossible to document all answers for all questions. Therefore, an
optimal solution would to offer live support to resolve any questions. However, in terms of resources,
this is not a realistic approach. To this end, to eliminate the need to create standardised online help
material which requires updates upon model diagram update, an option should be included to receive
help from human actors. A benefit of personal clarification by means of e-mail is that the supply side
is able to track whether certain model parts require extensively explanation. This way, additional
measures may be taken (e.g. additional offline training for participants involved).
Implementation (use cases)
The table below summarizes the fulfilment of use cases by Prototype I. The scale used in this table
indicates the following in terms of support: full (+++), fairly positive (++), somewhat (+), and no
support (o), As can be seen, the general process section primarily fulfils use case #1, while use case
#2 and corresponding sub use cases are primarily supported in the specific process section.
Prototype I
Use cases
Process section 1
2 2.1 2.2 2.3 3
General
+++ + + + + NA
Specific
o +++ +++ + +++ NA
Fulfilment of use cases by Prototype I.

General process section
In this section, process actors are encouraged to learn on a general basis what the business process
(model) is about, primarily in terms of control flow. Therefore, use case #1 is fully supported. After
an e-learning, a process model is shown on screen. Within this process model, model-users can
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control a token in to view each activity presented on the diagram node-by-node in terms of additional
information (description, responsibilities, input and output, and documentation). When the user selects
another activity, the token (highlighting: annotation) moves to the next activity (moving icon), and the
newly selected activity is highlighted accordingly (highlighting: active state). In order to see the
responsibilities per activity, each model element has to be processed individually, which results in
somewhat support for use case #2. Furthermore, the process model presented on screen is divided in
several process segments. When the user is viewing an activity within a process segment, that process
segment is shown in original colours, while the remaining process sections are greyed out
(highlighting: process segment). Furthermore, an overview screen, which shows the various process
segments as single activities (overview map), highlights the current process segment. Last, options to
hide and show information tabs are included (option to hide and show information), and a button
which allows users to send e-mails to the process owner (option to ask for clarification).
Specific process section
The specific process section is role-based and can be viewed per individual role, resulting in full
support for use case #2.1. Those activities relevant for the selected process role (i.e. RACI activities)
are highlighted by means of colour (role-based highlighting), and the activities directly preceding and
succeeding those RACI activities are shown in its original (EPCs) colour. The remaining activities are
highlighted by means of a grey colour. Recurrently, the user is able to control a token by either
selecting those activities directly preceding, or directly succeeding the activity that is currently shown.
However, process participants are only able to view RACI activities and the direct context of these
RACI activities (user-interaction), resulting in full support for use cases #2.1 and #2.3, and no support
for use case #1. In order to fulfil use case #2.2, model users need to inspect each role-based process
section separately per role, resulting in somewhat support. Again, the moving is included as well as
options to hide and show information tabs, the option to ask for clarification, and an overview map.
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Screen captures
Prototype I consisted of two process sections:


A general process section

In this section, process actors are encouraged to learn on a general basis what the business process
(model) is about, primarily in terms of control flow


A specific process section

The specific process section is role-based and can be viewed per individual role, in order to identify
what activities are relevant for the corresponding process role.
The screen captures in this appendix are structured in the following manner: a flow of screen captures
is shown corresponding to the following steps:
1. Welcome screen #1
2. Welcome screen #2
3. General process section
a. Illustration of e-learning
b. Illustration of user-interaction
c. Illustration of state visualisation: active activity highlighting and process segment
highlighting
d. Illustration of moving icon
e. Illustration of overview screen
f. Illustration of option to hide/show information tabs
g. Illustration of button to ask for clarification
4. Specific process section
a. Illustration of user-interaction
b. Illustration of role-based highlighting
c. Illustration of state visualisation: active activity highlighting
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Welcome screen #1

Welcome screen #2
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General process section: illustration of e-learning (2 out of 5 slides)
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General process section: user-interaction
After the e-learning, the screen layout below becomes visible. Options for user-interaction are shown
by means of blue rectangles. That is, given the process model diagram, the diagram only responds
when the user clicked on either one of the options (blue rectangles) available. As can be seen, in
Prototype I en the general process section, users are constrained to inspect all activities in a node-bynode manner, and the user is able to either proceed to an activity directly connected to the current
highlighted

activity.

Option available

Option available

Option available

Option available

Option available
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General process section: state visualisation
Two types of state visualisation were included in the general process section: 1) highlighting of the
active activity (blue background and logo) and 2) process segment highlighting (only one process
segment is optimally visible).

Active activity

Belongs to
process segment
containing
active activity

Belongs to another
process segment
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General process section: moving icon and overview screen

Moving icon

Overview screen shows 1)
current active process segment
2) process model on higher
level of abstraction
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General process section: option to hide/show information tabs and button to ask for
clarification

Option to hide/show
information tabs

Information tab
contents is now
shown

Button to ask for clarification
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Specific process section: user-interaction
In the specific (role-based) process section, participants were able to inspect a business process model
from a role point of view. As described in Section 4.2.3, process actors were constrained as follows:
the visual diagram may only be inspected node-by-node and only the following nodes may be
inspected: the activities which are assigned to the selected process role and the activities directly
subsequent and precedent to these model elements (i.e. the context).

Nodes in grey cannot
be inspected

Limited freedom of choice:
node-by-node processing
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Specific process section: role-based highlighting
Furthermore, role-based highlighting was applied as follows:
Yellow activity: Role is Consulted in terms of RACI.
Dark-blue activity: Role is Informed in terms of RACI.
Original EPCs colour: these nodes are directly connected to the two categories
as described above
Grey colour: these nodes are not assigned to the selected process role in terms
of RACI, and these nodes are not directly connected to these RACI activities as
well.

Connected to an activity
which is assigned to the
selected process role
Assigned to selected
process role in terms of
RACI: consulted
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Specific process section: state visualisation
As presented in the section ‘General process section: state visualisation’, in the General process
section, state highlighting was applied as follows:1) highlighting of the active activity (blue
background and logo) and 2) process segment highlighting (only one process segment is optimally
visible). For the specific process section, however, option 2 was discarded since role-based
highlighting was applied to the whole diagram. In terms of the first option, state visualisation was
combined with role-based highlighting in order to depict the highlighted state in a diagram which uses
role-based highlighting.

Blue outline refers to active
activity highlighting
Yellow colour refers
to role-based
highlighting
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Appendix III: User-evaluation setup (Prototype I)
This appendix provides a detailed setup of the user-evaluation of Prototype I.
Participants and phases
In total, 11 participants participated in the evaluation sessions, divided in two phases. In the first
phase, six out of seven process actors who also had participated in the interview sessions were asked
to compare two web portals. In phase two, given the primary actors to be supported by Prototype I
(novices), five new participants who were novices with regard to the Change Management business
process and business process models in general participated. None of the participants had significant
experience in working with either one or both systems, and all participants participated voluntary.
Also, a survey was used (post-evaluation session for process actors, pre-evaluation session for
novices) related to their personal characteristics and business process model related work experience.
See Appendix IV for a copy of the questionnaire. In addition, all participants belonging to the novices
group were asked follow up questions before the evaluation session commenced in order to verify that
the corresponding participant indeed could be classified as a ‘novice’.
Systems and process model
Main instruments in the evaluation sessions were the prototype designed as well as an off-the-shelve
(OTS) web-environment to publish process models. Both systems could be used to present process
models to users, but there were some significant deficiencies with regard to user-interaction and
diagram visualization. The OTS system publishes process models by showing the process model
diagram without any highlighting, pictorial annotation, or visual (animation) effects and without an
overview screen, process annotation in the form of an e-learning, or the option to contact the process
owner. Next, related to user-interaction, each activity in the process diagram may be clicked upon (i.e.
no limited freedom of choice), in order to see process annotation about that activity in terms of
description, responsibilities, and documentation. Furthermore, an alphabetic list of tasks was included
in order to directly browse to an user-selected activity. A screenshot of the OTS system is shown in
Appendix V.
The EPCs business process model to be presented to the users (in both process sections) depicted
the Change Management process, which can be seen in Appendix V. To avoid using a too complex
process model, the process model consisted of only activities, events, and connecting arcs; multiple
arcs leaving or entering an activity represented an XOR split or join. The number of activities and
events was 31 and 32 respectively. Since model size influences how easy the model is understood (Jan
Mendling et al., 2007), this process model may be classified as of moderate complexity.
Hypothetically, it creates some cognitive load for novice users, while it is still comprehensible in the
time available per session (two hours).
Additional materials and room setup
A paper document was available which obtained informed consent (based on Shneiderman and
Plaisant (2005, p. 147)), permission for audio and video recording, an overview of the business
process on a high level of abstraction (equal to overview screen of Prototype I), and a list of activities
which contained the Change Management process role of Specialist. Furthermore, a questionnaire was
used for the measurement of quantitative data. These materials are included in Appendix VI.
A simple single-room setup commonly used in usability-testing environments as described by
Rubin (1994, p. 51) was used, with the exception that no external observers were present and that a
smaller room was used. This setup knows two disadvantages: the evaluator’s behaviour can affect the
behaviour of the participant, and there is no room for observers (Rubin, 1994). Therefore, the
evaluator paid extra attention during the session not to affect participant’s opinions and actions.
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Procedure and tasks
Before the actual session started, informed consent (based on Shneiderman and Plaisant (2005, p.
147)) and permission for audio and video recording was obtained. After permission, the participant
was requested to fill in the first part of the survey related to personal characteristics (see next section).
Next, the actual evaluation session commenced.
Participants were asked to work in one system while thinking aloud, evaluate the first system
quantitatively (survey) as well as qualitatively (semi-structured interview), work in a second system
while thinking aloud, evaluate the second system quantitatively (survey) as well as qualitatively
(semi-structured interview), and compare both systems qualitatively (semi-structured interview). As
suggested by Shneiderman and Plaisant (2005), in order to counterbalance the order of presentation,
half of the participants were asked to work with the off-the-shelve system first and with the prototype
second, while the other half of the participants worked with the prototype first and with the off-theshelve system second.
The quantitative evaluation of Prototype I (survey) consisted of user’s perceptions regarding
Perceived Usefulness (PU) and Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU). The PU and PEOU items are based
om the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989), which states that actual use and
adoption of information technology is influenced by user’s perceptions regarding PU and PEOU.
TAM is one of the most influential and widely used models in information science, and despite
various extensions (e.g. TAM2, TAM3, or UTAUT), the original model proves to be a valid and
robust model (King & He, 2006). The adaption of the TAM model to conceptual modelling as
described by Maes and Poels (2007) was deemed not to be useful (yet) because we were primarily
interested, in terms of quantitative data, in user’s responses witch regard to the system as a whole
instead of individual functionalities; the items described by Maes and Poels (2007) seem to focus on
single entities (e.g. modelling techniques) instead.
In the last part, in a semi-structured interview participants were asked to share their opinion
regarding the various design decisions (as discussed in Section 5.2).
In both systems, tasks (see Appendix VII) had to be executed in line with the use-cases defined in
Section 3.2, although it was made sure that different parts of the diagram were inspected in each
system. Each task was introduced in order to address the relevance of each task, although no
explanation or training of the process model or system was provided. During task execution,
participants were requested to think aloud and to give feedback. From the evaluator’s point of view,
areas of attention for think-aloud testing (Nørgaard & Hornbæk, 2006) were taken into account.
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Response variables
Phase
Before task
execution
During task
execution
After task
execution in a
system
After working
in both
systems
(comparison )

Method
○ Survey:

Response variables and items
[see Appendix VI]

○ Userresponses:
○ Survey:
○ Interview:

While thinking aloud, when requested
Perceived Usefulness (6 questions per system), Perceived Ease of Use (6 questions),
Best/worst/useful/missing functionalities, general comments

○ Interview:

Opinion about/related to:
● Moving icon ● Whether search is required for active activity (OTS system)
● State visualisation: highlighting of active activity and process segments
● Role-based highlighting (Prototype: specific process section) ● Overview map
● User-interaction: Freedom of choice and activities that can be viewed
(Prototype: both process sections) versus random clicking (OTS system)
● E-learning
● Options to hide show tabs ● Button to ask for clarification

Overview of response variables (evaluation of Prototype I).
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Appendix IV: Survey for background of participants (Prototype I)
For the selection of participants for the evaluation of Prototype I, a survey was used. This survey was
especially important for the identification of novices. This appendix includes:


General setup of the survey including sources

Note: this questionnaire was used to assess all participants: novices (pre-evaluation session) and
process actors (post-evaluation session). Due to the fact that the questionnaire was distributed postevaluation session, additional annotation (italics) was required for a selection of items.
General setup of the survey including sources
#

[1]

[2]

[3]

Source (short)

Source (long)

Figl, Mendling & Strembeck (2012)

Figl, K., Mendling, J., & Strembeck, M. (2012). The influence
of notational deficiencies on process model comprehension.
Journal of the Association for Information Systems,14(6), 312338.

Mendling, Strembeck & Recker (2012)

Figl and Weber (2012)
Recker and La Rosa (2012)

Mendling, J., Strembeck, M., & Recker, J. (2012). Factors of
process model comprehension—Findings from a series of
experiments. Decision Support Systems, 53(1), 195-206.
Figl, K., & Weber, B. (2012, January). Individual Creativity in
Designing Business Processes. In Advanced Information
Systems Engineering Workshops (pp. 294-306). Springer
Berlin Heidelberg.
Recker, J., & La Rosa, M. (2012). Understanding user
differences in open-source workflow management system
usage intentions. Information Systems, 37(3), 200-212.

[4]

[4]

[5]

Reijers and Mendling (2011)

Burton-Jones and Meso (2008)
Recker, Reijers & Van de Wouw
(2014)

Recker and Dreiling (2011)

Reijers, H. A., & Mendling, J. (2011). A study into the factors
that influence the understandability of business process
models. Systems, Man and Cybernetics, Part A: Systems and
Humans, IEEE Transactions on, 41(3), 449-462.
Burton-Jones, A., and P. Meso (2008) “The Effects of
Decomposition Quality and Multiple Forms of Information on
Novices’ Understanding of a Domain from a Conceptual
Model”, Journal of the Association for Information Systems,
(9)12, pp. 784–802.
Recker, J., Reijers, H. A., & van de Wouw, S. G. (2014).
Process Model Comprehension: The Effects of Cognitive
Abilities, Learning Style, and Strategy. Communications of the
Association for Information Systems, 34(1), 9.
Recker, J. C., & Dreiling, A. (2011). The effects of content
presentation format and user characteristics on novice
developers’ understanding of process models. Communications
of the Association for Information Systems, 28(6), 65-84.
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Note: this questionnaire was used to assess all participants: novices (pre-evaluation session) and
process actors (post-evaluation session). Due to the fact that the questionnaire was distributed postevaluation session, additional annotation (italics) was required for a selection of items.
General
Question
Demographics
What is your name?
Demographics
What is your age?
Demographics
Gender
Process models and work experience
Before you participated in this study, so before
Process
April:
modelling
(Did/Do) you have work experience with process
experience
models?
Before you participated in this study, so before
Process
April:
modelling
When did you first work with process models in
Experience
practice?
Process
modelling
Before you participated in this study, so before
experience
April:
/Experience
What is the Amount/number of process models
with process
you have read or created?
specifications
How often do you encounter process models in
Process
practice (with the exception of the process models
modelling
inspected during the course of this study)?
intensity
Business
process
modelling

How do you assess your theoretical knowledge
on business process modelling?

Business
process
modelling

How often do you use business process modelling
in practice?

Training

Prior domain
knowledge

Training on modelling basics at university or
school
Before you participated in the evaluation session
in June:
Compared to other staff working in the area of
the Managen Changes/Change management
process, I would rate my level of knowledge in
this area as:

Response format

Source #

Integer
Male/female

Yes/no
Less than a month ago, less than a year ago,
less than three years ago, more than three
years ago
I

[1]

[2]

Integer

[3]

Never, less than once a month, more than
once a month, daily

[2]

I have weak theoretical knowledge, I have
rather weak theoretical knowledge, I have
mediocre theoretical knowledge, I have rather
strong theoretical knowledge, I have strong
theoretical knowledge
I never use business process modelling in
practice, I sometimes use business process
modelling in practice, I regularly use business
process modelling in practice but not every
day, I use business process modelling in
practice every day

[4]

[4]

Yes/no

[1]

7-point scale
[Very low – very high]

[5]

7-point scale
[Very low – very high]

[5]

Yes/no, description

[6]

Before you participated in the evaluation session
in June:
Prior domain
knowledge

If I were asked a question about the Managen
Changes/Change Management process, I would
rate the likelihood that I would rate the
likelihood of me being able to answer this
question correctly as:

Prior work
Do you have work experience in business process
experience
management?
Process models and work experience: Company specific
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Prior domain
knowledge

Prior domain
knowledge:

Investment of
time or effort

Prior domain
knowledge:

Control
question
Control
question

Have you participated in the e-learning
module/training "Procesmodel IM&IT"?
To what extent have you consulted the Microsoft
Visio process model, to which is referred to in the
training Procesmodel IM&IT"
How often have you consulted the Microsoft
Visio process model, after you knew of the
existence and the whereabouts of this process
model?
In comparison with colleagues who should
possess the same knowledge, to what extent have
you consulted the Microsoft Visio process model,
to which is referred in the training Procesmodel
IM&IT"
I think that, in the last couple of years, I have
gained … process knowledge on the handling of
requests for changes/changes than colleagues
who should possess the same knowledge
I think that, in comparison with my colleagues
who should possess the same process knowledge,
I have invested … more time in studying the
swimlane diagrams and process models of the
Managen Changes/Change Management process
I think that, in comparison with my colleagues
who should possess the same knowledge, I have
invested much less/less/the same amount
of/more/much more time in studying work
instructions and textual process descriptions of
the Managen Changes/Change Management
process.
I think that, in comparison with my colleagues
who should possess the same knowledge, I have
invested much less/less/the same amount
of/more/much more time in studying the textual
process descriptions of the Managen
Changes/Change Management process
I am … capable of explaining the Managen
Changes/Change Management process to
colleagues or people who need help.
Colleagues consider me to be an appropriate
person to whom questions can be asked about the
Managen Changes/Change Management process
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Yes, not finished yet, no
Not at all, very little, somewhat, to a great
extent, to a very great extent

Integer

much less/less/the same amount
of/more/much more

much less/less/the same amount
of/more/much more

much less/less/the same amount
of/more/much more

much less/less/the same amount
of/more/much more

much less/less/the same amount
of/more/much more

Not at all, very little, somewhat, to a great
extent, to a very great extent
Not at all, very little, somewhat, to a great
extent, to a very great extent

Appendix V: Process model and system used - evaluation Prototype I
For the evaluation of Prototype I, process participants interacted with Prototype I as well as an offthe-shelve web portal for process model publication. The process model diagram depicted the Change
Management business process, and the diagram was used om in both process sections. For the specific
process sections, color highlighting was applied to all activities which in terms of RACI included the
Specialist process role because only one participant executed that role in practice. In terms of
resources, it was not possible to create specific process sections for all the process roles (see Figure
3). By selecting the role which was underrepresented compared to the complete set of process roles,
most process actors evaluated the same and for most novel visualisation.

This appendix contains:
 [1] The process model used as basis for the general process section (Prototype I) and for
publication in the off-the-shelve web portal
 [2] The process model used as basis for the specific process section (Prototype I)
 [3] Screen capture of the off-the-shelve web portal
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1.1 Change Management process model (first halve)
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1.2. Change Management process model (second halve)
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2.1. Change Management process model (first halve): specific process section (Prototype I)
Yellow activity: Specialist role is Consulted in terms of RACI.
Dark-blue activity: Specialist role is Informed in terms of RACI.
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2.2. Change Management process model (second halve): specific process section (Prototype I)
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3.1. Screen capture off-the-shelve web portal
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[2] State
jumps to
activity

[1] Clicking on
‘Beoordeel Change’

[2] State
jumps to
activity
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On mouse-click:
state updated

On mouse-hover





All model elements (activities:
) may be clicked upon randomly.
On mouse-hover over an activity, a red outline is shown
On mouse-out, this red outline disappears
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Appendix VI: Additional materials - evaluation Prototype I
For the evaluation of Prototype I, process participants interacted with Prototype I as well as an offthe-shelve web portal for process model publication. This appendix contains:
 Paper hand-out
 Questionnaire used (during evaluation session)
a. General structure of the questionnaire
b. Copy of actual questionnaire used
Paper hand-out
This hand-out consisted of three sections:
1. Informed consent and permission for audio and video recording (pre-session)
2. Overview of Change Management process model on a high level of abstraction
The off-the-shelve system did not contain an overview map.
3. Overview of responsibilities of Specialist role in Change Management process model
Relevant for task #2 execution in off-the-shelve system: the inspection of activities for which
a specialist may be Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, or Informed.

1

2

RACI

3

Beoordeel Change
Coördineer en Monitor Change
Implementatie
Lever CMDB Updates aan
Beoordeel Change Succes
Regel formele overdracht naar
Beheer
Voer PIR uit

C
C
C
I
C
C
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Questionnaire used (during evaluation session, in Dutch)
Note that two versions of this questionnaire were used depending on the order of systems to be
worked in: halve of the participants worked in Prototype I first and in the off-the-shelve second, while
for the other-halve this order was reversed. This appendix only shows one questionnaire as follows:
 General structure of the questionnaire
 Copy of the actual questionnaire used (in Dutch)
General structure of the questionnaire
In the evaluation session of Prototype I, a questionnaire was used for two systems: an off-the-shelve
web portal and Prototype I. Both systems were assessed quantitatively in terms of Perceived
Usefulness and Perceived Ease of Use.
#

Source (short)

Source (long)

[1]

Figl, Mendling & Strembeck (2012)

Figl, K., Mendling, J., & Strembeck, M. (2012). The influence
of notational deficiencies on process model comprehension.
Journal of the Association for Information Systems,14(6), 312338

[2]

Figl, Recker & Mendling (2013)

Figl, K., Recker, J., & Mendling, J. (2013). A study on the
effects of routing symbol design on process model
comprehension. Decision Support Systems, 54(2), 1104-1118.

[3]

Davis (1989)

Davis, F. D. (1989). Perceived usefulness, perceived ease of
use, and user acceptance of information technology. MIS
quarterly, 319-340.
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General

Question

Response format

Demographics
What is your name?
Demographics
What is your age?
Integer
Demographics
Gender
Male/female
Demographics
Do you suspect to be colour-blind?
Yes/no/don’t know/other
Demographics
What is your highest completed education?
Work
For how long have you been working for Achmea
Integer
experience
or its daughter companies (year)?
Process models and process modelling
Process
Do you have work experience with process
modelling
Yes/no
models?
experience
Have you participated in the e-learning
Training
Yes/not finished yet/no
module/training "Procesmodel IM&IT"?
Are you following or did you complete a training
Training related
related to business process modelling or other
Yes/No/other
to (business
types of modelling which involves visual
process)
diagrams?
modelling
If yes: how many hours of training?
Integer
Change Management business process
Are you familiar with the Change Management
Yes/no/don’t know/other
business process?
Business
How long have you been working in this business
process
Integer
process (months)?
In your opinion, what process role do you fulfill?
For both systems included in the evaluation session: Perceived usefulness
Using … in my job would enable me to
[1] Extremely likely – [7] Extremely
accomplish tasks more quickly.
unlikely
Using ... would improve my job performance.
[1] Extremely likely – [7] Extremely
unlikely
Using ... in my job would increase my
[1] Extremely likely – [7] Extremely
productivity.
unlikely
Using ... would enhance my effectiveness on
[1] Extremely likely – [7] Extremely
the job.
unlikely
Using ... would make it easier to do my job.
[1] Extremely likely – [7] Extremely
unlikely
I would find ... useful in my job.
[1] Extremely likely – [7] Extremely
unlikely
For both systems included in the evaluation session: Perceived ease of use
Learning to operate ... would be easy for me
[1] Extremely likely – [7] Extremely
unlikely
I would find it easy to get ... to do what I want
[1] Extremely likely – [7] Extremely
it to do.
unlikely
My interaction with ... would be clear and
[1] Extremely likely – [7] Extremely
understandable.
unlikely
I would find ... to be flexible to interact with.
[1] Extremely likely – [7] Extremely
unlikely
It would be easy for me to become skillful at
[1] Extremely likely – [7] Extremely
using ...
unlikely
I would find ... easy to use.
[1] Extremely likely – [7] Extremely
unlikely
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Source
#

[1][2]

[2]
[2]

[3]
[3]
[3]
[3]
[3]
[3]

[3]
[3]
[3]
[3]
[3]
[3]

Copy of the actual questionnaire used (in Dutch)
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98

99

100

101
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Appendix VII: Evaluation session protocol – Prototype I
For the evaluation of Prototype I, process participants interacted with Prototype I as well as an offthe-shelve web portal for process model publication. In both systems, similar tasks where executed by
participants, although the evaluator made sure that in both systems novel parts of the process model
were inspected. This appendix contains:
 An evaluation session protocol (translated from Dutch to English)
1. Informed consent and preliminaries
 Short introduction of research conduct: optimal visualisation of process models
 Explanation of evaluation session
Goal:
To evaluate two systems regarding the visual presentation of and interaction with process models
Procedure:
Task execution in two systems, while the participant is requested to think aloud (practice is possible)
Questions related to both systems by means of 1) an interview and 2) a questionnaire





Obtaining informed consent
Permission for video recording
Permission for audio recording
Notification that recorded material (both video and audio) will not be distributed without
consent of the participant

2. Processing of first part of questionnaire
 Participant is requested to fill in the first part of the questionnaire related to personal
characteristics, process models and process modelling, and the Change Management business
process
3. Task execution in Off-the-shelve system or Prototype I
 Introduction of system: a web environment with as goal to distribute process models among
employees
 Request to execute tasks while thinking aloud
 Notification that the process model represents the truth, i.e. organizational practice should
adhere to the corresponding process model (and not the other way around; goal of the session
is not to compare organizational practice with the process model)
 Notification that evaluator is not present to give assistance of to help; it is the system who
provides all relevant information
 (When Prototype I: E-learning)
 Execution of first task
Introduction:
It is relevant that all employees involved with the Change Management business process is informed
about how a request for change should be processed. It is, therefore, not relevant to know how each
activity in the business process is executed in detail, although it is relevant to know what happens
with a request for change.
Task:
Request to: use the system to inspect the Change Management process model to learn how a request
for change is processed from registration till finalization in terms of closing.
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Material:
Off-the-shelve system: process model of Change management process and an overview of the Change
Management process model provided in the additional hand out.
Prototype I: the general process section
 Execution of second task
Introduction:
All employees working in the Change Management business process are either Responsible or
Accountable for a selection of activities or are Informed or Consulted at a selection of activities.
These activities, thus, are relevant for your process role, in other words: relevant activities.
Task:
Imagine that you are a specialist, which is a process role in the business process. Imagine that you will
be working in the Change Management business process. Take a look at the business process model to
inspect those activities relevant for the job of being a Specialist.
(When necessary an explanation of RACI is provided)
Material:
Off-the-shelve system: process model of Change management process and an overview of the
Specialist role responsibilities (RACI) provided by of the hand-out.
Prototype I: the specific process section
Note:
If time is an issue (i.e. the session will take too long to be successfully completed), the evaluator
informs the participant about the meaning of the various colours in the specific process section
(Prototype I) directly, instead of letting the participants figure it out.
 Execution of third task
Introduction:
Activities for which a process role (you) is Responsible and/or Accountable or for which you are
being Informed or Consulted do not occur in isolation. Oftentimes, there exist activities which are
executed directly before and after (for you) relevant activities.
Task:
Request to: use the system to inspect the Change Management process model related to those
activities which are executed directly before and after the activities which are relevant for the process
role of Specialist.
Material:
Off-the-shelve system: process model of Change management process and an overview of the
Specialist role responsibilities (RACI) provided by of the hand-out.
Prototype I: the specific process section
4. Processing of second part of questionnaire
Participant is requested to, given the tasks executed, fill in the second part of the questionnaire related
to the Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease of the system used for the execution of tasks in step
three.
It is explicitly noted that the scale of the measurement items may be counterintuitive.
5. Semi-structured interview
Note:
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If the time window to successfully complete the evaluation session (i.e. for steps six, seven, and nine)
is too small including this step, skip it.
The participant is asked to share his or her opinion regarding:
 The best or good functionalities of the system
 The worst functionalities of the system
 Useful functionalities of the system
 Missing functionalities in system
 General comments
6. Task execution in Off-the-shelve system or Prototype I
Depending on whether step three was executed within the off-the-shelve system, the same procedure
as described at step three is followed for the other system. Since the same tasks are executed again,
the evaluator must make sure that novel parts of the diagram are inspected for all tasks.
7. Processing of third part of questionnaire
Participant is requested to fill in the third part of the questionnaire related to the Perceived Usefulness
and Perceived Ease of the system used in step six.
Participants are explicitly noted that the scale of the measurement items may be counterintuitive.
8. Semi-structured interview
Note:
If the time window to successfully complete the evaluation session (step nine) is too small including
this step, skip it.
The participant is asked to share his or her opinion regarding:
 The best or good functionalities of the system
 The worst functionalities of the system
 Useful functionalities of the system
 Missing functionalities in system
 General comments
9. Semi-structured interview: comparison
 Both systems are shown (participant may choose which one on monitor):
a. One is shown on monitor connected to laptop docking station
b. One is shown on laptop screen


The participant is asked to share his or her opinion regarding:
a. Moving icon (Prototype)
b. Whether search is required for active activity (Off-the-shelve system)
c. State visualisation: highlighting of active activity and process segments (Prototype)
d. Role-based highlighting (Prototype: specific process section)
e. User-interaction: Freedom of choice and activities that can be viewed
(Prototype: both process sections) versus random clicking (off-the shelve system)
f. Overview map (Prototype)
g. E-learning (Prototype)
h. Option to hide or show tabs (Prototype)
i. Button to ask for clarification (Prototype)

Note:
If time permits, a (selection of) the questions below may be asked as well:


Questions in general (if applicable and time permits):
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a. Whether the participant has the feeling that he or she is able to better understand how a
request for change should be processed when the process model is presented in either
system
b. Whether the participant has the feeling that he or she more involvement with how a
request for change should be processed when the process model is presented in either
system
c. Whether in the off-the-shelve system or the prototype system the process model
required any tutorial or help
d. Whether a tutorial regarding the modelling notation is preferred
e. Whether there is information missing in the published process models
10. End
 Participant is asked whether there are general remarks with regard to both systems
 Participant is asked whether there are remarks in general about the session or about aspects
which should be explicitly noted
 The participant is thanked
 Participant is informed about the evaluation of a new system in the future
 Participant is asked whether there is interested in further participation
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Appendix VIII: Quantitative results Prototype I
This appendix presents the quantitative results of the evaluation of Prototype I. The measurement
items presented below refer to two constructs defined by Davis (1989): Perceived Usefulness (PU)
and Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU). As can be seen in the table below, two systems (the off-theshelve system and Prototype I) were assessed by the two groups of participants (novices and process
actors) in terms of PU and PEOU. Note that the response scale was as follows: [1] extremely likely –
[7] extremely unlikely; thus, lower values resemble a positive state of mind regarding the
measurement item, while higher values resemble the opposite.
Item frequencies
Novices: PU

Cumulative %
5-7 1-3 1-3 5-7

OTS
Response scales:

Using … in my job would enable me to accomplish tasks
more quickly.
Using ... would improve my job performance.
Using ... in my job would increase my productivity.
Using ... would enhance my effectiveness on the job.
Using ... would make it easier to do my job.
I would find ... useful in my job.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Prototype
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 3 1

0 100 80 20

2 1
2
2 1 2
1
4
1 1 1 1 1
1 2 1
1

40
0
0
20
20

1 2 2
1 2 1

0 100 100 0
3 2
20 60 40 40 1
1 1 2

60
60
100
60
80

80
80
100
60
60

3 1

1

0
1 3 1
20
2 2
1
0 1 1 3
20
2 1 1 1
0
2 1 2

Novices: PEOU
Learning to operate ... would be easy for me
I would find it easy to get ... to do what I want it to do.
My interaction with ... would be clear and
understandable.
I would find ... to be flexible to interact with.
It would be easy for me to become skillful at using ...
I would find ... easy to use.

Process Actors: PU
Using … in my job would enable me to accomplish tasks
more quickly.
Using ... would improve my job performance.
Using ... in my job would increase my productivity.
Using ... would enhance my effectiveness on the job.
Using ... would make it easier to do my job.
I would find ... useful in my job.
Process Actors: PEOU
Learning to operate ... would be easy for me
I would find it easy to get ... to do what I want it to do.
My interaction with ... would be clear and
understandable.
I would find ... to be flexible to interact with.
It would be easy for me to become skillful at using ...
I would find ... easy to use.

1

3 1 1
1
2
1
1

2
2
3
2

0

80 80

0

2 2 1

1
1
20 80 20 60
1
1 3
1
0 100 80 20
2 2
1
1
0 100 60 0
3 2
3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2 1 2
2
2
1 2
2 1
1 3 1

2
2
1
1
1

1
2
2
2
1 1

1 3 1 1
2 3
1
3 2 1
1 1 3
1
1 3
2
3 1 2

17 50 67 17

2 2 1

33
33
33
33
0

1
1
1
1
3

33
33
50
50
83

17
50
67
83
83

33
33
17
17
17

1

3 1 1
2 1 2
3 1 1
4
1
2
1

0 83 100 0 1 4 1
17 83 100 0 1 3 2
0

83 100 0 1 4 1

17 83 83 17
4 1
0 67 100 0 1 4 1
0 67 100 0 1 4 1

1

Frequency distribution of response items Prototype 1 (PU=Perceived Usefulness, PEOU=Perceived Ease of Use,
OTS=Off-The-Shelve)
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Appendix IX: Qualitative results Prototype I
This section presents all statements posed (in the form of remarks) by participants during the
evaluation session of Prototype I.
Moving icon
It raises awareness of the process flow
It serves as a trigger; it draws attention
It is fun/funny
It captures the imagination
When processing the diagram with full attention, it is not necessary
It does not provide major added value
It is clear
In combination with activity highlighting, confusion may arise
No opinion

Type #PA #N ∑#
+
5 2 7
+
4 2 6
+
2 3 5
+
2
2
1 1 2
+/3 3
+
1
1
1 1
+/1 1

Overview map
Type #PA #N ∑#
It is not clickable in terms of selecting a process segment to be viewed / an interactive 4 3 7
overview map may be beneficial
It provides added value; presence of this overview map is advocated
+
3 2 5
It does not provide added value; no additional information is shown
2 2 4
No attention was paid to the overview map
2 2 4
The interaction with highlighting is beneficial
+
2
2
It should not be clickable
+/- 1 1 2
It provides clarity, assurance, and guidance
+
1
1
It allows you to link the model to a higher level
+
1
1
Option to ask for clarification
Type #PA #N ∑#
The option to ask for clarification is very good/to be encouraged/useful
+
4 5 9
It should be possible to send an e-mail by means of the web portal only
2
2
It goes two ways: model viewers can ask clarification, and process owners receive feedback +
1 1 2
on unclear process parts
It is convenient
+
1
1
Option to hide or show information
At first sight, it was not directly clear that this option existed / leave all tabs open by default
The option to hide and show information provides added value/is useful
Usefulness depends on the amount of information

+
+/-

4
3
1

2 4|2
2 5
2 3

E-learning
Type #PA #N ∑#
It is useful/beneficial/important/a functionality that has added value
+
4 4 8
Opinion related to parts of the e-learning (because no explicit opinion was shared): it +
2
2
contained useful elements / elements good to know
It helps you to understand the model
+
1
1
It serves as a knowledge base, if (prior) knowledge has been forgotten
+
1
1
Although it does not really help, the information is good to know
+/- 1
1
Also because of the context it provides, users are more involved
+
1
1
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Freedom of choice (FC): general process section (GPS)
The process model is processed more consciously
It slows you down due to limited freedom of choice because random clicking disabled
The process model is processed more actively per activity
Observation: participant struggled with user-interaction
More suitable for people who are learning the process model
Improvement: more FC within process section [1x] or recently visited activities [2x]
Because the moving icon visits process activities, one is triggered to click on activities
(instead of events like included) as well; this requires an extra mental step / It is a natural
thought to select activities instead of events
Improvement: more FC for new parts of the diagram [1x]
Node-by-node inspection is nice/pleasant
Less quick when you just want to look up something / it is more focussed on a node-by-node
inspection
Freedom of choice (FC) and activities which can be viewed (AV): specific process section
FC: Participant missed option to click on all (non-grey) activities directly
FC: Observation: participant struggled with user-interaction
FC: Having a limited freedom of choice is a plus
AV: Option to visit all activities should be included
AV: Limited AV: for participants with less prior knowledge about process and model
AV: activities not assigned to a process role in terms of RACI and not directly associated
with these activities: not relevant for participant
AV: Option to visit all activities should not be included when the general process section
exists
FC: Less quick when you just want to look up something
FC: Limited FC: for participants with less prior knowledge about model or system
FC: It allows users to easily identify role-relevant activities in terms of next steps and what
choices there are within the process
FC: Limited FC eliminates assumptions of employees that a selection of tasks may not be
relevant to them
FC: Limited FC generates clarity
FC: Compared to random processing, it creates focus
Freedom of choice (FOC):
Improvement more freedom of choice for recently visited parts of the diagram
Improvement: more freedom of choice
Improvement: more freedom of choice for new parts of the diagram
Also because of limited freedom of choice general understanding of process is improved
It prevents random inspection of the diagram
Limited FOC: for participants with less prior knowledge about process and model
Also because of limited freedom of choice, users are more involved
The process model is processed more consciously
Offer both limited freedom of choice and an option to inspect the model diagram randomly
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Type #PA #N ∑#
+
3 2 5
+
3 3 6
+
3 1 4
3 1 4
+/1 3 4
+/3 3
2
2

+/+
-

1
1

+
+/+/-

3
3
2
2
1
1

+/-

1

1
1
1

4

7
3
2
5
1
1

3

1

1

+/+

1
1
1

1
1
1

+

1

1

+
+

1
1

1
1

+/+/+
+
+/+
+
+/-

4
4
3
3
2
2
2
1
1

2
1

1

6
5
3
3
3
2
2
1
1

Active activity
Type #PA #N ∑#
It serves as a visual referent; it introduces ease; it saves time
+
3 2 5
It is beneficial/a big plus/good/value added/useful
+
3 5 8
It is funny
+
2
2
In combination with the logo, confusion arised
2 2
It is a nice extra, although when the diagram is processed consciously, it is not necessary
1
1
Also because of active activity highlighting, users are more involved
+
1
1
Highlighting of process segments
It provides clarification about relevant areas; it keeps focus; pleasant because irrelevant parts +
5 4 9
are grey
It is correct/is useful/provides added value/is to be encouraged
+
4 3 7
Confusion may arise about meaning of a grey colour
3
3
It is fine, but if it is not included, that is also fine
+/1 1 2
In combination with the overview map, process segment highlighting provides added value +
1
1
because it allows associations with the overall business process
Also because of process segment highlighting, users are more involved
+
1
1
Fading of process segments would have been useful when the process model was larger
+/1
1
Role-based highlighting
A legend is preferable; at first sight, it was not clear what the colour highlighting stood for
5 5 10
It is good that role-related RACI activities were highlighted
+
3 5 8
Combination of highlighted RACI activities, all activities directly connected to these +
2 3 5
activities visible in original colours, and the remaining activities greyed out is
correct/good/to be encouraged
Activities not assigned to a selected process role should still be visible
+
3
3
It zooms in on the process model context of a process role
+
1 1 2
Combination of highlighted RACI activities, all activities directly connected to these +
1 1 2
activities visible in original colours, and the remaining activities greyed out provides a clear
role-relevant overview
A feeling of overwhelming should be avoided in order to gain acceptance of the target +
1
1
audience
Highlighting of RACI activities generates clarity
+
Highlighting of RACI activities provides focus on responsibilities
+
Before inspecting a role-based visualisation approach, the overall process model should have +/been inspected first
Resource interfaces are presented clearly due to combination of highlighted RACI activities, +
all activities directly connected to these activities visible in original colours, and the
remaining activities greyed out
Highlighting of RACI activities is sufficient; additional (grey) highlighting is not necessary, although this depends on the size of the process model
Highlighting the activities for a process role is advocated, although colour may not be the +/best solution
Pointing out what activities are relevant for process roles is beneficial (in general, not +/necessarily visual)
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1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Appendix X: Screen captures and implementation of Prototype II
In this study, two prototypes regarding the dynamic visualisation of process models were created.
This appendix describes the implementation (in terms of use cases) and screen captures showing the
functionalities of Prototype II.
Implementation (use cases)
The table below summarizes the fulfilment of use cases by Prototype II. The scale used in this table
indicates the following in terms of support: full (+++), fairly positive (++), somewhat (+), and no
support (o),
Prototype II
Use cases
Process section 1 2 2.1 2.2 2.3 3
General +++ + + + + NA
Specific o ++ +++ + +++ NA
Role-based visualisation: diagram +++ +++ +++ +++ +++ NA
Role-based visualisation: tabular + +++ +++ +++ + NA
Inter-process linkages NA NA NA NA NA +++

.

Fulfilment of use cases by Prototype II

General and Specific process section
With regard to abovementioned sections, user-interaction was modified by the addition of three
options, interactivity was added to the overview map, an option to send a message within the system
was included, and all information tabs were visible by default. Given these minor changes, no
additional clarification by means of figures is required.
Role-based visualisation approaches
Two role-based visualisation approaches were introduced in Prototype II: a diagram form and a
tabular form. Both forms are presented in. As can be seen in the table above, the diagram role-based
visualisation is fully supports use cases #1 and #2 because it combines the general and the specific
process sections. Since the tabular approach requires all (table) rows to be visualized in order to fulfil
use cases #1 and #2.3, there exists somewhat support.
Inter-process linkages
This section allowed users to observe process interfaces based the two process models which are
linked (i.e. are connected).
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Screen Captures
Prototype II consisted of five process sections:


A general process section

In this section, process actors are encouraged to learn on a general basis what the business process
(model) is about, primarily in terms of control flow


A specific process section

The specific process section is role-based and can be viewed per individual role, in order to identify
what activities are relevant for the corresponding process role.


A role-based visualisation approach in the form of a diagram

This section allowed users to observe role-relevant model elements in terms of RACI in the process
model diagram itself.


A role-based visualisation approach in the form of a table

This section allowed users to observe role-relevant model elements in terms of RACI in a tabular
form.


An inter-process linkages visualisation approach

This section allowed users to observe process interfaces based the two process models which are
linked (i.e. are connected).

The screen captures in this appendix are structured in the following manner: a flow of screen captures
is shown corresponding to the following steps:
1. General process section
a. Illustration of user-interaction: history directly reachable
b. Illustration of overview screen
c. Illustration of option to hide/show information tabs
d. Illustration of button to ask for clarification
2. Specific process section
a. Illustration of user-interaction: history directly reachable
b. Illustration of user-interaction: no node-by-node constraint
3. Role-based visualisation: diagram
a. Example of colour-highlighting
4. Role-based visualisation: tabular form
a. Example of settings tabular form
5. Inter-process linkages visualisation
a. Hierarchy
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General process section: illustration of user-interaction: history directly reachable

Option box to set
on/off
functionality

Is directly
reachable
because already
inspected

History (trace)
of visited
activities

Current state
Not reachable
because not
yet inspected
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General process section: illustration of overview screen

[0] Start state

Clickable

[0] Start state

[2] State after clicking
on ‘Besturen Normal
change’ in overview
screen of previous
screenshot
[1] Click
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General process section: illustration of option to hide/show information tabs

These tabs are
open/visible by
default

General process section: illustration of button to ask for clarification

[2] Dialog appears
[1] Click
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Specific process section: illustration of user-interaction: history directly reachable

Reachable because
in history

Options

Specific process section: illustration of user-interaction: no node-by-node constraint

All non-grey nodes are
reachable without
node-by-node
inspection constraint
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Role-based visualisation: diagram: example of colour highlighting

Options

Zoomfunctionality

Role-based visualisation: tabular form: example of settings table

Name
activity

Description

Responsibilities
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Subsequent
activities

Options

Inter-process linkages visualisation: hierarchy

Click on

Click-on
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Process A

Process B
Click on interface

Click on to
expand

Interface

Process A
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Process B

Process A

Process B

Expanded

Click on

Interface:
part in
Process B is
sub process
of A

Process A
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Process B

Appendix XI: User-evaluation setup (Prototype II)
Participants
Five out of six process participants who also participated in the evaluation of the first prototype
participated were requested to also asses the second version of the prototype because this group
possesses some domain knowledge necessary to understand the inter-process linkages.
Systems and process model
With regard to the systems evaluated, the OTS web portal of evaluation session one was used for the
second time. Obviously, an updated version of the prototype (Prototype II ) was used. Regarding the
visualisation of inter-process linkages, the OTS system presents business process models on different
levels of abstraction, and users are able to inspect these levels individually. On the lowest level of the
hierarchy, process interfaces were shown by means of one single graphical construct. When the user
clicked on this model element, they were referred to the lowest level of the target (or source) process
model.
In order to evaluate the modifications made in prototype, in both systems (i.e. Prototype II and
OTS) the same process model materials as used in the competitive evaluation of Prototype I and OTS
was used. Furthermore, this process model was also used to compare the diagrammatic and tabular
role-based visualisation approaches incorporated in Prototype II with a base zoom-level of 35%. With
regard to the visualisation of inter-process linkages, an updated version of the change management
process model was used in both systems; see Appendix XII for an overview.
Additional materials and room setup
A questionnaire was used for the measurement of quantitative data. Also, the same simple singleroom setup commonly used in usability-testing environments as described by (Rubin (1994, p. 51))
was used for the evaluation of Prototype II.
Procedure and tasks
For a complete overview of the protocol used, consult Appendix XIV. First, participants were asked
to fill in a pre-session questionnaire. Next, participants were requested execute a selection of tasks in
both systems in order to familiarize themselves again with both systems. After this short introduction,
each design decision belonging to the set of modifications of Prototype I was introduced by the
evaluation session leader, and the participant was requested to interact with the corresponding
functionality as well as to share qualitative feedback. Next, the session commenced in terms of
extensions. First, an explanation of the first role-based visualisation approach (i.e. diagram of tabular
form) as well as the concept of RACI was given. Then, the participant was requested to answer a set
of questions, while the time it took to give an answer was recorded. Furthermore, the participant was
asked to fill in a questionnaire related to the visualisation approach. Recurrently, the same procedure
was followed for the other visualisation approach, although the questions asked were altered with
regard to the roles. After working with both role-based visualisation approaches, the participant was
asked to qualitatively share opinions related to both approaches. In the remaining of the session, the
last extension (visualisation of inter-process linkages) was covered as follows. In both systems, the
participant was asked to look inspect a certain process interface present in the Change Management
business process. Afterwards, the participant was asked whether to evaluate both approaches used to
publish the same process interface.
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Appendix XII: Process model and system used – evaluation Prototype II
The evaluation of Prototype II consisted of two main parts, using the following systems and process
models:
 Evaluation of modifications (made to Prototype I)
 Systems: OTS system and Prototype II
 Process models: See Appendix V
 Evaluation of extensions (of Prototype I)
o Evaluation of role-based visualisation approaches (diagram and tabular form)
 Systems: Prototype II
 Process models: See Appendix V
o Evaluation of inter-process linkages
 Systems: OTS and Prototype II
 Process models:
 See Screen capture off-the-shelve web portal (Next page)
 See screen capture Prototype II regarding interface visualisation
(Section X)
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Screen capture off-the-shelve web portal (below)

Zoom-in on
Besturen Normal
change

Scroll down
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Scroll down

Zoom in on Lever
CMDB Updates aan
en Bepaal release
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This is the
interface

Other side of the interface
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Appendix XIII: Additional materials – Prototype II
For the evaluation of Prototype I, process participants interacted with Prototype II as well as an offthe-shelve web portal for process model publication. This appendix contains:
 Paper hand-out
 Questionnaire used (during evaluation session)
a. General structure of the questionnaire
b. Copy of actual questionnaire used

Paper hand-out
A paper hand-out was used during the evaluation of an extension of Prototype I, being two role-based
visualisation approaches. In both visualisation approaches, participants were asked to find the solution
of a set of questions. The hand-out contained the questions below on separate sheets. Five questions
were asked at one visualisation approach, while the remaining four were asked at the other
visualisation approach.
Note: in order to counter prior knowledge effects, non-context roles were used (A,B,C,D, and E)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

For how many tasks is role A consulted?
For all tasks where role D is informed, how many are executed in sequence?
How many tasks are assigned to both roles B and D in terms of RACI?
For how many tasks is role D responsible, for which holds that precedent tasks are executed
by role B?
For all tasks where role A is consulted, how many are executed in sequence?
For how many tasks is role D responsible?
For all tasks where role D is informed, how many are executed in sequence?
How many tasks are assigned to both roles A, B, and D in terms of RACI?
For how many tasks is role A consulted, for which holds that precedent tasks are executed by
role B?

Questionnaire used (during evaluation session)
In the evaluation session of Prototype II, a questionnaire was used for the evaluation of an extension
of Prototype I, being two role-based visualisation approaches: a diagram form and a tabular form.
Both approaches were assessed quantitatively in terms of Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease of
Understanding. The questionnaire used is presented as follows:
 General structure of the questionnaire
 Copy of the actual questionnaire used (in Dutch)
General structure of the questionnaire
#

Source (short)

Source (long)

[1]

Maes and Poels (2012)

Maes, A., & Poels, G. (2007). Evaluating quality of conceptual
modelling scripts based on user perceptions. Data &
Knowledge Engineering, 63(3), 701-724.
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General

Question

Response format

What is your name?
Gender
Male/female
Do you suspect to be colour-blind?
Yes/no/don’t know/other
What is your age?
Integer
Could you describe your investment of time
during the time period June 2014 – August 2014
Process models
with regard to inspecting, learning, and modelling
of business process models?
Change Management business process
Are you familiar with the Change Management
Yes/no/don’t know/other
business process version 7.1?
Have you inspected version 7.1 of the process
model regarding the Change Management
business process? If yes, to what extent?
Business
Could you describe your investment of time
process
during the time period June 2014 – August 2014
with regard to inspecting, learning, and modelling
of business process models, work instructions,
process descriptions with regard to the Change
Management business process (all versions)?
For both visualisation approaches in the evaluation session: Perceived usefulness
Overall, I think the RACI visualisation / RACI
table would be an improvement to a textual
[1] Strongly disagree – [7] Strongly agree
description / diagram of the business process role
distribution
Overall, I found the RACI visualisation / RACI
table
useful for understanding the business
[1] Strongly disagree – [7] Strongly agree
process role distribution modelled
Overall, I think the RACI visualisation / RACI
table
improves my performance when
[1] Strongly disagree – [7] Strongly agree
understanding the business process role
distribution modelled
For both visualisation approaches in the evaluation session: Perceived Ease of Understanding
It was easy for me to understand what the RACI
[1] Strongly disagree – [7] Strongly agree
visualisation / RACI table was trying to model
Using the RACI visualisation / RACI table was
[1] Strongly disagree – [7] Strongly agree
often frustrating
Overall, the RACI visualisation / RACI table
[1] Strongly disagree – [7] Strongly agree
was easy to use
Learning how to read the RACI visualisation /
[1] Strongly disagree – [7] Strongly agree
RACI table was easy

Source
#

Demographics
Demographics
Demographics
Demographics
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[1]

[1]

[1]

[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]

Copy of the actual questionnaire used (in Dutch)
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129

130

131
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Appendix XIV: Evaluation session protocol – Prototype II
For the evaluation of Prototype II, process participants interacted with Prototype II as well as an offthe-shelve web portal for process model publication. This appendix contains:
 An evaluation session protocol (translated from Dutch to English)
1. Preliminaries
 Explanation of evaluation session
Goal:
To evaluate the modifications made to Prototype I, the extensions of Prototype I related to two rolebased visualisation approaches, and the evaluation of an extension related to process interfaces.
Procedure:
 Same format as the previous evaluation session (Prototype I), although there is less emphasize
on thinking aloud.
2. Processing of first part of questionnaire
 Participant is requested to fill in the first part of the questionnaire
3. Task execution in both systems related to modifications of Prototype I
 Evaluator introduces both systems (Prototype I and OTS) in terms of functionalities included
 In order to familiarize the user with the systems from last evaluation session, the participant is
asked to explore the model diagram in both systems
 Prototype II is started; For all modifications:
 The evaluator points out that a modification has been made to Prototype I
a. Interactive overview map
b. Option to ask for clarification inside portal
c. Setting that all information tabs are visible by default
d. Legend
e. User-interaction: Freedom of choice related to view history (both sections)
f. User interaction: Freedom of choice: no node-by-node (specific process section)
 The evaluator makes sure that the participant actually experiences how the modification
influences system interaction by letting the user interact with Prototype II
 The participant is asked to share his/her opinion regarding the modification
4. Role-based visualisation approach 1: diagram / tabular form
For both visualisation approaches:
 Concept of RACI is explained
 A short tutorial is provided regarding the visualisation approach
 Participant is asked whether he/she would use a visualisation approach like just explained
 Procedure is explained: participant is asked to find the solution to a set of questions.
Participant is asked to read the question and to indicate whether the question is understood. If
not: the question is explained by the evaluator. If yes, the evaluator starts a stopwatch and the
participant starts finding the solution. Upon sharing a solution, the evaluator asks whether the
solution is final. If yes, the stopwatch is stopped (and time is noted). The visualisation
approach is reset for the next question.
Questions to be answered (five questions in diagram/tabular, four questions in the other):
1. For how many tasks is role A consulted?
2. For all tasks where role D is informed, how many are executed in sequence?
3. How many tasks are assigned to both roles B and D in terms of RACI?
4. For how many tasks is role D responsible, for which holds that precedent tasks are executed
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

by role B?
For all tasks where role A is consulted, how many are executed in sequence?
For how many tasks is role D responsible?
For all tasks where role D is informed, how many are executed in sequence?
How many tasks are assigned to both roles A, B, and D in terms of RACI?
For how many tasks is role A consulted, for which holds that precedent tasks are executed by
role B?


5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

After working in either visualisation approach, the participant is requested to fill in the
questionnaire related to Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease of Understanding
Evaluation of role-based visualisation approaches
 After working in both visualisation approaches, the participant is asked to share opinions
regarding:
a. (Motivation for) Preference diagram over tabular form (or vice versa)
b. Usefulness of both visualisations
c. RACI table visualisation in general
d. RACI diagram visualisation:
i. in general,
ii. use of colour to highlight role-relevant model elements,
iii. relationship with complexity (for this question, three roles are shown with all
RACI options displayed in the diagram)
iv. Necessity of legend,
v. zoom functionality
Process interface inspection I: OTS / Prototype II
 Participant is asked whether he/she is familiar with process model interfaces
 An explanation is given of process-interfaces (example: incident process may call problem
process)
 Participant is asked to explore a process interface within the system; the evaluator points out
where to click in the model.
a. OTS: See Appendix XII for steps
b. Prototype II: See Appendix X for steps
Process interface inspection II: OTS / Prototype II
 See Step 6
Evaluation of process interface visualisation approaches
 Participant is asked to share opinions regarding:
a. General opinion of either approach
b. Whether preference goes to interface visualisation on all levels (Prototype) or on the
lowest level of the hierarchy (Prototype)
c. Overview to detail approach (i.e. hierarchy)
d. Use of aggregation on hierarchy levels with option to expand
e. Highlighting of click history
End
 Participant is asked whether there are general remarks with regard to the functionalities
evaluated
 Participant is asked whether there are remarks in general about the current session, past
sessions, or about aspects which should be explicitly noted
 The participant is thanked
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Appendix XV: Quantitative results Prototype II
Part of the evaluation of Prototype II related to two role-based visualisation approaches: a RACI
visualisation (diagram) versus a RACI table. The table below presents the measurement items as well
as corresponding (cumulative) responses per visualisation approach.
Caution [!]
These items were measured by means of a 7-point Likert Scale ranging from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to
7 (Strongly Agree). Therefore, related to the measurement item “Using the RACI visualisation / RACI
table was often frustrating” caution should be exercised because lower values refer to a positive
assessment of the visualisation approach, while for the other measurement lower values refer to a
negative state of mind regarding the measurement item.

Item frequencies
Perceived Usefulness
scales:

RACI
visualisation
Response

Cumulative %
5-7 1-3 1-3 5-7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Overall, I think the RACI visualisation /
RACI table would be an improvement to a
textual description / diagram of the business
process role distribution
Overall, I found the RACI visualisation /
RACI table
useful for understanding the
business process role distribution modelled
Overall, I think the RACI visualisation /
RACI table
improves my performance
when understanding the business process
role distribution modelled

RACI table
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 2 100 0

20 60

1

1 3 1 100 0

40 60

1 1

0

20 20

1

2 1 2 100 0

20 80

1

1 2 1 1 80

1 1 2

1 2

3

1

Perceived Ease of Understanding
It was easy for me to understand what the
RACI visualisation / RACI table was
trying to model
Using the RACI visualisation / RACI table
2 3
[!]
was often frustrating
Overall, the RACI visualisation / RACI
table was easy to use
Learning how to read the RACI
visualisation / RACI table was easy

0

80

0 100

2 1 2 100 0 20 60
1 1 1 2 80

0

20 60

2

1 1 2 1
1

1 3

1

1 3

Frequency distribution of response items Prototype II (Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Ease of Understanding)
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Appendix XVI: Qualitative results Prototype II
This section presents all statements posed (in the form of remarks) by participants during the
evaluation session of Prototype II.
Freedom of choice: view history (general (G) and specific process section (S))
Type #PA
G: It would be ok / added value
+
5
G: Going node-by-node forward is fine when combined with option to go directly back to history
+
4
G: It is more quick
+
3
G: There is one assumption: that I processed all the nodes in history consciously
+/2
G: It is more easy
+
2
S: It is more quick
+
2
G: Having it as an option is fine.
+
2
G: Set it on by default
+/2
G: Set it off by default
+/1
G: Option: Perhaps there are people who want to go in a node-by-node manner
+/1
G: Having it as an option: no opinion
+/1
G: For first time: it is good to go node-by-node only
+/1
S: It is easy / handy
+
1
Freedom of choice: no node-by-node (specific process section)
It is good / to be encouraged
+
3
For first time it is handy to go node-by-node, for more experienced users: the opposite
+/3
For more experienced: easy to not go node-by-node
+/2
It is handy
+
2
It is more quick
+
2
Interactive overview map (general (G) and specific process section (S))
G: It is a nice addition
+
5
G: You can move more quickly
+
2
G: Persons should not skip activities / it may be a trap to not process the diagram fully in terms of +/2
all activities
G: It generates more added value of the overview map
+
2
G: It is a benefit
+
1
G: It is easy
+
1
G: For explanation to colleagues with extensive prior knowledge: include this functionality
+/1
G: Comparison of Freedom of choice History and overview map: freedom of choice history +/1
because when you use it the whole day then beneficial
G: For explanation to colleagues with less prior knowledge: do not include this functionality
+/1
S: It looks good (it is a good functionality)
+
3
S: One is able to navigate faster
+
2
Option to ask for clarification inside portal
It is nice (it is a good functionality) / it is beneficial / positive change
It is more easy
It saves you an extra step
Option to hide or show information : Setting that all information tabs visible by default
It does not matter
It is nicer because I missed some of contents of the information tabs the first time

Having more text visually available does not matter
Legend
It would be wonderful / a nice addition / provide added value
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Type #PA
+
4
+
2
+
2
+/+
+/-

3
2
1

+

4

Role-based visualisation: in general
Type #PA
In general, I would use it
+
4
In general, I would use it as evidence / explanation
+
2
In general, for me it has no added value / I can imagine it does for other process roles
1
In general: It is a good functionality
+
1
Role-based visualisation: diagram
Preference for diagram over table
+
5
Use of colour in diagram is easy even if it becomes more complex
+
3
More easy to see interfaces between roles in diagram
+
3
Legend: I do not miss a legend
+
3
Zoom functionality: it is a necessity in order to read the diagram when completely zoomed out
+/- 3
Benefit: it gives the whole process model
+
3
Legend is provided in options table
+
3
Looking for my own role I would prefer the diagram
+
3
Zoom functionality: one zoom level so that all model elements contents are visible is sufficient
2
A legend would be handy for extra stress on meaning
+/- 2
Use of colour: draws attention and provides clarification
+
2
Use of colour in diagram is easy
+
1
Use of colour: fast detection of what is relevant
+
1
A reset knop provides added value
+/- 1
The diagram is more appealing / draws more attention
+
1
Using the diagram is more quick than using the table
+
1
The zoom function is good because it allows you to see the whole process or specific parts
+
1
Colour imposes problems for colour-blind people
1
Role-based visualisation: tabular form
The tabular form was less clear / required more processing
4
Benefit of table: quick overview
+
3
Finding answers in the tabular form visualisation took longer
3
Looking for my own role I would prefer the table because it generates a role-specific overview faster +
2
Spotting interfaces between roles requires more search and is more difficult in the tabular form
1
The table can be used for copy-pasting
+/- 1
When looking at multiple roles, the table can become confusing
1
Visualisation of inter-process linkages
Type #PA
Preference for prototype visualisation
+
5
Interface with scrolling provides added value/looks useful
+
5
Visualisation approach connection visible on each level is more clear or more easy
+
3
Visualisation approach connection visible is more clear
+
4
Option to see rest of process model is good/useful/could be useful
+
4
Highlighting of click history: improvement
+
3
Highlighting of click history: no added value, arrow of interface is sufficient
2
Highlighting of click history: It aids tracing of choices when multiple interfaces visible
+
1
Highlighting of click history: It is a benefit that the connection can be spotted faster
+
1
Preference: complete process model visible by default
+/- 1
Mentioning that on each level an interface exists is wise, although new visualisation may not be +/- 1
optimal
Interface with scrolling could become too complex
+/- 1
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